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PREFACE

The economy and emissions of automotive internal combustion engines

depend on many operating variables. These variables are not always

maintained at the best possible values, partly due to the inability to

design and manufacture to these values, partly because the initial design

did not account for all of these values, and partly due to degradation

with time. The need for more accurate fuel/air ratio has been particularly

acute for acceptable operation of three-way catalysts. However, there

are other incentives for more accurate engine control. It has been

reported that fuel economy degrades as much as 14% in 12,000 miles and

that changes in the fuel/air ratio and spark timing are the major sources

of the efficiency loss. Even larger deterioration has been reported

for emissions. Environmental effects and fuel characteristics have similar

impacts.

In present day engines, fuel control and spark timing are done by

open-loop devices that are based on engine speed, throttle setting, and

perhaps temperature. Closed loop control is based on engine measurements

that are more directly related to the quantity being controlled and hence,

are more accurate and less sensitive to disturbances.

The objectives of this research are:

1. To develop an automated dynamometer facility for mapping and

optimization studies of typical automotive engines.

2. To design a particular closed-loop control system which will

maintain optimal operation of the engine over a wide torque and

speed range regardless of mechanical degradation or external

disturbances. The technique used is to maintain cylinder peak

pressure near its optimum value by controlling spark advance in

a closed-loop system.

3. To generate trade-off curves between optimum fuel economy,

evaluated for a given emissions level, and various levels of

emission constraints.

4. To investigate appropriate engine models.

The dynamometer facility was completed and used to acquire engine

data at 730 test points. These data were used to generate analytical
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functions describing the fuel consumption and emissions at each of 10

torque/speed points using least square fitting procedures. It was found

in the process of arriving at these functions that individual fits to

data at each torque/speed point were superior to a single global fit

valid at all torque/speed points. The functions were used by an optimi

zation procedure to arrive at control strategies and driving cycle pre

dictions of fuel consumption and emissions over a wide range of emission

levels.

The optimum schedules were then used to determine a closed-loop

control strategy. This control was evaluated for driving cycle conditions

and found to yield a 2% improvement in fuel economy over the open-loop

control when the "relative humidity was 75% at 90
0

F. It was also found

that the closed-loop spark advance control based on cylinder pressure was

more difficult to implement under conditions of heavy spark retard for

emissions reduction.

Results of the research have been presented at technical conferences

attended by automotive industry representatives. Because of the pro

prietary nature of development efforts within the industry, it is not

possible to detenline the extent to which these results are being utilized.

However, the Holley Carburetor Division of Colt Industries Operating

Corp. has obtained license rights to the spark advance controller from

Stanford University, indicating a serious interest in this aspect of the

research. Further, the introduction by the industry of closed-loop air/fuel

ratio syste~s and the knock adaption by Buick is an additional indication

of the importance to the automotive industry of closed-loop control

concepts.

The research has demonstrated the benefits of closed-loop spark

control under nominal and off-nominal humidity conditions for a 4 cylin

der automotive engine. Other effects such as manufacturing tolerances,

time degradation, altitude, and air/fuel ratio will likely have similar

effects than humidity. It is estimated that fleetwide average benefits

will probably be on the order of 2% or 3% for spark control alone and

on the order of 5% for a complete closed-loop control system for spark,

fuel, and exhaust gas recirculation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND AND REL.l\TED WORKS

Fuel consumption and emissions levels are known to deteriorate in

time due to nechanical wear and external disturbances. An idea of the

size of the deterioration can be obtained from a few recent surveys. A

survey done by NHTSA [B-4] found that fuel consumption, HC (hydrocarbons),

and CO (carbon monoxides) can go down as much as 11%, 22% and 12%

respectively after a tune-up.

Higher improvement in HC and CO of 45% and 60% respectively was stated

in [W-l]. It was found that 40% of one year old cars do not meet HC

requirements, and 50% do not meet CO requirements, with these numbers

deteriorating quite fast for older cars [C-3]. Changes in ambient condi-

tions and manufacturing tolerances also cause deterioration in engine

performance. Wrausmann ancI Smith [ViR-I] report a 259% increase in CO,

45% increase in HC, and 22% decrease in nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions

when an automobile calibrated for sea level atmospheric pressure was

driven to Denver.

Ostrouchov [0-1] reports the effect of very cold inlet air (_4
0

F)

on engine emissions and fuel consumption. Depending on the emission

devices that were installed on the engine, HC could go up as much as

4 times, whereas CO could go up 3 times and NOx could double. Fuel con

sumption could increase by 10%. Similarly an increase in ambient humidity

also raises fuel consumption [PO-5] .

The emissions constraints imposed by the federal authorities have

been continually tightened. For examplc, the 1975 requirements of HC/CO/NO

of 1.5/15/3.1 gm/mile will be replaced by the 1983 requirements of

0.41/3.4/0.4 go/mile. Therefore there is a great potential for improve

ment if feedback methods can be employed to control engine operation to

maintain optimal condition.

Most of the spark ignited internal combustion engines of today's

vehiclcs are controlled in an open loop fashion. The controlled variables

are the spark timing (SA), air/fuel ratio (AF) and the portion of the ex

haust gases recirculated through the intake manifold (EGR). Spark timing
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is determined by engine speed and inlet manifold pressure. Air fuel ratio

is determined by the throttle setting and the inlet manifold pressure.

Whereas the level of EGR is determined by the exhaust pressure and the

intake manifold pressure. This calibration cannot compensate for any

deviation fro~ a nominal scheduling. A closed loop system based on

engine ~easurements which are more directly related to the controlled

variables is likely to reduce these effects.

A few closed loop systems have been installed recently on vehicle

engines. Draper and Li [DR-I] applied their theory of "optimalizing"

(peak holding) control using dither spark control of a single cylinder

internal combustion engine. Schweitzer, et al. [SC-I, SC-2, SC-3, SC-4] ,

applied the above theory to the design of peak holding controllers for

spark advance and for flow rate for a mUlticylinder engine. A knock

detection system using an accelerometer on the engine head as the sensor

was installed on Buick engines [C-2]. Spark was retarded when knock was

detected and then returned to the nominal setting. A closed loop carburetor

which maintains the air/fuel ratio around stochiometry for the best three

way catalyst efficiency was introduced by Ford [M-3], and is used also in

a number of GM models. An oxygen sensor in the exhaust line provides the

signal. A closed loop system keeping the engine operating on the lean side

where both fuel consumption and emissions are low was developed [L-l].

The angle that corresponds to cylinder peak pressure (8 ) was
pp

used in [PO-2, PO-3 , PO-4, PO-5, H-3] as a feedback signal to keep the

engine at best fuel economy for various engine operating conditions and

in the presence of external disturbances. 11aintaining the engine at best

fuel economy could be achieved by keeping 8 at 15
0

ATDC by changing the
pp

spark timing as required. The pressure trace was used as the feedback

signal in a closed loop knock detection system developed by R. Hosey [H-4] .

Spark was retarded when knock was detected to the point of incipient knock

until it was optimal to retard from that point.

Engine modelling and optimization solutions, together with the appro

priate feedback signals can provide the required closed. loop engine calibra

tion. A few optimization works evaluating best fuel economy for given

emission constraints have been done in the last ten years. Rishavy et al.

[R-I] used an integer programming technique over a set of points approx-
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imating the EPA cycle to solve a steady state warmed up fuel economy

optimization, subject to emission constraints. A model of a catalytic

converter efficiency as a function of air/fuel ratio was included. A

steady state engine mapping was required.

Cassidy [C-l] reduced the data acquisition time by using an online

approach. The online real time computer controlled and monitored engine

performance as it was seeking out the optimum calibrations. Lagrange

multipliers ~ere used to replace the constrained optimization problem by

a set of unconstrained problems in points of constant torque and speed.

Only steady state warmed-up engine data were considered. This approach

did not require any engine mapping. Auiler et al. [A-I] used dynamic pro

gramming to find the optimal way with respect to fuel economy, to

allocate total allowable mass emissions among the various points of

constant speed and torque. Only warmed-up steady state engine data was

considered. An engine model developed by Baker and Daby [B-2] was used.

Dohner [D-2] considered drivability by adding a constraint relating

the coefficient of variation of the indicated mean effective pressure to

the engine surge. The cold-hot cycle as well as transients were considered.

The emission constrained optimization problem was solved by applying the

Maximum Principle to a terminal control problem over the EPA cycle. No

mapping was required. Rao et al. [R-2] solved a nonlinear programming

problem with equality and inequality constraints to find best fuel

economy for a given emissions level. The Lagrange Multipliers method

converted the constrained problem into a set of unconstrained problems

at points of constant torque and speed. Only warmed-up engine data was

considered. A relationship between the engine controls and engine speed

and intake manifold pressure at the optimum point was established.

Trella [T-2] used dynamic programming to find an optimal way with

respect to fuel economy of allocating total allowable emissions among

points of constant torque and speed representing the EPA cycle. The

effect of the nt~ber of these points on the optimization was checked by

carrying out the analysis for both a 12 point grid and a 41 point grid.

The finer grid yielded better fuel economy especially when emissions

tightened. Only warmed-up steady state engine data was considered.

Some of the optimization works discussed above were based on engine
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modelling. Baker [B-2] developed a method of representing the EPA cycle

by running the engine for various time lengths at a finite number of con

stant torque and speed points. Fuel and emissions were correlated with

the control variables at any of these points. A similar approach was taken

by Rishavy et al. [R-l]. Vora [V-I] correlated the engine outputs, fuel

and emissions, with the 3 control variables, air/fuel ratio, spark

advance and the portion of the exhaust gases recirculated through the

intake manifold as well as with engine speed and torque. Data acquisition

time was shortened by sweeping through a range of spark advance, while

keeping all the other variables constant, and by taking data at fixed

time intervals. As the sweep was slow, there was no need to wait for

thermal eqUilibrium. Rao et al. [R-3] modelled the engine over a wider

load-speed range than is required by the EPA cycle. The engine was taken

through sequences of speed load points in quick successions for various

levels of air/fuel ratio, spark advance and EGR. Engine outputs, fuel and

emissions, were correlated with engine speed, fuel injection pUlse Width,

inlet manifold pressure,~xhaust gas recirculation and combustion chamber

metal temperature. Trella [T-2] also used a five parameter model in which

fuel and emissions were correlated with AF, SA, EGR, RPM and Torque.
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B. S~ThlARY

The objectives of this research are as follows:

1. To design a particular closed loop control system which will main

tain optimal operation of the engine over a wide torque and speed

range regardless of mechanical degradation or external distur

bances. The technique used is to maintain cylinder peak pressure

near its optimum value by controlling spark advance in a closed

loop system.

2. To generate trade-off curves between optimal fuel economy,

evaluated for a given emissions level, and various levels of

emission constraints.

3. To investigate appropriate engine models.

The angle that corresponds to cylinder peak pressure is sensed and used as

the feedback signal to keep the engine operating optimally. Optimally oper

ating is to consume minimrnn amount of fuel for given emissions level over a

wide torque/speed range. The optimal operating of the engine can be done

by finding a relationship_between the angle and some engine parameters

that vary with engine speed and load, given an optimally tuned engine.

The relationship will provide the reference value of the closed loop

system for various speed-load points. The optimal closed loop scheme

together with the optim~ation program, are evaluated over the EPA cycle

which is approximated by running the engine for various time lengths

at poi~ts of constant torque and speed [B-2]. Data were collected for

various setti~gs of air/fuel ratio, spark advance timing, and the

portion of exhaust gases recirculated through the intake manifold, at the

points of constant torque/speed approximating the EPA cycle. Analytic

expressions can be fit to fuel consumption and emissions level as a

function of the control variables. Once analytic expressions have been

derived, the optimization problem of minimizing fuel consumption for given

emissions constraints can be formulated and solved. Trade-off curves

relating optimal fuel consumption to various emissions constraints can be

generated by repeating the optimization solution for various emissions

levels.

The optimization solutions also provide the values of the controls,

AF, SA and EGR at the points of constant torque and speed as well as the
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value of the feedback signal eopt
which is the angle that corresponds

pp
to peak pressure. A relationship between eopt

measured at the points
pp

of constant torque and speed and engine power was found. This relation-

ship provides the updated reference value for the closed loop control

system.

C . S m,lMARY BY CHAPTERS

Chapter II:

This chapter describes the engine test facility which consists of

a 2.3 litre four cylinder Ford engine directly coupled to a speed

controlled dynamometer. The simulation of an EPA cycle required running

the engine at points of constant torque and speed. Therefore, a torque

controller was developed. The controls, air/fuel ratio, spark timing and
I

the EGR system, were modified to be compatible with the data acquisition

procedure. Various control tasks were done by a NOVA minicomputer which

also collected data from the various sensors. This chapter briefly

describes the software and hardware of the test facility. A more detailed

description is contained in Appendix J.

Chapter I II:

This chapter describes the procedure of fitting functions to the

engine outputs, fuel and emissions levels. Some statistical terms, such

as R-square. ~~S, F-statistics, which evaluate the quality of fit are

discussed. The existence of a theoretical relationship between engine out

puts and the controls justifies the function fitting approach. These

relationships are described in this chapter. A single function relating

either fuel consumption or emissions level to the control variables can

be fit to the entire data base with the controls AF, SA, EGR as well as

RTh1 and TORQUE as the independent variables. Or engine outputs can be

correlated with the controls for any of the points of constant torque

and speed. The advantages and drawbacks of each method are discussed in

this chapter. It concludes with a fit procedure error.
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Chapter IV:

The optimization problem of minimizing fuel consumption subject to

emissions constraints over the EPA cycle can be formulated with the aid

of the models derived in Chapter III. The composite fuel and emissions

levels over the EPA cycle are evaluated by combining fuel and emissions

levels for the 10 points of constant torque and speed with different

weighting coefficients.

The adjoining of the emission constraints to the fuel function using

Lagrange Multipliers converts the original constrained problems to a set

of unconstrained problems each depending only on the controls of one

torque/speed point. Trade-off curves between optimum fuel and various

emission levels were generated by solving the optimization problem for

various emission constraints.

Chapter V:

A closed loop scheme- that maintains the engine operating optimally

regardless of external disturbances or mechanical degradation over a wide

torque/rpm range is desired. It is presented in [H-3] that if the angle

of cylinder peak pressure is kept constant at lSoATDC. the best fuel economy

target for various engine operating conditions is maintained. This angle

can be used as a feedback signal to keep the engine at op~imum fuel econ

omy for given emissions levels over a wide torque/speed range. The reason

ing for using the signal is given in this chapter. Piezoelectric sensors

installed be~veen the spark plugs and the engine head convert the pressure

changes into electric signals. The electronics required to process the

signal and to detect the peak pressure angle is described. It was found

that the optinal angle is a function of engine power. Therefore, this

function will provide the updated reference value with the spark advance

timing which changes as required to control e Humidity was introduced
pp

into the inlet air stream simulating an external disturbance. With only

open loop control, fuel consumption increased by 4% and NOx level de

creased by 30%, whereas with the closed loop system, fuel consumption went

up 2% and NOx decreased by 20%.
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D. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS RESEARCH

1. Design of a closed loop scheme for an internal combustion

engine that minimizes fuel consumption SUbject to a limitation

on emissions over a prescribed driving cycle.

2. Generation of detailed trade-off curves relating optimal fuel

consumption to various levels of emission constraints for the

engine configuration tested. The average values of the control

variables, AF, SA, EGR, over the E PA cycle for the various

optimal solutions taking into account the various catalysts

are also displayed.

3. Comparison of the quality of fit of global and individual fits.

Global fit is the estimate of the function for all measurements,

whereas local fit refers to a fit at a specific torque/speed

point.
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II. MULTICYLINDER ENGINE TEST FACILITY

A. INTRODUCTION

Optimizing fuel consumption for given emission constraints requires

a detailed engine mapping. An automated engine test facility can shorten

the data acquisition time considerably. The engine was run at points of

constant torque and speed which were used to approximate the EPA cycle.

Therefore a speed controller as well as a torque controller were required.

This chapter describes these control systems. In addition, the controls-

air/fuel ratio, spark timing and the portion of exhaust gases recirculated

through the intake manifold, had to be modified to be compatible with

the mapping requirement.

Sensors were installed to measure engine inputs and outputs and to

collect some reference data. A NOVA minicomputer was introduced to per

form various control tasks and to collect and process data. This chapter

describes the required hardware and software.

B. ENGINZ ~~D DYNAMOMETER SET-UP

Data was collected from a 2.3L 4-cylinder 1975 Ford engine. The

engine was connected to a dynamometer by a manual transmission with the

fourth gear engaged; therefore, the engine and the dynamometer turned

at the same speed.

An automatic speed controller was installed on the dynamometer.

The tachometer is a digital counting device yielding a resolution of

1 rpm. The speed is controlled by the dynamometer field current. The

speed controller can accept both local commands and comp~ter commands.

Only a few seconds are required to obtain a steady state error of +2 rpm

for a step in commanded speed. Figure 2.2 is a schematic diagram of the

system. The dynamometer settling time is much shorter than the elapsed

time between two measurements. Therefore it did not have any impact on
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the steady state data acquisition procedure. The dynamometer was used only

for a steady state mapping because it was not capable of tracking any

arbitrary change in load and speed.

C. ENGINE MODIFICATION AND INSTRm1ENTATION

A few engine changes and measuring instruments were introduced for

the following reasons:

1. Arbitrary setting of air/fuel ratio, spark timing and the amount

of EGR.

2. Controlling engine torque.

3. Measuring fuel and inlet air flow, emissions concentration,

pressures and temperatures in various parts of the engine.

The following systems were changed or added to meet the above

requirements:

1. Carburetor.

2. EGR line and valve.

3. Fuel system.

4. Spark advance.

5. Torque controller.

6. Emission cabinet measuring CO, CO2 , 02' NOx, HC.

7. Iniet air flow meter.

8. Temperature gauges measuring:

a. water temperature,

b. inlet air temperature,

c. engine oil temperature,

d. exhaust gas temperature.

9. Inlet manifold pressure transducer.

The Carburetor:

The original 1975, 2bbl Holley 5200 carburetor could not accommodate

any external mixture changes; therefore, it was replaced by the latest

model 2bbl Holley 6500 which includes a vacuum activated fuel enrichment

system. The vacuum is applied externally providing an easy means of
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changing the fuel mixture. The vacuum activates a piston which closes a

secondary passage from the float chamber to the main well; thus higher

vacuums leanout the mixture. The vacuum ranged between 0 to 5 in Hg

under atmospheric pressure. Air/fuel ratio varied from 11 to 16 for low

and medium air/flow levels and went up slightly to 12-17.5 for the higher

air/flow points. As a leaner AF range was desired, it was decided to

change the jets that affect the mixture. Air/fuel ratio is determined

by 4 jets, each of which dominates the mixture at a different air/flow

level. Therefore it was qUite easy to tailor the mixture pattern to our

needs.

One idle jet and one main jet are installed in the primary and in

the secondary bowls. The idle primary jet dominates the mixture at

speeds lower than 1000 rpm. The main primary jet dominates the mixture

above that level up to a throttle opening of 40
0

above which the idle

secondary jet has only a slight effect and tile main secondary jet takes

over. The sizes of the original and the replacement jets are given in

Table 2.1. The modified mixture range as a function of air flow and the

vacuum level applied to the carburetor leaning port is given in Fig. 2.3.

I IDLE ~~IN

I
I Primary Secondary Primary Secondary

Original
I

0.90 0.50 1.26 1.10!

Replaced I 0.72 0.90 1.22 1.30

TABLE 2.1 Original and modified carburetor jet sizes (size in mm)
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EGR System:

The original EGR system was modified for two reasons:

1. to enable an arbitrary setting of EGR flow over the normal

engine operating range;

2. to provide means for mass flow measurement.

The EGR valve as well as the EGR line were modified to meet these

two requirements. Usua:ly the EGR valve is activated by a diaphragm

which responds to a vacuum signal from the carburetor venturi. The

diaphragm was replaced by a threaded shaft which was connected to the

EGR valve. This shaft was mounted in a nut; therefore, the valve could

be advanced by rotating the shaft. Approximately 9 turns are required to

fUlly open the valve. Each turn advances the shaft 1/16" which gives a

reasonable resolution.

The EGR flow was determined by introducing an on-line orifice with

pressure taps on both sides. The design of this orifice complied with

ASME Power Test Code 19.5, 4-1959. The line configuration had to be
-

altered because straight portions of a minimum length are required in the

upstream and downstream parts of the line. The modified EGR line was

calibrated on a test bench. The discharge coefficient was determined by

recording both pressure drop across the orifice and the volumetric flow

which was measured by a highly accurate swirl meter. The EGR mass flow can

also be eval~nted by considering the air density at the orifice. The air

density is determined by the pressure on the inillt side of the orifice

and by the exhaust gas temperature. These measurements were recorded.

Fuel Measurement System:

Fuel flow was measured by an Electronic Mass Flow Transmitter of

Flo-Tron, Inc. Measurement is achieved by arranging 4 orifices and a

constant volQme pump in a r~heatstone Bridge" network. The total mass

flow is proportional to the pressure difference across the pump, thus

one gets a simple and direct measurement. This device was calibrated by

measuring the time required to pump a known amount of gasoline. Error never

exceeded 1/2% over a wide range of low levels.

15



Emission Instruments:

The engine emissions are measured by an instrumentation bench

which was designed to measure the molal concentrations of CO, CO
2

, 02'C

(hydrocarbons) and NO. The design of the system was carried out so that

the gas sample flow rate was held constant, thereby reducing the error

of the individual instrument to flow variations. Large sample flow rates

are used to assure rapid system response to changing emissions. The bench

includes the following instruments:

1. CO - Olson Horiba Mexa 200 (NDIR);

2. CO
2

- Olson Horiba Mexa 204 (NDIR);

3. C in HC - Olson Horiba FID-l (FID);

4. O
2

- Applied Electrochemistry S3A (Zirconia Electrochemical);

5. NO-NOx - Thermo Electron Model 44 (CHGM illuminescent).

Of the instruments listed, all except the FID require a dry and

filtered sample to protect internal components and reduce interference

from water vapor and particulates. The HC analyzer can accept hot, high

humidity samples resulting in the elimination of condensation of heavier

hydrocarbons in the sample line that could take place had the exhaust

gases been allowed to cool. This condensation could introduce a measure-

ment error.

The emission cabinet incorporates the necessary plumbing to provide

these sanple conditions to the instruments. The sample gas drawn from

the engine passes through a controlled electrically heated line that

maintains the desired sample line temperature to avoid condensation.

The output signal of all the emission instruments is also directed

to an external port that can be connected to the NOVA minicomputer. In

addition, all the instruments except the oxygen analyzer are mUltirange

devices. The status bit is also available on the external ports for the

NOVA. Therefore the physical measurement is obtained on the NOVA by

combining the output signal of the instrument, indicating the fraction of

full scale, together with the range. The various ranges of the emission

instruments are listed in Table 2.2. The multiplier increases the range

by the mUltiplication factor. In NO for example a range of 5 and a

multiplier of 100 yields a range of 500 ppm, etc. The response time of

16



the emissions cabinet is around 10 seconds, which is the sam of the indi

vidual instruments response and the delay introduced by the sampling

line having a total length of 30 ft.

lnstrtunent Range Mul tiplier Unit

CO 0-2, 0, 5 %
CO

2
0-5, 0-16 %

HC 0-100 1,5,10,50,100,1000 PP.\l

°2 0-100 '/0

NO 2, 5, 10 1, 10, 100, 1000 PPi.1

TABLE 2.2 Emission instruments range

Air Flow Measurement:

Air flow into the engine is measured by an air flow transducer,

series 100 of Autotronic Controls Corporation. Volumetric air flow is

measured by counting the number of turns of a turbine that rotates as

air flows by. The instrument has very high linearity over a wide range.

The instrlli~ent ~as checked against a tank flowmeter where flow is measured

by reading the pressure drop across an orifice through which the flow

passes. The reading of the turbine meter was always higher than the tank

neter with maximum difference of 3% probably due to some internal leak

ages in the tank. Air mass flow is evaluated by considering air density

which is determined by inlet air temperature and ambient pressure which

were both recorded.

17



Temperature Measurement Devices:

Temperature at four points was recorded in the experiment.

1. Water temperature in the engine water jacket.

2. Inlet air temperature near the air flow meter.

3. Oil temperature in the engine oil pan.

4. Exhaust gas temperature in the exhaust line.

Water, air and oil temperatures were measured by Fenwal Electronic

thermistors. These devices change resistance as a function of temperature;

resistance decreases as temperature goes up. The thermistor in series

with an additional resistor are excited by a constant voltage. The

voltage across the thermistor is then amplified and biased to fit the NOVA

analog input range which is -lOv to lOve

The exhaust gas temperature was measured by a Conax fiTD, a resistance

temperature device in which resistance increases as temperature goes up.

The circuitry is similar to that of the thermistors.

Air Pump Calibration:

The total exhaust mass flow is affected by an air pump which injects

fresh air into the exhaust manifold to oxydize the emissions. As the total

exhaust mass flow is required for converting emissions from molal concen

tration to mass flow, air pump mass flow level must be known at any in

stant. The air pump mass flow was measured on a flow bench for various

speeds and back pressures is given in Fig. 2.4 and can be condensed to

the expression given in (2.1).

During engine mapping the air pump back pressure was monitored and

was introduced from the computer keyboard console.

Air pump mass flow is given by the following expressions:

.
Gp = p.(O.OOB X RPM-3.3-0.667 Pex) for RPM < 2500

.
Gp = p' (000773 X RP:\t-3. 75-0.645 Pex) for 2500 < RP~t

where:

p = Air density on the air pump inlet side, ambient pressure

and llO~are assumed (lb/ft
3
);

18
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Gp = Air pump mass delivery (lb/min);

RPM = Engine speed (rpm);

Pex = Exhaust pressure (in Hg) .

Exhaust Back Pressure Simulation:

The absence of any catalyst or muffler in the exhaust line of the

experimental facility could change the exhaust back pressure and the

engine performance. A back pressure judged to be typical of an in-use

vehicle was simulated by the introduction of an orifice in the exhaust

line.

D. COMPUTER SYS TEM

1. Hardware

The computer for engine/dynamometer control and data acquisition

is a Data General Nova III. It has 32K words of core memory, dual diskette

("floPPY") drive, paper tape reader, a 120 character/sec line printer,

and a CRT/keyboard. The interface equipment consists of a 32 channel

l2-bit analog to digital converter, a 64 channel digital multiplex for

input or output, four channels of digital to analog conversion, and an

acoustic coupler. Normal operator input/output for programming or control

commands is accomplished by tthe CRT/keyboard while permanent records are

made by the line printer. The acoustic coupler allows direct telephone

access to our central campus computation center and essentially converts

the NOVA system into a terminal for the campus IBM 370-168. This mode of

operation was used to transfer engine data directly from the floppy disks

to the campus computer where the engine modelling and optimization was

carried out. Figure 2.5 is a schematic diagram of the computer system.
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Fig. 2-5 Computer System Schematic
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2. Software

Raw data that was sampled from the engine is processed by 5 con

secutive programs in which the output of one serves as the input of the

next in the sequence. The first three programs reside on the NOVA whereas

the two others reside on the campus IB.\1 computer.

Data is sampled by the engine test stand monitor software (ETSMS)

(Appendix B) and passes to the Data Sorter Program (DSP) which picks up

*selected data and converts measurements to convenient units. The NOVA-SCIP

(NS) program transfers the data to the IBM computer where the BMDP2R

package (see Ch. III) evaluates the parameter estimates for the measure

ments. The estimates are the input of OPT - the optimization program

(see Ch. IV) that evaluates best fuel economy for various emissions levels.

The logical data flow is given in Fig. 2.6.

,- - --- -- - -,- - - ----
I , I

:IETSMS I > loo-p H NS
,

> IBMDP2R H OPT I,
I I

I 1 I
I 1

INOVA I Im1 370/168

-' --- - - _.- - _1____ - -.l-- - -- -

Fig. 2.6 Logical Data Flow

The B~DP2R program will be discussed in detail in Ch. III and the

OPT program in Ch. IV.

a. ETSMS (Engine Test Stand Monitor Software)

The engine test stand monitor software was designed to provide

the following capabilities:

1. The monitor allows continuou~ display on the CRT console

of engine variables such as torque, RPM, air and fuel flows,

spark advance, emissions, and temperatures. The CRT display

*Stanford Center for Information Processing.
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No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

SYMBOL

A/F

EGR

torque

throttle

fuel

Air

SPK ADV

NO
x

He
co

CO2

°2
IAT

OT

EGT

WT

BIP

zas

USE FAC

TE:-.IP

PRESS

hU.t

EGRDP

Pe;.::

Pair

UNITS

vac. in Hg

valve turns

ft. lb.

degrees

Ib/hr

CFM

degrees

PP;..Y

PPM

%
%
%
of

bits

of

in Hg

grains H20/1b air

In H20

In Hg

In Hg

PHYS ICAL MEANING

Airfuel ratio indicator

Exhaust gas recirculation

Engine torque

Throttle opening

Fuel flow

Inlet air flow

Spark Advance

Equivalent NO

Count number of C

Inlet Air temperature

Oil temperature

Exhaust gas temperature

Water temperature

Inlet manifold pressure

Zirconia Oxygen sensor

Fraction of cycle time used by NOVA

Ambient temperature

Ambient pressure

Humidity

Pressure drop on EGR orifice

Exhaust pressure

Air pump back pressure

TABLE 2-3: Monitored variables
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may be updated as often as once per second.

2. The operator may obtain a permanent record of engine variables

by commanding a data dump to the lineprinter and/or to a disk.

The disk record can be used by other data processing computer

programs.

3. The desired setpoints for RPM, torque and spark advance may

be input by the operator from the console. The monitor

software also outputs the actual values achieved by the hard

ware controls for RPM and spark advance and the torque values

achieved by the KOVA digital feedback loop from the load cell

to the throttle angle.

25 variables are monitored (see Table 2-3). The last three variables

in the list -- EGRDP (pressure drop across the EGR orifice), Pex-absolute

exhaust gas pressure, and Pair-air pump back pressure are introduced

manually from the console keyboard. Fuel enrichment system vaCUlL~ which

indicates air/fuel ratio and EGR level (number of turns of valve) are

also input manually from the console for recording purposes only.

The engine test stand monitor program consists of four tasks running

in parallel (see Table 2-4). Engine control is performed by the highest

priority task; therefore, the resources of the computer are always avail

able when control functions are required. Second priority is given to the

data collection task. Next priority is given to the supervisor function

which provides for communication between the operator and the monitor

program; thus control and data collection will continue during operator

inputs. A separate task is devoted to outputting test variables to the

console screen so the data collection task is not held up by the slow

process of outputting the data which is has collected.

The controller task (labelled Controller in Table 2-4) controls the

engine at a test point. It controls RP~l, throttle setting and torque,

spark advance and the angle that corresponds to peak pressure. The NOVA

sets desired R~l values at the speed controller. When the NOVA is in the

open loop mode it can set desired throttle setting by cOMnanding a micro

processor system which in turn activates a stepper motor that is attached

to the throttle mechanism. In the closed loop mode, torque is controlled
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by outputting signal to the throttle control system whenever torque

deviates from the desired value. A detailed discussion of the torque

controller is given in Appendix J. Similarly spark advance timing is

controlled in an open loop mode and the angle that corresponds to peak

pressure is controlled in the closed loop mode. Spark advance is controlled

by a microprocessor as discussed in Appendix I. The controller task

outputs the desired spark advance value whenever a new setting is desired.

The angle that corresponds to peak pressure is controlled by closing the

loop through the NOVA and outputting commands to the spark controller as

necessary.

The data collection task (labelled DACOL in Table 2-4) inputs and

stores data, it converts the input data to engineering units, and it

reduces, formats and outputs data to the lineprinter and to the disk.

The operator can input the data sampling rate. A maximum sampling rate

of 10 Hz was chosen as a reasonable upper limit that would be slow enough

to allow software flexibility and fast enough for good resolution of

engine test data.

trAS~ ~A",tE CO:-;'TROLLER DATA COLLECTIOX SUPERVISOR CONSOLE OUTPUT I
TASK
P? IORITY 1 2 3 4
TASK
Fl;';CTIO~ engine data collection, communication data output to

control data translation between other console
to engineering tasks and
units, data re- operator via
duetion and data CRT console
output

TABLE 2-4 Engine Test Stand Monitor Organization
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tlOMH1AL TORQUE RPM SPKADIJ A"F EO
EHGItIE TEST DATA 10ne/,e 14:16:19 ::>
DISK DUMP FILE II 1

HOmtlAL TOROLIE RPM SPl<'AOV A/F EGR
50.00 170fJ,00 10.00 0.00 0,00

RPM TORQUE THI"OTTLE FllEL AIR SPK ADV 1l0X HC CO J
AIlE 1702.16 50.21 20.93 11.78 32.95 10.00 181. E:3 ~11.30 0.57
\lRR 0.66 0.40 0.05 0.06 1),11 ° 00 0.503 1.10 0.0.1
WORST 1701.00 49.23 21.24 11.91 32.73 10.00 179.06 205.10 0.55.

CO2 02 JAT OT EOT WT IMP ZOS USE FAC
A....E 11. ~6 3.16 75. 13 197. 41 14:::6.91 173.35 10 1-:' 7.18 1.00
\lFiR 0.02 0.1:1 0.17 0.17 2.88 0.16 0.0·1 2.09 0.00
~IORST 11.48 4.10 75.48 197.73 1470.15 178.43 10.37 :? 00 1.00

TEl-I? PRESS HUM EGRDP PEX PAIR
69.00 30.04 82.00 0.00 1.50 4.20

EtlGltl2: TEST DATA 101'2£:/78 14:18:14
D15K l'UI1P FILE II 2

Nom HAL TOROIJE RPM SPKAO'l fVF EOR
50.00 1700.00 1>:3.00 0.00 0.00

RPI1 TORQUE THROTTLE Fl'E'L AIR' SPK ADY HOX HC CO
AVE 1702.4CI 50.00 18 48 10.15'; 29.76 18 00 228.:re 413.95 1.26
\lAR 0.66 1.00 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.00 2.61. 2.63 0.03
WORST 1701.00 43.27 18.72 10.45' 3').00 18.01) :t24. (I'; 411.73 1.22

CO2 02 JAT OT EGT IoIT IMP ZOS USE F"f1C
AYE 11.21 3.03 74.13 19::1.'52 1349.1Q 1i'e.3a 50.35 7.36 1. (10
YAR 0.04 0.04 D. 11 0.14 2 E.8 1).27 O. (17 2.26 0.00

.". WORST 10.97 :i.22 73.82 199.?6 1344.4'5 17';.57 ~.E:3 0.00 1.00

TEMP PRE&S HIJM EORD? PEX PAIR
69.00 30.04 £2.00 0.00 1.50 3.80

E.IGlNE TEST DATA 101'28/78 14:23: 0
DISK DUMP FILE II 3

NOMINAL TOROLIE RPM SPKFiDV A"F EGR
50.00 1700.00 26.00 0.00 0.00

RPM TOROUE.THPI)TTLE FIJEL AIR SPK AD'" 1I0X HI; CO
A'./E ~702 30 49.8>3 17.2'-:l 10.04 2e.17 26.00 420 2:1. 17.10. 97 2.94
YAR 0.90 0.39 0.01 0.06 0.12 0.00 4.57 ~O 07 0.02
WORST 1704.00 50.~9 17.37 9.86 26.36 26.00 407.34 1652.32 2.91j

CO2 02 JAT OT EGT I.IT nIP 2'05 USE FFtC
AVE 10.10 2.75 77.03 203.37 1019.41 179'.54 IS. 9.) 17.?O 1.00
YAR 0.02 0.04 0.26 0.27 1.66 0.32 0.02 2.04 0.00
~IORST 10.06 2.£18 77.44 20.2.84 1007.£3 177.35 8.98 29.00 ~.(10

TEM? PRESS HUM EGR[!P PEl< PAJR
69.00 30 04 82,00 0.00 1.20 ~. E-O

TABLE 2.5 Lineprinter Data Dwnp
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An updated average of the recent 50 readings is evaluated for 18

selected variables. When a data dump is desired, the worst case, as well

as the variance of the most recent 50 readings, is evaluated for these

variables. Table 2-5 is a sample of a lineprinter dump. This same in

formation is put on a disk for permanent storage. The data collection

task also averages 10 selected engine variables which are displayed on

the console.

The supervisor task enables the operator to select the number of in

put points which are averaged before being displayed. The supervisor

task (labelled DDSUPER in Table 2-4) provides the communications link

between the operator's console and the controller and the data collec

tion tasks. A number of mnemonics (listed in Table 2-6) may be input

from the operator's console allowing the operator to control the engine

and the data collection. "c" enables the operator to change engine set

points such as torque, RPM, spark tining, throttle setting and the

desired peak pressure angle. "I" enables the operator to input NOx

instrument calibration factor, ambient temperature, pressure and humidity,

the EGR line pressures - EGRDP and PEX, exhaust back pressure-PAIR and the

desired data sampling rate. "T" enables the operator to select the

variables he wishes for display on the console.

COW.lAND

C

I

D

L

DL

T

E

FUNCTION

Operator input of engine setpoints

Operator input of parameters for data collection

Disk dump

Line printer dump

Simultaneous line printer and disk dump

Operator selection of variables for console display

Program Termination

TABLE 2-6 Supervisor Mnemonics
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The console output task (labelled DDTTOUT in the listing) is

initiated by a message from the data collection task which is issued

when a buffer is filled with the calculated averages for the selected

variables. This organization allows the data collection task to

continue uninterrupted while the console output task is occupied by the

slow process of outputting the information.

The user clock sUbroutine (labelled CLOCK in the listing) is a real

time clock interrupt driven subroutine which runs in the operating system.

It provides the interface be~veen the real time clock and the controller

and data collection tasks by transmission of messages which start the

tasks. The CLOCK subroutine also performs timing ~unctions by decre

menting counters with each clock interrupts until time to start a task.

b. DSP (Data Sorting Program)

The raw data generated by ET~tS and stored in the floppy

disk serves as an input to this program which has two purposes:

1. It compares air/fuel ratio based on emissions (see

Appendix A) to that based on direct measurements serving

as a check for a proper system measurement.

2. It converts emission measurements from volumetric concentra

tions to mass flow by considering the exhaust mass flow

together with the emission concentration. It also organ

izes the variables that are sent to the IBM computer in

matrices. These variables are the three independent

variables, AF, SA and EGR; and Fuel and emissions He, co
and NO. Only measurements that correspond to the same

torque and speed values (a set point) are entered into the

same matrix. Thus DSP groups the data in 10 different

matrices which can be sent later to the IB~t computer.
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c. NS (NOVA-SCIP)
l This program transfers data from the ~OVA minicomputer to the IBM

computer. The matrices generated by DSP are the input. Data is trans-

ferred via an acoustic coupler and the phone line. NS is a ffiultitask

program that reads characters from the NOVA core and transfers them to

the external port that connects to the IB~ computer, and vice versa. It

reads characters that come from the IBM computer through the acoustic

coupler and displays them on the CRT. The matrices generated by the DSP

program are first transferred to the core from where they are sent line

by line to the external port.

E. DATA ACQUISITION PROCEDURE

The conventional emissions and fuel figures typically quoted refer

to a prescribed urban and highway EPA cycle that can be simulated on the

dynamometer by running the engine at a finite number (12) of torque and

RPM points for various lengths of time (see Table 2-7) [B-2} and combin

ing the results by a weighted average.

During the experiment it was found that 2 set points which are

900/2 (900 rpm and 2 ft Ib) and 1250/-7.5 had to be excluded from our

schedule due to the dynamometer inability to maintain constant speed for

a very low torque. Their weighting factors were added to those of the

neighboring points. Those of 1250/-7.5 were added to 1800/-14 and those

of 900/2 to 750/15.

In addition, a full mapping was impossible at 2600/95. The engine

could not maintain the desired torque level when a combination of re-

tarded spark timing, lean mixture and EGR were applied. It was decided

to redistribute the matrix in this region thus affecting the neighboring

point (2900/70) and its weighting factors. As a result, the new set

points were 2500/85 and 2900/72 with weighting coefficients as given in

Table 2-8.

For each of these 10 points, the fuel mass flow in Ib/hr and the

emission levels -- HC and NOx in P~1 and CO in % as well as some other

variables (see Table 2-3) were measured for various values of the three

independent variables: air/fuel ratio, spark advance and EGR. Of these
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three variables only SA could be changed from the console. The two

others were set manually by either changing the vacuum level of the

carburetor fuel enrichment system or by manually turning the EGR valve.

Approximately 80 data points were taken for each set point, 4

different values of air fuel ratio, 4 levels of EGR and 5 settings of

spark advance were tried. In a few cases, at the high power points, some

of the points had to be excluded due to roughness difficulties, thus

reducing the total number of data points slightly. Typically they were

for lean mixtures, retarded spark and some EGR. A detailed listing of

the independent variables range, as well as the total number of data

points, is given in Table 2-9.

TABLE 2-7 Original Weighting Coefficients as suggested in [B-2]

Vehicle Weight: 3000 Ib

Axle Ratio: 3.4

Transmission: Automatic

Test Point Speed Torque Urban Weighting Highway Weighting
(1) ( rpm) (ft 1b) Factor, cil (sec) Factor, c~(sec)

1 2600 38 77 297

2 2900 70 22 132

3 1400 20 317 0

4 1800 25 87 68

5 1700 50 256 24

6 2100 75 45 -" 26

7 750 10 316 10

8 1800 -14 27 31

9 1250 - 7.5 90 17

10 900 2 125 0

11 2600 95 8 5

12 2250 50 0 152
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The spark advance was the variable to be swept first. It was

stepped for a certain value of EGR and air fuel ratio. When spark

advance reached its limit, EGR was stepped up and the sequence was

repeated. This time in the opposite direction; namely, had the spark

been advanced previously it would have been retarded now. This was

repeated until all 4 levels of EGR were exhausted, then EGR was set

again to zero and the entire procedure was repeated for a different air

fuel ratio.

TABLE 2-8 Modified Weighting Coefficients

Vehicle Weight: 3000 lb

Axle Ratio: 3.4

Transmission: Automatic

Test Point Speed Torque Urban Weighting Highway W~ighting

(i) {rpm) (ft.lb) Factor, ct(sec) Factor, C~(sec)

1 1700 50 256 24

2 1800 25 87 68

3 2100 75 45 26

4 2250 50 0 152

5 2600 38 77 297

6 1400 20 317 0

7 2500 85 6 6

8 2900 72 24 128

9 1800 -14 117 48

10 750 - 15 441 10
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Torque RPi\'I AF Range SA Range EGR Range # Points

50 1700 12.5-18.5 10-42 0-7 76

25 1800 12.8-18.5 10-42 0-7 80

75 2100 12.5-18.5 15-38 0-7 82

50 2250 12.4-18.5 15-45 0-7 80

38 2600 12.4-18.5 18-45 0-7 81

20 1400 13.0-18.5 10-45 0-7 80

85 2500 12.7-18.5 21-38 0-7 78

72 2900 13.0-18.0 24-42 0-7 73

-14 1800 12.5-18.0 10-45 0-4.5 80

15 750 11.0-15.5 10-30 0 20

I TOTAL 730

TABLE 2-9 Independent Variables Range
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III. PARAMETER ESTIMATE ANALYSIS

A. INTRODUCTION

Engine performance can be described either by the solution of the

corresponding thermodynamic and chemical equations. or by correlating the

outputs with the inputs. The first method has not yet been able to pre

dict engine outputs very efficiently nor very accurately ([H-l].[S-3].

[Z-l]).

The second method. on the other hand. can be justified only if

engine inputs and outputs are known to be theoretically correlated.

In this chapter, the theoretical as well as the experimental rela

tionship between engine inputs and outputs are discussed. The raw data

was sorted by DSP (Data Sorting Program, see Ch. II) and transferred

to the 370/168 IBM computer by phone line where functions were fit to

fuel and emissions measurements. Two approaches can be used in the func

tion fit: the first one calls for fitting of functions to the measure

ments of each separate point of constant torque and speed. whereas the

other method fits a single function to the entire range. AF, SA and EGR

are the independent variables in the first case, whereas AF, SA. EGR,

R~I,TORQL~ are the independent variables in the second case.

Data curve fitting to engine outputs, fuel and emissions levels.

was done by (B-2], [P-l], [R-l}, [R-3]. The global fit which relates

engine outputs to AF. SA, EGR, TORQUE, R~I was used. No attempt was

made to compare these results with those of local fits.

The quality of fits, as well as the type of functions used in the

fitting process is analyzed in this chapter. The parameters were esti

mated by the B~IDP2R program whose features are given below. The chapter

concludes with the prp.sentation of one fitted function and the evalua

tion of its quality.
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B. ENGINE IKPUT/OUTPUT RELATIO~SHIP

1. Background

One way of describing the engine performance is by solving the

appropriate thermodynamic and chemical equations. For example, Heywood

[H-IJ, simulated ~ four stroke spark ignition engine cycle to study

its effect o~ e~gine performance and KO emissions. T. Singh [S-3J

developed a nodel of the combustion process in a spark ignition engine to

predict emissions, NO, CO and fuel. The solution was based on energy

mass and che~ical equations. Extensive computation is required to eval

uate fuel and emissions at just one operating point, even for a model

simplifying the complex combustion chamber geometry. Zeleznik, et al.

[Z-IJ developed a model of the complete Otto cycle. The model incor

porates heat transfer, combustion kinetic and chemical kinetic to eval

uate fuel and emissions. A number of cycles must be calculated in

order to obtain steady-state conditions.

The approach used in this research is based on input/output

descriptions. The theoretical relationship based on chemical and thermo

dynamic reasoning is given below. This relationship justifies the corre

lations of the outputs to the inputs.

Once analytic functions are derived, the engine outputs can be

predicted for any intermediate control values. Many parameters can serve

as engine inputs. A few examples of these parameters are the combustion

chamber geo~etry, valve timing, fuel composition, intake manifold pres

sure, water coolant temperature, air/fuel ratio, spark timing and the

portion of the exhaust gases recirculated through the intake manifold.

This list can be divided into two groups with one group including

paraneters, such as air/fuel ratio and spark timing, that can be con

trolled in real time, and with the other group including parameters,

such as combustion chamber geometry that are fixed for a given engine and

fuel composition, that is fixed for a given operating condition.

The variables air/fuel ratio, spark timing and the portion of

the exhaust recirculated through the intake manifold are easy to control.

The engine output, fuel and emissions levels, is strongly affected by
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them. Therefore high correlation between the engine outputs and these

control variables can be expected.

Fuel efficiency and emissions are determined by chemical and thermo

dynamic processes. The way that the control variables affect these

processes determines the engine input/output relationship. Fuel effi

ciency strongly depends on flame speed and on the spark timing [H-2].

HC formation depends mostly on the quenching layer next to wall which

is formed by a slow flame propagation caused by cool w~ll temperature.

In addition, the slow flame breaks down the appropriate chemical kinetics.

As a consequence the burning is incomplete.

NO formation depends mainly on oxygen availability and high temper

ature, both of which are essential to promote the reaction. CO forma

tion also depends on the amount of oxygen. The effect of the control

variables on 1uel and emissions is given below.

2. Fuel Dependence on Control Variables

Fuel consumption goes up, for a given engine load, as spark

timing is either retarded or advanced from a point called MBT which is

minimum s~ark timi~g for best torque. When the spark is retarded,

the utilizztion of l'uel is incomplete due to lack of time for the combus

tion process. Cylinder pressure buildup due to combustion is counter

acted by the down movement of the piston in the expansion stroke. As

this counteracting phenomenon is more pronounced for retarded spark,

engine efficiency goes down since it depends on the pressure bUildup.

\~nen spark is advanced ,1eyond MBT. The pressure buildup occurs in the

compression s~roke rathec than in the expansion stroke and it might work

against the upgoing pistt·n. Therefore engine efficiency is expected to

decrease at this region a.lso.

Fuel consumption should decrease as fuel mixture becomes

leaner [T-l). Excessive o~ygen, which is typical to lean mixture, reduces

the amount of unutilized fuel. In addition, air specific heat is lower

than that of fuel. Therefol"e the combined ah'/fuel mixture specific

heat goes down as the mixturl~ becomes leaner. The cycle heat losses go
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down as the mixture becomes leaner since they are proportional to the

specific heat, resulting in additional increase to engine efficiency.

In very lean mixtures, however, fuel efficiency degrades because of an

incomplete combustion due to weaker flame.

Injection of exhaust gas into the intake manifold 1s expected

to have a limited effect on fuel consumption. Addition of EGR dilutes

the fresh charge admitted to the cylinder. It was reported in [B-5]

that this effect was qUite small resulting in a slight increase in

fuel consumption.

3. Emissions Dependence on Control Variables

Air/fuel ratio, spark advance and exhaust gas recirculation

affect emission levels as follows:

a) AF Ratio:

HC - HC concentration is proportional to the product of

the quench layer thickness and the fuel concentration in that layer.

The quench thickness increases for either very lean or very rich mix

tures, whereas fuel concentration decreases as air/fuel mixture becomes

leaner. The~efore HC concentration is expected to reach a minimum,

usually at a lean mixture. A cylinder-to-cylinder variation in air/fuel

ratio can shift the minimum to a point richer than stochiometry since

some of the cylinders might be lean even though the average mixture of

the entire engine is rich. These lean cylinders will reduce the total

He level, resulting in an overall minimum for a total average mixture.

CO - CO oxidation to CO2 depends on the availability of

oxygen. CO concentration is high in rich mixtures due to lack of

oxygen and is low in lean mixtures.

NO - NO concentration strongly depends on gas temperature

and the available oxygen in the combustion. NO concentration is low for

both rich and lean mixtures and,peaks in some intermediate value. In
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very rich mixtures NO concentration is low due to lack of oxygen, whereas

in very lean mixtures NO concentration is low due to low combustion

temperature. Therefore a maximum can be expected in some intermediate

value where co~bustion temperature is not too low and the amount of

oxygen is sufficient for the reaction.

b) SA:

HC - Retarding the spark timing decreases HC levels since it

increases exhaust temperature thus promoting oxidation in the exhaust

tube.

co - The effect of spark retard on CO concentration is similar

to that on ~ in trend but ~maller in magnitude. The higher exhaust

temperature due to spark retard further oxidizes CO. At very retarded

spark lack of time to complete CO oxidation results in increased CO

emissions. These increased emissions are offset to some extent by reduc

tion in CO concentration caused by increased exhaust temperature.

NO - Spark retard should decrease NO concentration since it

reduces peak combustion temperature. As NO formation depends on high

temperature, the drop in temperature will result in decreased NO concen

tration.

c) EGR:

NO - Addition of exhaust gases to the intake manifold increases

the mixTure dilution reducing both flame speed and maximum cycle temper

ature. Therefore NO concentration is expected to go down as EGR level

goes up.

HC - Addition of EGR increases the mixture dilution resulting

in lowering the mixture temperature. Therefore HC concentration should

go up. The quench layer thickness increases as temperature decreases

resulting in higher l~ concentration.
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d) Load Influence

The various emission concentrations change with load as follows:

HC - HC concentration is expected to go down as engine speed

goes up due to increased turbulenco promoting the combustion and HC

oxidation.

co - One should not expect any effect on CO concentration due

to changes in load, because CO formation is determined by the chemical

kinetics which is not affected by the load.

NO - Two opposing effects on the formation of NO occur as engine

speed increases. The first one is an increase in NO formation due to

increased turbulence, whereas the second one is a decrease in NO formation

due to increase in late burning. The increased turbulence reduces the

heat loss per cycle resulting in an increase in NO concentration. For a

given spark timing, late burning increases engine speed. This will

cause a larger portion of the combustion to occur in the expansion stroke

where temperature is lower which will decrease NO levels.

For rich mixtures the first effect is dominant, where combustion

is rapid; whereas for lean mixtures the second effect is dominant, where

late burning increases. Therefore, NO concentration goes up with engine

speed for rich mixtures and goes down for lean mixtures.
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C. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The undetermined function is found by the least squares method which

minimizes the difference between the function and the data. The quality

of fit is co:nr..only judged by the "R-square" of the fit. In addition,

the level of confidence that the various terms brought into the equation

differ from zero can be checked by the F-statistics. These terms

are defined and discussed below.

This chapter concludes with the discussion of individual vs. global

fits, specifically the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.

1. Statistical Definitions

The quality of fit, or how well the fitted functions describe

the engine performance is judged according to a few criteria; the most

common one being the coefficient of de~ermination known also as R-square

which gives the ratio b~tween the variance explained by the function to

the total variance as given in the following formula: (see [M-2])

N 1\
L; " - 2 L:" 2(Yi-y ) (Y. -y . )

2 i=l i=l 1 1
R = = 1 - (3.1)

N
- 2

N
- 2

~ (y.-y) ~ (y i -y)
i=l

1 .
i=l

where

" predicted value of point i'v =. i ,

Y average value of measurements;

y. r.1.easurement at point i'
1-

,

N = nUr.1.ber of measurements.

For a perfect fit ~here the function passes through all the points,

R-square is 1 because Y
i

= Y
i

for each i, whereas where the function

does not explain any of the variance R-square is O. Therefore, R-square

gives a qualitative nondimensional measurement for the quality of the fit.

A few more relations derived to give some idea of how the
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variance is spread, are Th\IS, Ri\1SP and RESPAV as defined in (3.2)-(3.4).

R\IS is the standard deviat ion; RMSP is the fraction of standard devia

tion from the average; RESPAV is the mean of the absolute relative

deviation, giving a rough idea of what the average relative error is.

N
6 (y_y.) 2

R.l\lS
i=l l.

= N

RMSP
RMS

100= x

Y

100
K

abs(y-y)
RESPAV = -- 2:

N
i=l Y

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

Note that RMSP may be misleading in a few cases because it can

assume a value close to 100% which does not necessarily reflect large

unexplained variation. When function value changes considerably through

the entire region with more points on the low value sides, y can be

quite small. Yet the R~S can be high due to a variation at just a few

high value points.
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2. The Null Hypothesis and F-Statistics

The statistical significance of the various regressor variables

can be evaluated by introducing the null hypothesis which checks if the
.th
1 regression coefficient is zero, or if all the regression coeffi-

cients are zero. It is desired to check if the value of the regression

coefficient is due merely to a random error.

Th~ null hypothesis is associated with some level of confidence

which can be evaluated by the F-statistics. The null hypothesis and the

F-statistics are explained below.

The null hypothesis is stated as:

Ho:bi = a

which means that the coefficient bi is zero. The level of confidence

associated '.... i th rejecting this hypothesis can be evaluated. If, for

example, this level of confidence is 99%, the null hypothesis will be

rejected in 99 out of 100 cases.

The level of confidence can be evaluated by the F-statistics,
2

which is defined as the ratio of two independent x (chi-square)

variables, each divided by their degrees of freedom. This relationship

is written as:

=
Uh'l

V/v
2

(3.5)

where U and

bu tion wi th

A

\' are independent random variables having X
2

distri

and v
2

degrees of freedom respectively.

distribution is a particular case of the exponential

distribution sed it is most useful in studying the distribution of a

variance of a sample. A sequence of mutually independent variables

I' 'I " havin<To' a normal distribution can define a X2 distribution,J 1,1-'2 .f-<f

as follows. The variable S that is defined as:

S
£ 2

= 6 ~i
i=l
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follows the X
2

distribution wi th £ degrees of freedom. Based on

the variance and the degrees of freedom of two samples, the F-ratio

will indicate if the samples are drawn from the same population for a

given level of confidence.

We wish to check the hypothesis that the F-ratio calculated

in (3.5) follows the theoretical F-distribution. This hypothesis will

be rejected by a level of confidence of at least I-a if

where F(vl'~2) is based on the experiments and evaluated according to

(3.5) and F
tabl

(v
l

,v
2

,a) is a tabulated value for v
I

,v
2

degrees of

freedom with a level of confidence a.

The first null hypothesis that can be checked is if the
.th
1

reg~ession coefficient is zero. This term is assumed to be entered

last into the equation. The various terms of (3.5) are:

the unexplained variance;

u = Y.
1

VI = 1 ;

V = I_R2

marginal contribution to
th

R-square due to the i term;

V
2 = K-k-l;

whel'e

N = nU'llber of data points;

k = nwnber of terms in the regression equation.

SUbstituting the above in (3.5) yields:

F(I,N-k-l) =
Y. (N-k-l)

1

2
I-R

(3.7)

As stated above the null hypothesis will be rejected by a level of

confidence of at least I-a of the value evaluated in (3.7) is greater
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than the tabulated value with I and N-k-l degrees of freedom for a

level of confidence a.
Rejection of the null hypothesis with a level of confidence of

at least I-a is eqUivalent to rejection of the assumption that the
th

i term is zero With a level of confidence of at least I-a.

T.~e other null hypothesis that can be tested is whether all

the regression coefficients are zero. For this case the various terms

in (3.5) are:

u = R
2

the explained variance;

VI = k nwnber of terms in the equation;

V = l_R2
the unexplained variance;

v
2 = N-k-l

Substituting these expressions in (3.5) yields:

F(k,N-k-l) =
R

2
(N-k-l)

O-R
2
)k

(3.8)

The null hypothesis will be rejected (meaning that the asswnption that

all the terms are zero is rejected) with a level of confidence of at

least 1-:::':: if the value evaluated in (3.8) exceeds the tabulated F

ratio for k and N-k-l degrees of freedom for a level of confidence a.
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3. Global vs. Individual Fits

Functions can be fit to measurements in two ways. A single

expression for either fuel or emissions can be derived over the entire

range with AF, SA, EGR, TORQUE and R~1 as independent variables, or

functions can be fit for all measurements having the same torque and speed.

The second mettad generates 10 functions with AF, SA and EGR as indepen

dent variables. A global fit is superior to 10 individual functions in

terms of its cor;pactness and ability to predict fuel and emissions levels

at intermediate torque and rpm points rather than only at the 10 constant

TOnQUE-RP~1 points that were mapped.

A global expression is inferior to a set of individual expres

sions in the quality of fit for the same degree of polynomials, since

the global expression has to compromise between a few groups of data

resulting in an oversll expression that is different from that of the

local expressions. As it will be discussed in Section F of this chapter,

typical cross sections of both local and global fits for the fuel func

tion is shown in Fig. 3.2, which clearly demonstrates the differences

between the two methods of fit.

This idea can be demonstrated in the follOWing simplified

example. Suppose that y is a function of x and z, and that all the

data points can be separated into two distinct groups according to the

value of z with some points having z = zl and the rest having z = za

(see Fig. 3.1). Y represents the dependent measurement, x represents

any of the control variables and z represents TORQUE. For simplicity,

only one control variable is used, yet the comparison between local and

global fits can be extended quite easily for any number of control

v8.riables. Only linear relationships between y to x and y to z

are asslL"ned. Yet any nonlineari ty can be converted into a linear rela-

tionship by an appropriate transformation. Lines AlB} and AaBa
Fig. 3.1 represent the local fits to the two data subsets with z =
and z = z2' respectively. These lines have slopes of a}

single expression for the two data subsets is of the form

and

in

(3.9)
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Local Fit for
points having

z=z2

Z

y Local Fit for points
having z = z

x

Fig. 3.1 AN ILLUSTRATION OF GLOBAL AND LOCAL FITS.

AlB and A
2
B

2 are the local fits for the data subsets
wltfi z-z and z=z2 respectively, whereas A

3
B

3
B

4
A

4
is the- 1

global fi t for the two da ta subsets. The resituals of the

global fit are larger than the residuals of the local fi ts.
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The slope of the fit plane with respect to the ~ axis will differ from

the slopes of lines AIB
I

and A
2

B
2

since it is determined so as to

~inimizc the total residuals of both data subsets. This slope will be

equal to those of AIB
I

and A
2

B
2

only if a
l

= a
2

.

The p1a~e A
3

B
3

B
4

A
4

that is defined in (3.9) intersects the

planes of z = z1 and Z = z2 along lines A
3

B3 and A4B4 · A
3

B3 gives

a lower quality of fit to the data subset of Z = zl because line AIBI
was found by the least squares method while considering only the data

subset with 2 = 2
1

; therefore there cannot be any other line yielding

smaller residuals. The mathematical proof will be as follows. Suppose

there are n sets of measurements of the type [(xli ,x2i '· .. ,xki'Yi);

i=1,2, ... ,n} where Yi is the observed value of the dependent variable

and Xli to xki are the values of the k independent variables in

the i th observation. Each observation satisfies the equation

= (3.10)

The n observations will satisfy the following matrix equation:

y = Xb + e

where

~ = (Yl , ""Yo)

b
T

= (bO" .. ,bk )

(
1 XII x

kl )1
X =

1 x
ln

x
kn

T
(e l ,·· .,en)e =

46
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b is the estimate of the parameters and e i is the residual in the .th
1

measurement indicating the difference between the observed and the
.....

predicted value. The predicted value Y which is defined as

yT = (Y
l

, ... ,Y
n

) is evaluated as

.....
Y = Xb

The components of b are found by the least squares method which

minimizes the residuals given by:

(3.13)

n 2
min 6 e.

i=l 1

=
..... ..... T= min(Y-Y) (Y-Y) (3.14)

....
The solution is found by substituting for Y from (3.13), taking the

derivative of (3.14) with respect to b and equating to zero. The

final form is [W-2]

(3.14)

The parameter estimates of the local and global fits of the sirroplified

example given ab~ve can be found by SUbstituting for X. and Y accord-

ingly.

The matrices

having and

X
1

,Y
1

,X
2

'Y2 that correspond to the data sets

z = z2 respectively are:

= (3.15)
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where n anel m denote the munber of measurements in the two data sets

with Z = zl and Z = z2' respectively. The regression coefficients

vectors b
l

and b
2

of these two data sets are found by combining (3.14)

with either (3.15) or with (3.16) yielding

=

=

(3.17)

(3.18)

The regression coefficient vector -b, of the entire data set can be

evaluated by constructing the matrices X and Y of the entire data

set and substituting in (3.14). X and Yare:

X = CJ Y = c:_) (3.19)

2

from which b is:

b = exT x
T

) GJ r' (X
T x~{;~-) (3.20)

1 2 1

Carrying out the matrices' products yields:

(3.21)

solving for XTy
1 1

in (3.21) yields:

from (3.17) and for
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(3.22)

which means that the parameter estimate of the global fit b is a weighted

average of the parameter estimates of the local fits b
l

and b
2

. Only

when w~ll

b == == (3.23)

which means that the global fit can be equal to the local fit only if

all the local fits are identical. The quality of fit of the local

expressions can be compared now to that of the global expressions.

R-square is defined as (using (3~12))

1 -

11
6 (y._},.)2

i==l 1 1

N
'\' -2
LJ (y.-y)

1
i=l

== 1 -

'T
e·e

- 26 (y. -y)
1

(3.2'1)

-y was selected to minimize
T

e·e and thereby to also maximize
2

R . Therefore if any values of "y other than those found in (3.13) are
?used, R- will become smaller. Therefore, if the predicted values of the

global fit are used to check the quality of fit of the local data set,

they will yield worse results. Only in the unique case that the regres

sion coefficients of all local data sets are equal, will the global fit

be the sane as the local fit, otherwise it will be inferior. Figure 3.2

demonstrates how a global fit can produce a lower quality fit than a

local fit, and even is not able to follow the general shape of the

neasurements.

As discussed in III.D polynomial series were used for fitting.

'The nt81ber of terms considered in the regression fitting for a given degree

of the polynomial goes up sharply with the number of the independent

variables, as shown in Table 3.1 since all the cross coupling terms are

considered also.
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of
n = degree of polynomial

No.
m = variables 2 3 4

3 10 20 35

5 21 56 126

TABLE 3.1 Number of Terms in a Polynomial of Degree n,
with m Independent Variables.

Therefore for the same number of terms, the degree of the poly

nomial goes down as the number of the independent variables goes up.

From Table 3.1 it is obvious that a fourth order polynomial of 3 indepen

dent variables has less terms than a third order polynomial of 5 indepen

dent variables. As the complexity of the expressions goes up with the

number of terms, maintaining the same number of terms in the equation

will result in lowering the degree of the polynomial of the local

expression as compared to the global expression thus affecting the

quali ty of fi t.
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D. FUNCTION SELECTION

The measurements are known to have a nonlinear dependence on the

independent variables. No attempt was made to evaluate the physical

functions. Instead, empirical expressions were evaluated. A power

series was tried because of ease of generation. As it was not known

beforehand \";hich are the dominant terms, a fourth order polynomial of

the three i~dependent variables was tried for the individual fits, and a

third order polynomial with 5 independent variables was tried for the

global fits. The computer program selected the terms that best explained

the variation in the measurements.

One of the disadvantages of a power series is the high correlation
2

between many terms. For example x is highly correlated with either x
3

or x ,etc. This eliminates many terms from the power series resulting

in a lower munber of terms to be introduced in to the equation. thus

affecting the total R-square. This dra\\back was overcome by using

orthogonal functions which are defined as:

br P (x)P (x)w(x)dx
~ n m
a n=m (3.25)

over a ranf.e (a,b) and a weighting function w(x). This approach is

justified :::ec:ause of the similarity bet\\I!?-en the orthogonal functions defin

e-d--in (3.25) and the correlation function defined as:

N
L (xi -;) (y-y)p(x,Y)

i=l

(3.26)

where the weighting function of (3.25) is the probability function

p(x,y) and the integral is replaced by a swnmation.

The orthogonal functions that were tried are the Legendre Polynomials

which are:
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Po(x) = 1 (3.27)

Pl(x) = x (3.28)

P
2

(x) 1.5x
2

- 0.5 (3.29)=

P3(x) 2.5x
3

(3.30)= - 1.5x

P
4

(x) 4.375x
4

-3.75x
2

.375 (3.31)= +

The introduction of these expressions enables the computer program to

select the dominant ten1S from a longer list thus obtaining a higher

R-square.
2

AF .SA·EGR

~~hile using a Legendre polynomial, a typical term like

will actually be (1.5AF
2

-0.5)SA.EGR.

An attempt to set a function for the emissions could yield negative

predicted values in the low range. This is typical for functions that

might vary by a few orders of magnitude over the entire range and the

predicted function which can usually assume lower values than the mea

surements can be negative for the low valued measurements. In addition,

even when no negative predicted values are obtained, the quality of fit

can be degraded while trying to estimate the parameters of functions that

vary considerably. These drawbacks can be eliminated by using the

natural log of the emissions. This method reduces the range of the mea

surements and as a consequence improves the quality of fit. A complete

listing of the polynomial expressions of all the cross coupling terms is

given for the global fit in Appendix C and for the local fit in Appendix

E.
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E. BMDP2R PROGRAM

This program computes estimates of the parameters of a mUltiple

linear regression equation in a stepwise manner using the least squares

method. The B:\1DP2R is a part of the BMDP (BioMedical Computer Programs)

P-series (B-3) and was preferred to similar statistical packages because

of an easy access to the source code that made storage of the regression

coefficients possible.

The subroutine that prints the regression coefficients was modified

to also write them to a disk. The modified subroutine was compiled and

linked with the rest of the program.

The fuel and emission measurements converted to mass flow, together with

the independent variables AF,SA and EGR that were sorted by DSP(Sec. II.D.2)

and stored in matrices according to the torque and speed serve as an input.

The TRA~SF subroutine of the program enables us to introduce new

independent variables which are functions of the original independent

variables. 31 terms were added to account for all possible high power

terms of the local fits. - These terms describe a fourth order polynomial

with 3 independent variables. 16 and 51 terms were added for the second

and third order polynomials respectively for the global fit having 5

independen~ variables.

The sv-:::p\\-ise regression method enters or removes independent

variables 3ccording to two methods: the F method and the R method. The

F method rei:1oves any variable if its F-to-remove is less than the F-to

remove limit which means that the level of confidence that the coeffi

cient is zero is larger than a desired limit. If no variable meets this

cri~eria, the variable with the largest F-to-enter is entered if the

F-to-enter exceeds the F-to-enter limit (implying that the variables with

the lowest level of confidence of being zero is entered).

The R method removes the variable with the smallest F-to-remove

if its removal results in a larger multiple R than was previously

obtained for the same number of variables. If no variable meets this

criterion a variable is entered as for F. The R method was preferred

because it gives rise to a higher R-square. It turns out that the first

variables to be entered explain the variance more than the terms to be
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last entered. The stepwise process of bringing new terms terminates when

the next variable to be introduced is correlated with the other variables

above a certain value selected as 0.99.

The program printout includes statistical information at each stage

about the current R-square and the regression coefficients of the already

entered variables in a regular as well as in standard form. The F-ratio

is also displayed.

Follo~ing the stepwise process, the program prints a stepwise

summary table of the R-square obtained by considering all the terms

introduced up to that step and the F-to-enter ratio of the considered

terms (see Table 3-8).
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F. RF.BULTS

Polynomials were fitted both for sets of data of the same torque/R~i

points and to the entire data base the quality of fit of these two

methods as well as a comparison with some other results reported recently,

is given below. Probable causes for the measurements residual are dis

cussed together with the effect of torque and speed fluctuation around

the nominal values. This section concludes with the comparison of the

predicted functions with the theoretical relationships that were out

lined in III.B.

1. Quality of Fit and Comparison to Other Works

Forty individual functions were fit to the measurements. The

associated statistics are given in Table 3-2. Functions were fit to

fuel and to log of emissions, yet the statistical values were evaluated

for the physical values. Thirty-five functions are described by

Legendre Polynomials which usually yielded higher R-square. Only for

5 cases was it discovered that regular polynomials were preferable.

R-square, R~S, RMSP and RESPAV were defined in III.C. A typical value

of RIvISP (RMS over average measurement) can be 2% for fuels, 35% for HC,

37% for CO and 27% for NO.

Glebal functions were fit to fuel measurements and to log of

emissions for the entire data base. A second order polynomial as well

as a thirc order were tried. No improvement in R-square was obtained

by the usage of Legendre polynomials, therefore regular polynomials were

used. The statistics associated with the physical values of the global

fits as well as with the log of emissions is given in Table 3-3.

Parameter estimates of engine mapping were reported by Trella

[T-2] and by Tennant [R-3]. A comparison of the global functions with

the individual expressions, as well as with the results reported in

[T-2] and in [R-3], is given in Table 3-4. The statistics of the 40

individual functions which appear in Table 3-2 are summarized in the first

part of the table'. The functions were ii t to log of emissi ons, yet R

square was evaluated for the corresponding predicted physical values.

Each box of the first part of the table contains the range of
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TOP"UI; RPM FUl;l IIC

RS'J r;H5 RHSP RESPAV PSQ Rt1S Rf1SP RESPAV
50 17:0 0.959 0.22.9 2.2~9 l.e05 0.875 22.915 21.630 ,18.903
25 !~CO 0.'17':' 0.221 2.719 2.lt2 0.900 68.607 42.431 18.65!>
75 ,ICO O.c~9 0.;: 1 I 1.367 I. C6a 0.799 23.211 31.379 26.377
50 2:5J 0. 0 :'0 0.21.-2 2.000 1.!-45 * 0.664 28.329 28.525 18.986
33 26 C0 0.9:'6 0.265 1.950 1.539 0.783 106.977 89.265 28.M3
20 1400 n CI..- 0.1 e.:. 3.196 2.601 0.8t5 45.551 32.412 22.603... _.:J

85 25eo C.925 0.434 2.031 1.670 0.870 14.053 46.764 32.519
72 2900 0.~~9 0.,53 1.193 0.968 * 0.735 13.471 34.748 26.012

-14 1800 0.9~9 O. 100 2.554 2.05'+ 0.877 84.454 22.793 22.107
15 750 0.95e. 0.052 1.967 1.355 * 0.365 1.200 12.456 10.832

TORQUI; Pl'H co tlO

RSQ RrlS P.NSf' RESPAV PSQ PHS FHlSP RESPAV
50 1700 0.697 64.224 49.246 32.583 0.885 2.640 28.979 19.365
25 1800 0.8~4 16.548 31.649 21 . .s1!l *0.793 1.262 45.875 23.445
75 2100 0.960 83.460 32.548 24.123 0.765 9.7 qt. 24.451 23.946
50 Z2SIJ 0.939 74.349 3°.048 19.036 0.843 6.282 34.204 20.952
38 2600 0.835 49.!:31 51.949 13.620 O. eo 3 . 4. 99'~ 39.699 27.429
20 1400 0.653 7.1!-2 31.869 28.016 0.848 0.318 42.368 25.761
85 2500 0.782 159.915 49.388 33.693 0.905 7.024 14.799 13.447
i2 2900 0.9 if3 46.403 32.689 18.432 *0.827 12.205 18.849 13.154

-14 1000 0.n9 0.979 , I .564 8.f-:5 0.89\ 0.007 14.451 10.792
I~ 7~O O. (',':ii, 9.375 50.J16 sa. 1~9 IJ.?H 0.007 1 t .183 9.97'.

TABLE 3-2

Su~~ary Table of Residuals of the Physical Values of the Individual

Fits Which Were Evaluated For Fuel and For Log (Emissions). Legendre

Polynomials Were Used Except Where Regular Polynomials Were Used As

Marked by '*
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SUMMARY TABLE OF RESIDUALS FOR GLOBAL FIT (LOG)

SECOND ORDER

RSQ RMS RMSP RESPAV

FT.:EL 0.985 0.744 6.127 5.454

HC 0.763 0.661 16.361 21.636

CO 0.757 0.701 418.428 98.518

NO 0.959 0.483 31.726 58.353

THIRD ORDER

FUEL

HC

CO

NO

0.994

0.832

0.866

0.974

0.454

0.555

0.519

0.388

3.738

13.719

13.645

25.431

3.944

18.270

45.093

45.012

SUMMARY TABLE OF RESIDUALS FOR GLOBAL FIT (PHYSICAL)

SECOND ORDER

FUEL 0.985

HC 0.277

m 0.658

NO 0.819

0.744

148.125

145.617

11.288

6.127

118.967

109.922

54.520

THIRD ORDER

5.454

62.370

64.329

42.874

FUEL

HC

CO

1'0

0.994

0.526

0.739

0.886

0.454

119.988

127.169

8.950

3.738

96.353

95.997

43.226

TABLE 3-3

3.944

51.883

45.070

33.801

Summary Table of Residuals of Global Fits Evaluated

For Fits of Fuel and Log (Emissions) As Well As For

The Physical Measurements.
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I1JEL HC CO NO

PHYSICAL 0.9279-0.9888 0.365-0.900 0.782-0.960 0.765-0.937
E- I VAWE

RSQ = 0.964 RSQ = - RSQ = 0.850.... 0.796 nSQ ::: 0.888
;.., - - - it = 10.0...: n = 10.6 n = 9.8 n ::: 10.5
<
::2
.... 0.366-0.969 0.804-.958 0.775-0.939
> - -.....

RSQ ::: 0.909Q LOG RSQ = 0.858 RSQ = 0.846
z - -.... n ::: 10.5n ::: 9.8 r. = 10.0

PHYSICAL 0.9851 (10) 0.277 0.658 0.819
f5 VALUE 0.984 (7)

I
Q
~

0 LOG 0.766 (17) 0.758 (13) 0.961 (18)
"C

E- c
0.748 (0) 0.755 (9) 0.943 (6)N....

.... f5 PHYS ICA:' 0.994 (19) 0.526 0.739 0.886
Q

VALUE 0.980 (5)~

..:l 0
< "C LOG 0.832 (16) 0.866 (13) 0.974 (17)1-<
c:l C'"l

0 0.816 (11) 0.845 (9) 0.969 (4)
..:l

a 1TIELlA'S [T-2] 2nd Order 3rd Order Log 2nd Order Log 2nd Order Log

""u 121/305 CID 0.98/0.99 0.89/0.87 0.84/0.84 0.93/0.98z
:.:Ie(
::::E-
~~ TEN"NA1\T 'S [R-3 ] 2nd Order 3rd Order Log 3rd Order Log 3rd Order Log~o

"":::: 350 CID 1.00 0.931 0.£173 0.988

TABLE 3-4 SUF.~ary table of residuals of the individual and global fits
as compared to reference data in (T-2] and in (R-3].
Log means that the residuals were evaluated for a prediction
function of Log (Emissions).
Physical Value means that the residuals were evaluated for a
prediction function of emissions.

RSQ is the average of the individual fits

n is the average number of terms in the individual fits
The number in parentheses denotes number of terms brought into the
equation.
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n-square of the individual fits, the average value for the 10 functions

and the average nwnber of terms brought into the equation.

The second part of the table lists R-square and the number of

terms used in the global fits. R-square was evaluated both for log of

effiissions and for the predicted physical values. R-square was also

evaluated both for second and third order polynomials. Some intermediate

results of the stepwise regression fitting are given in the table. For

example, 4 LeTT:lS can explain 96% of the total variation of 10g(NO) when

a third polynorlial is fitted, whereas the next thirteen terms explain

additional 0.0135 of the total variation.

The results reported in [T-2] and in [n-3] are listed for

comparison. Trella's results correspond to 121 and 350 CID engines

respectively, whereas Tennant's results correspond to a 350 CID engine.

The value of n-square of the fuel function is quite close to the

values reported in the two other sources. The largest discrepancy was

noticed for log(HC) where our fit yielded R-square of 0.83 as compared

to 0.87 or 0.93 reported in [T-2] and [R-3] respectively. Log(CO) yielded

inferior results to those quoted in [R-3] -- 0.86 vs. 0.97. [T-2]

obtained similar R-square results for log(CO) -- 0.84, although he use~

second order polynomials while we used third order polynomials. Log(NO)

quality of fit yielded results similar to those reported.in the two

other sources. The second order polynimial found in [T-2] with R-square

of 0.93/0.98 is similar to our second order polynomial with R-square of

0.96, whereas ~he third order polynomial reported in [R-3] with R-square

of 0.988 is superior to our third order polynomial having R-square of

0.974.

The quality of fit of the global function can be compared to

that of the 10 individual functions by examining the residuals. The

global expression depends on AF, SA, EGR, TORQUE and RPM. In the

comparison of the quality of fit to that of the individual function,

TORQlJE and RP~! asswne the measured values. The statistics for how well

a global function can fit to a data subset (all measurements with the

same nominal torque and speed) is given in Table 3-5. As expected, the

residuals and hence rms always increased as compared to the individual

fits, sometimes by a few percent and sometimes by a factor of 10.
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SUMMARY TABLE OF RESIDUALS FOR GLOBAL FIT

THIRD ORDER POLYNOMIALS

- -_ .. -- . - -- .
rU r;~ - He

TOB ',iU e Iik'ii B~Q l11l~ HflSP RESt' AV nSQ ill15 B tiS J? BESPAlf50 1100 0.897 O.3b~ J. I> 51 ".917 0.532 (Pl. I, 15 41.926 30.IJJ2:l5 HIJO 0.939 O.3~1 4.186 3.511 0.666 115.J5lJ 77.530 49.17475 2100 0.907 1J.3uQ 2.369 1.9n 0.203 46.1dv 62.431 45.69450 2i50 0.'129 O• .3S2 2.681J
_...

2.10tl
. - - .
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Summary Table of Residuals of the Global Functions Evaluated at the Points of Constant

Torque and RPM, The Residuals are Evaluated for the Physical Values of Fuel and Emis&ons.

The Functions Fit for Fuel and Log (Emissions),



Therefore, the global function is qUite similar to some of the individual

expressions, but is quite far off from some other individual functions.

The R-square values listed in Table 3-5 have a different meaning

than those in Table 3-2 because they were not evaluated for a least

square fit. According to equation (3.1), R-square is confined to the

region (0,1) ~hen ~he predicted function was found by least squares

method. Ih this case n-square was evaluated according to~

=

n" 2E (y. -y.)
i=l 1. 1.

1 -
n
E
i=l

- 2
(y.-y)

1.

where Y
i

is the value predicted by the local fits.

As the predicted function was not derived by a least square

method, the sum of residuals can exceed the total variance in very poor

cases, thus causing n-square to be negative. Comparison of R-square of

the global fit to that of any individual fit has to be done very care

fully. The third order global fuel function has R-square of 0.994,

while R-square of a fourth order individual fuel function with TORQUE/RPM =

85/2500 is 0.928. It is misleading to conclude that the global function is

superior ir. that region because these two functions were evaluated with

different data bases and have different number of independent variables.

Actually in that region, the individual fuoction is superior to the global

fit. This idea can be demonstrated in Fig. 3.2 where the observed values

for fuel at 85/2500 ft Ib/rpm, as well as the predicted values of both

the global and tte individual fit, are displayed.
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Fig. 3.2 GLOBAL AND INDIVIDUAL FITS OF FUEL WITH TORQUE/RPM = 85 Ib ftl
2500 rpm AF/EGR = 14.7/0.

The R-square of the global and local fits are 0.995 and

0.928 respectively. The global fit is not capable of

tracking the general shape of the data as well as the

Icc al fit.
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2. Residual Analysis

There are several possible reasons for the unexplained variation:

a) instrument noise;

b) engine fluctuations;

c) measurement schedule;

d) functions selected for the fitting process.

The e~ission instruments were periodically calibrated during

the experiment, yet a 10% drift could be noted occasionally, especially

when ambient temperature was changing.

The engine behavior is not constant and repeatable and a cycle

to cycle variation occurs. Averaging the most recent 50 readings as

explained in (Sec. II.D.2) reduced this effect, yet engine fluctuation

effect was not entirely eliminated.

TORQUE and R~1 were assumed to equal the nominal settings. As

TORQUE and RPM varied, additional noise was possibly added to engine

measurements. A detailed discussion of this effect is given below.

The emission measurement is somewhat related to the way the

data point is approached. As discussed in II.E, some of the measure

ment points were approached by retarding the spark and some by advancing

it, which had an impact on engine and exhaust gas temperature transients.

As no the~al equilibrium was obtained due to short time intervals

between measurements, a small additional error was introduced.

As it was discussed in III.D, the functions selected in the para

meter estimate process have a strong influence on R-square. Only poly

nomials were tried. Probably more complicated functions coule describe

the measurements better, especially when the function value was changing

abruptly. Fuel measurements have the highest R-square because of several

reasons. Fuel flow measurement is very accurate with an error of less

than 1% as opposed to a much larger error in the emission instruments

(Sec. II.C). In addition, fuel data spread is much smaller than that of

emissions. The highest to lowest fuel flow ratio for a given TORQUE and

RPM point does not exceed :.5 as compared to 100 for emissions. As the

quality of fit degrades with increased data spread, fuel has a higher

R-square than emissions.
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3. TORQUE-RH\l Fluctuations

One of the possible contributors to residuals in the individual

fi t is the deviations of TORQUE and RPM from their nominal settings.

Wl~i Ie fi tting a function to measurements having the same TORQUE and RPM,

it "-vas ass'..L'"lecl that TORQUE and RPM were identical for all the measured

points.

As it can be seen in Table 3-6, the average values were qUite

close to the r.ominal settings with relatively small rms of 1 rpm for

speed and I Ib ft for TORQUE. The actual measurements of fuel and

emissions differ slightly from those that might have been obtained had

TORQUE and RThl been held exactly at the nominal value. The effect on

the residuals can be found by evaluating the measurements at the nominal

TORQUE ane! R~I settings according to the follOWing formula:

F = F +(T -T )
nom meas meas nom

+ (RPM -RPM )
meas nom

~F
global
aT

tiF
global

bRPM

I
T=T

meas
RP;\I==RP~,I

meas

1
T=T

meas
RP~l=R~.1

meas

(3.32)

where non denotes the value at the nominal TORQUE/RPM point, meas

is the actual measurement and T is the load. Global indicates the

single function fit over the entire range. This procedure was repeated

for emissions except that it was actually done for log of emissions as the

global function describing emission was fit to the log of the measure-

ments.

The various statistical values evaluated for the original data

as R-square, RMS, RMSP and RESPAV were evaluated again for the corrected

data. An expedient way to get a rough estimate of how these statistical

values change for the corrected data is to assume that the predicted

functions are unchanged. This imposes a lower bound on R-square ancl an
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NOMINAL AVERAGE RMS NOMINAL AVERAGE RMS
RPM RPM RPM TORQUE lORQUE TORQUE

1700. 1702.fl360 1.2870 SCi. II So 8'709 C.1I1El
1800. 1€02.5seO 1.5105 25. 211.9223 C.3Sn
2100. 2101.7020 1. 119 61 ,.... 75. 711.8930 C.1I6'S
2250". -. 22~1.90eO 1.161l0 :'0. ~O. 0 536 C.291C
:l600. 2;'01.3010" "1.1211 38. ::7.~J31l C.3 e6S
11100. 14Cl.2030 1.1059 20. 20.10:;11 C.3399
2500. 2501.8020 ~.gBOa ss. ell.8'llo <:.3660
2900. "2099.24S0 1.1711 72. 71.91SS C.1I1l31
1800. HOC.7BBO 1. 3030 -111. -11l.0232 C.2793

., SO. '53.SHE 1.Qil25 15. 111.9"0 C.2692

TABLE 3-6

RPM and TORQUE Statistics

(R~l in rpm, TORQUE in Ib it)
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TORQUE RPM FUEL He
RSQ RMS RMSP RESPAV RSQ RMS RMSP RESPAV

50 1700 0.957 v.2.;!>· 2.359 1.872 o. a71 :i3.JE5 22.025 1s.• \l1:l25 lUUIJ o. S74 o.}. 2}' :l.725 2.12U o. U9 e 6Q.704 ~ 3. 0 ~ 3 1E.• 7J 175 .. ~- .._.- 21UiJ -- 0.972
. -.- -...o."V.i "-- ._-- 1.30':l • - . -0. 1.0 b 3 .. -- . _.- .. 0.€02 -._ ... :lJ.21u J ·1.] 11 21.1~14J50 2:L 51> o. S6 1 U. 2;'1 1.'.1]1; 1.632 0.86 '7 ~ 8. 0 ~ 1 2E.l H 1c.• %738 2600 0.975 U.2bO 1.9"76 1.551:1 c. '79t 1CJ.ll32 13 b. 5li 7 2tJ~75410 140\.1 0.565 -_.. - \.1.179 -.. J.12b :.!.560 0.005 ~5. '7 '7 5 22. litE 12.75U85 .-. - .. 2~OO

0.930 0.433 2.025 r.6 7.2 c. 871 14. 1E2 46.72; .:I2.JJd72 2'100 0.568 O~ 261 1.:.!2E C.98'7 O. '] J II 13. lj':: 3 .j~.Uj6 . lb.1S:i-14 lilOO 0.598 o. 103 2.b37 2.\)65 0.873 E5. e73 23.JJ2 .z 2.• l,)b 715 750 0.9Ci7 O.OIHi 1.'750 1.2411 o. J63 1.222 U.u5.1 10.lIb5

0"1 TORQUE RPM CO NO0"1

RSQ RMS RMSP RESPAV RSQ RMS RMSP RESPAV
- ,,",

65.6116·_·· _.. . - -50 1700 o. a 93 50.119 32.626 o. U8 e 2.612 'E.'J2J 15.1~9
25 1800 O.S!!) 16.61::1 31.500 21.9~j c. 79 J 1.275 l<t.217 .2 ~•• (,) 1575 21iJ\l 0.960 83.24Z J~.425 14.2113 0.770 5.6~lj 24.225 ZJ.. ~6d

0.939 711.568 35.1'7S
- ._. - .

15.131 o. U4:;:
... ,

6.3 :i5 3~.6CE 21.1Cb50 22~O

38 2uOO O.OJll 49.96.1 52.22'3 13.5::J7 o. DO J 4.5 E5 39.519 27.4SU
olO 1400 0.U56 'J. 122 ::11.747 2'7.'JU':J o. U~ J 0.310 lll.'7Si 25,.95 \I
II) 2500 U.71l2 16 I. 107 IJ 9. IJ ~ U JJ.62'J o. qC, 6. S'Jb l~. UJ2 13, •.5 J7
7l. 2900 u.~~u J9.07lJ 26.999 , ?,}11 o. U2C 12. Ij S5 19~211 Il. ~99

-111 11100 O.9:l9 0.974 1 I. !;I.l J 8.676 o. ae- 3 c. CC7 14.1311' 1 1.. U\12
':J '750 0.S~5 9.397 50.JClJ 49.CJJ.z 0.930 o. oca 11.'77fj 10..199

TABLE 3-7

Summary Table of Residuals in Which Data Used in

Table 3-2 Was Corrected For RPM And TORQUE Fluctuations
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Fig. 3.3 COMPARISON OF R-SQUARE OF THE INDIVIDUAL FITS AND OF THE FUNCTIONS' FIT
TO DATA connECTED FOR TORQUE AND RPM FLUCTUATIO~S IN VARIOUS TORQUE/RP'! POINTS.
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Fig. 3.3 (Cant.) CO:IIPARISOX OF R-SQUARE OF THE INDIVIDUAL FITS AND OF mE
FUNCTIONS FIT TO DATA CORRECTED FOR TORQUE A..'\D RPM FLUCTUATIONS TN
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upper bound on HMS, because the quality of fit of an arbitrary function

to a given data set will always be inferior to that of the function

evaluated by the least squares method.

The statistics for the corrected data are given in Table 3-7

where RSQ is R-sqLare, RMS is the root mean square, R~ffiP is the RMS to

average meascre~ent ratio in percents and RESPAV is the average of the

absolute val~e of the ratio of the residual to the measurement. The

predicted values of the original data were used. As seen in Table 3-7

the corrected data yielded some improvements in the quality of fit in a

few cases with RMS going down by up to 5% and R-square going up by 0.03,

whereas the quality of fit decreased in a few other cases due to the fact

that a non-least square function was used. Comparison of n-square of

the original data to that of the corrected data is displayed in Fig. 3.3

from which it can be concluded that the con tri bu tion of TORQUE and R~1

fluctuations to the residuals of the individual functions is quite small.

4. Comparison of the Experimental Functions with the Theoretical

Predictions

A few cross sections of some of the functions are displayed in

Figs. 3.4 to 3.10. Functions having the highest and lowest R-square were

selected to give an idea about the entire spectrum of R-square. The

dependence of fuel and emissions measurement on the engine controls

(AF, SA 21:d EGR) can now be compared with the theoretical relationships

that were discussed in III.B.

The l!ie8.sured fuel consumption closely follows the theoretical

analysis which predicted a decrease in fuel consumption as spark advances

up to the angle where additional spark advance increases fuel consumption

since most of the cylinder pressure bUildup occurs in the compression

stroke rather than in the expansion stroke. Leaning the mixture did

improve fuel constLl1ption except for very lean mixtures where it went up

again. Addition of EGR always increased fuel consumption (see Fig. 3.4).

HC concentration increased as expected when spark was advanced;

the dependence on AF was not uniform at the various TORQUE/RRl points.

In a few cases the minimum occurred at a lean mixture, while in a few

other cases it occurred at rich mixtures. Addition of EGR usually
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increased HC concentration (see Figs. 3-5, 3-6).

CO concentration increased when spark was advanced for lean

mixtures whereas it decreased for rich mixtures. CO concentration sharply

dropped as the mixture became leaner. Addition of EGR usually increased

CO level (Figs. 3-7, 3-8).

NO concentration always decreased when spark was retarded. A

maximum value was obtained for air/fuel mixture leaner than the stochio

metric mixture and NO concentration decreased when EGR was added (Figs.

3-9, 3-10).

On the whole, most of the fuel and emissions measurements,

except for HC, followed the theoretical predictions discussed in

Section B of this chapter, yielding good agreement in the values of the

control variables at the optimum solutions (see Ch. IV) with some other

results [A-I]. The greatest discrepancy occurred with HC dependence on

air/fuel ratio where the minimum was obtained in a few cases for very

rich mixtures. As it will be discussed in Ch. IV, this discrepancy

caused the value of AF at the optimal points to be richer than it was

reported in other sources [A-I].

From the BMDP2R output it was concluded that the contribution of

the last terms to be entered to the R-square was qUite small and the equa

tions could be simplified by omitting these terms. In addition, the

null hypotheses of haVing any single coefficient drawn from a zero popu

lation was rejected based on the F-statistics with a level of confidence

larger than 99%.

The regression coefficients of the various functions are listed

in Appendices D and F for the local and global expressions.
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2,Fig. 3.9 ~O VS. E~GINr. CONTIIOLS AT 1800/25 rpm/ft 1b R = 0.798
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G. EXM1PLE

The preceding analysis will best be demonstrated by the following

example. CO level at TORQUE/R~1 of 50 ft lb and 1700 rpm. Table 3-8

is a s~~ary table of the stepwise parameter estimate. The variables

er.tering x 2 through x
29

are products of polynomials of AF·SA and

EGR and are listed in Appendix C. The marginal contribution of the

next terms ~o be entered to R-square is generally diminishing and steps

6-11 change R-square by 0.0008 which is really insignificant. F-to-enter

gives the level of confidence in which the null hypothesis (having zero

coefficients) is rejected. The lower the number the higher the probability

that the coefficients are zero. For all coefficients that enter in steps

1-5 having F-to-enter 5.27 and higher, the null hypothesis is rejected in

a confidence level greater than 99%, whereas the F-to-enter for steps

6-11 indicate a much lower level of confidence in rejecting the zero

hypotheses .
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IV. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

A. INTRODUCTION

Once some analytic expressions that describe the engine performance

have been derived, as outlined in Chapter 3, the optimization problem of

mini~izing fuel consumption sUbject to emission constraints can be

formulated. The optimization problem is solved over the EPA cycle by the

Lagrange mUltipliers method. The constrained problem is transferred into

an unconstrained problem by adjoining the constraints to the fuel func

tion. Tradeoff curves relating fuel consumption to various levels of

emission constraints are of interest.

This a~alysis has not accurately accounted for either cold start or

engine transients or catalyst efficiency effects; therefore the final

results presented in the analysis should be used mainly for sensitivity

analysis and trends in fuel economy as emission constraints change, rather

than for establishing some absolute standards for fuel and emissions from

this particular engine. The solution method, as well as discussion of

results, are outlined in this chapter.

B. PROBLE~ DEFINITION

The opti~ization problem calls for minimization of fuel consumption

sUbject to emission constTaints, which can be stated as:

Min F

sUbject to

x € X

where

F = fuel consumption in gallon/mile;

E emission vector

E = G~)
and the inequality applies to any component.

EO = the vector of the desired emissions.
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The other constraint XEX implies that the set of independent variables

x - AF, SA and EGR must be within certain bounds for proper engine opera

tion.
;

The conventional data of emissions in gm/mile and the fuel economy

in MPG differs fron the data format that was collected; therefore, a
I

conversion procedure which is outlined below must take place.

As explained in Ii.H the EPA urban and highway cycle can be approxi-
r

mated on the test bench by running the engine in finite number of torque

and rpm points for various lengths of time. The number of points in our

case is 10.

The composite fuel and emission levels based on the fitted func

tions derived in Section 3 for the i
th

load and speed point, can be

written as:

. .
F. :::: Fi(SA,AF,EGR) (lb/hr) (4.4)

1

HC. :::: He. (SA ,AF, EGR) (mg/sec) (4.5)
1 1

NOx. =:: NOx. (SA,AF,EGR) (mg/sec) (4.6)
1 1

.
CO. =:: CO. (SA ,AF, EGR) (mg/sec) (4.7)

1 1

The data acquired at the 10 points is modified as explained below

to comply with the conventional data format. Our measurements are taken

from a warmed-upengin~ and not in a cycle including a cold start as

prescribed in the certi~ication procedures. Therefore the data were

adjusted to provide an approximate correction for this testing difference.

In addition we ran the ~ngine without a catalytic converter which neces-
I

sitated additional corr~ctions to account for the catalyst's reduction of

emissions to the tailpipe level.
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C. FUEL ECO:-l'Oi\lY EVALU<\TION

The composite fuel economy as specified in [A-2J is:

MPG composite (4.8)

where MPG composite denotes the total fuel consumption of both urban

and highway cycles; F
l

is the fuel consumed for 55 urban cycle miles (in

gallons) and F2 is the fuel consumed for 45 miles highway driving (in

gallons). In our test we measured F
l

and F2 • Therefore the composite fuel

economy can be found from (4.8).

The actual urban and highway driving schedules are not 55 and 45

miles respectively but rather 7.46 and 10.25 respectively. Therefore

the expression for fuel mass flow is:

where

J = (4.9)

J = Fuel mass flow- (lb/mile)

F = Mass of fuel consumed over an urban test (lb)
u

u
d

= 7.46 miles distance of urban driving schedule

F
H

= mass of fuel consumed over a highway test (lb)

.H
d

10.25 miles distance of highway driving schedule.

SUbstituting the values of u
d

and H
d

in (4.9) yields:

J = 0.0738 F
u

+ 0.0439 F
H

(4.10)

F
u

and F
H

are found by measuring the fuel flow rate in the hot cycle at

the 10 load-speed points (Table 2-8) and adding these values according ·to
i i

their weights CH' Cu (also in Table 2-8) .-Eqn. (4.10) •.~rittenin terms

of fuel rates, is therefore:

=

=

10 i' 10
i·

0.0738 ~ CUF. + 0.0439 ~ CHF i (4.11)
.1 1

1=11=

10 i i •
~ <0.0738 Cu + 0.0439 CH)Fi
i=l
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The volumetric fuel flo~ is found by dividing by fuel density yielding:

J , 10
hot 1 L (0.0738

i i •
F

hot = -- = - Cu + 0.0439 CH)F i (4.12 )
PF PF i=l

where

Fh ... = the volumetric fuel flow gallon/mile
0"

PF = fuel densi'ty 6.3 lb/gallon
I
I

Data was collected ~rom a hot engine. We are actually interested

*in the "cold/hot" cycle: fuel economy which is related to the hot cycle

as follows [D-l,E-l]:

cold/hpt MPG = 0.96 X (hot MPG)

or in inverted form

co1d/h~t GPM = 1.042 X (hot GPM)

Substituting in (4.12) yields the final expression

(4.13)

(4.14)

F
cold/hot =

HI
~ (0.0122

i;"'l
(4.15)

*The term given to the case of a cold start followed by some warmed-up
operation.
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D. EMISSION CONSTRAINTS EVALUATION

The emission constraints are imposed only on the urban cycle. We

measure the concentration in ei ther P~t or in percentage at the 10

load-speed points (Table 2-8) which represent the EPA cycle. The engine was

run through a cycle without any catalytic co~verter. The transformation

from our meast:rernents to the conventional gm/mile format for the'cold/hot"

cycle with catalytic converter is given below.

1. Hot Cycle Emissions Without a Catalyst

The conversion from concentration to mass flow rate is given in

[]I,1-1] :

.
E = C XV Xp

e ex e
where

E = emission mass flow (gm/sec)

(4.16)

=

=

C
e

volumetric fraction of emissions in

= volume delivery of exhaust (ft
3
/sec)

density of emissions (gm/ft
3

)

the exhaust

C
e

is the data obtained in our measurements, P
e

can be found by

knowing exhaust pressure and temperature. The exhaust volume rate flow

is given by: .
G G + G

f
+ G

V
ex a p

= = (4.17)ex Pex Pex
where

G = total exhaust mass flow (lb/sec);ex.
G

a

=
=

Pex =

inle~ air mass flow to the carburetor (lb/sec);

fuel mass flow (lb/sec);

additional air mass flow to the exhaust by air pump (lb/sec);

exhaust density (lb/ft
3

)

G was determined from air pump calibrations as discussed in II.C and
p

is:

G = P
a

X (0.8· RThl/100 -3.3-0.667p )/60
p ex R?.t < 2500, (2.1)

G
p

D
a

X (0.773 Rl~/IOO -3.75-0.645p )/60
ex
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where p, RP~l and p are defined in I I .C. The need for an accura te
a ex

exhaust pressure and temperature for the determination of emission

density can be overcome by sUbstituting the relationship:

in (4.16) yielding:

V
ex =

=

.
G

ex

Pex

C
e

XG
ex

(4.18)

(4.19)

Using the laws of an ideal gas the density fraction of emission to

exhaust can be replac~d by the ratio of their molecular weights yielding

the final expression:

where

.'E =
I'll

C X G X e
e ex M

ex
(4.20)

M = emission molecular weight;
e

M = exhaust gas molecular weight = 29.8.
ex

The exhaust gas molecular weight slightly depends on air fuel ratio and

can vary by 1% over a wide air fuel ratio. An average value was assumed

for simplicity.

The general expression for emission mass rate in (4.20) can be

written for each of the three emissions as follows:

HC

where

.
HC (4.21)

~HC = 86.172 (assuming hexane basis)

HC = mass rate of hydrocarbon gm/sec

PPM = concentration of HC from emission instrument in ppm.
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~Ox The NOx mass rate depends also on humidity. Therefore eqn. (4.16)

is modified to:

where

.
NOx

PBI NOx. MNO= XG X--XK
106 ex 29.8 "H

(4.22)

NOx

M
KOx

~

=

=
=

emission mass rate (gm/sec)

46.002 (assuming N0
2

)

humidity correction factor as specified in the federal

register [F-l]

KH is give:1 by:

1
= 0.6745 - 0.0047 H

where H = absolute humidity in grains per pound of dry air.

(4.23)

CO The carbomonoxide mass rate is given by:

. %CO X G M
CO

CO = X 29.8 (4.24)
100 ex

-.. where.
CO = mass rate (gm/sec)

MCO = 28.01.

The total hot cycle emissions are found by summing the emission rates

measured in the 10 load-speed points according to their weights C~

(Table 2-8)~ The average emission per mile is found by dividing the total

emissions by the urban driving schedule (7.46 miles). Therefore the

expressions for the various emissions are:

10
1

~ C
i Coi

HC
hot = 7.46

i=l
U

1 }3 c i . i
NOx t = 7.46

NOx
ho

i=l
U

1
10

c iCO
hot = 7.46

~ CO
i

i=l
U
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2. Hot Cycle Emissions with Catalysts

Introduction of a catalytic converter reduces the emissions level

according to its effici:ency. We shall examine two types of catalysts:

a) oxidizing catalyst (OC);

b) three-way ca ta:lyst (TWC).

The ratio of the output to input levels is given by:

E'
out = (4.28)

where

E = emission level in the catalyst outletout
E. = emission level in the catalyst inlet1n

TJ = catalyst Ed f ic iency .

OXIDIZING CATALYST (OC)

The approximate efficiencies for the various emissions are given in

[E-1J
0.75 (4.29)

TJ~C =

TJNOx = 0.0 (4.30)

'!lew = 0.85 (4.31)

Therefore using (4.28) ~nd (4.25)-(4.27) for the inlet emission levels

the following expressions are obtained for the emission levels in the

hot cycle after passing: through the oxidizing catalyst.

10
HC 0-0. 75)HC.

0.25
~ C

i He i
(gm/mile) (4.32)= = 7.46out ' 1n i=l U

10
C

i NOx i
NOx NOxi~

1 6' (gm/mile) (4.33)= = 7.46out
i=1

U

10

CO 0-0.85)CO.
0.15

~ C
i

CO
i

(gm/mile) (4.34)= = 7.46out ' 1n
i=1

U
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THREE WAY CATALYST (TWC)

The approximate efficiencies of the three way catalyst are given in

flHC
::: 0.83

"NOx
::: 0.70

fiCO = 0.90

(4.35)

(4.36)

(4.37)

The TWC efficiency strongly depends on fuel mixture and is valid only

around stochiometry. Therefore the expressions for the emissions level

in the hot cycle after passing through the TWC are:

0.17
10

HC (1-0. 83)HC
in 6 i Hc i= = 7.46 Cuout

i=l

0.3
10

NOx (1-0. 7)NOx. 6 i . i== :::
7.46 Cu NOxout In

i:::l

0.1
10

CO
out == (1-0.9)CO

in
:::

7.46 6 ci COi

i==l
U

3. COLD/I-:iOT CYCLE CO~VERSION

(gm/mile)

(gm/mile)

(gm/mile)

(4.38)

(4.39)

(4.40)

The ex~ressions derived so far for the emissions level correspond

to the ho~ cycle. The conversion to cold/hot cycle is given in [E-I]:

HC
cold/hot

NOxcold/hot

CO
cold/hot

:::

==

=

HC
hot

+ 0.2

0.95 NOx hot

CO
hot

+ 4

(gm/mile)

(gm/mile)

(gm/mile)

(4.41)

(4.42)

(4.43)

where the hot subscript refers to emission levels after passing through

the catalyst. Combining equations (4.41)-(4.43) with either (4.32)

(4.34) or with (4.38)-(4.40) gives the desired expression for the emis

sion level in the cold/hot cycle after catalytic conversion for the two

types of catalysts.
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All the catalyst efficiency assumptions and the cold start correction

are great simplificatipns to an extremely complicated process. 1berefore,

these conversions are used to arrive at tailpipe emissions that are a

crude approxi~ation to an actual cold start cycle test and are useful

for comparison purposes. However, due to the crude approximations, the

numbers should net be used as actual predictions of dynamometer certifica

tion tests.

b. TWC

The final expressions are
10

;

0.0228 L; ci COi + 0.2He :::
chtc i:::l

U

10

~ e
i . 1

NOXcbtc ::: 0 .• 0382 NOx
1:::1 U

10

eo
chtc

::: 0.0134 6 e i COi + 4
i:::l

U

(gm/mile) (4.47)

(gm/mile) (4.48)

(gm/mile) (4.49)

The subscript chtc means cold/hot three-way catalyst and these expressions

are valid only around stochlometric points.
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final form:

for i = l,N (4.55)

No iterations of the Lagrange Multipliers

...

subject to (4.5i) and (4.52).

A reasonable way of solving the optimization problem is guessing an

initial value for A
HC

' A
NO

' A
CO

and solving K minimization problems

as given in (4.55) subject to (4.52) having the independent variables

confined in the drivability range. Once the values of AF., SA., EGR.
1. 1. 1.

that correspond to the solution of (4.55) have been obtained, the emismon

levels can be evaluated from (4.51). If these levels do not differ from

the desired emission constraints by more than the convergence criteria,

the final solution has been obtained. Othenvise the Lagrangian Multipliers

have to be modified and the process must be repeated. One way of changing

the Lagrange Multipliers is by perturbing them around the current solution

and from the way the emission levels are changed, extrapolating so the

desired emission levels arc met. A flow chart of this process is given

in Fig. 4-1.

This method could be justified if we were interested in solving the

minimization problem for a particular set of constraints. As trade-off

curves are of interest, solving the optimization problem for quite a few

constraint levels is wasteful. Instead, a different approach was taken.

Each optimization solution is associated with a set of Lagrangian

Multipliers. As we are not interested just in one solution, the optimi

zation problem &s defined in (4.55) is solved many times, each time with

a different value of the A..
1.

are required. The fuel conslwption as well as the emissions level are

evaluated for each solution using (4.14) and (4.44)-(4.49). A flow

chart of the process is given in Fig. 4-2. A listing of OPT is given in

Appendix G - 1 .
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CHANGE THE
REQUIRED "'1\

SELECT

"HC' "CO' "NOX

SOLVE N OPTI~IZATION

PROBLErI'1S (4.55)

Fig. 4-1 Optimization Algorithm for a Given Emissions Level

INITIALIZE "HC' "NO' "CO

SOLVE N OPTIMIZATION
- PROBLE:'vlS USING (4.55)

EVALUATE FUEL & El\lISSIONS
(4.14, 4.44-4.49)

YES

Fig. 4-2 Opt~mization Algorithm for a Given Range of ,,'s
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E. METHOD OF SOLUTION

Once detailed expressions for both fuel consumption and emission

levels have been derived (equations 4.14 and 4.44-4.49) equation (4.1)

can be written more explicitly as:

N
C

i
+ 0.00726C

i )F.Min( 6 0.0122
i::::l

u H 1.

subject to the emission constraints:

N
ciiIc.a

l
6 + b

l
~ HC

O
i::::l

u 1.

N
a

2
6 CiNOx, ~ NO

i::::l
u l. xO

N
C\::O.a 3

L; + b
3

~ COo
i=l

u 1.

and the independent variables constraints:

Arf ~ AF. ~ AF H
i l. 1

sK' ~ SA, ~ SA~ for i :::: 1,N
1 1. 1.

EGR
L

~ EGR. ~ EGR~
1 1. .1

(4.50)

(4.51)

(4.52)

where the various a's and b's of (4.51) are given in Table 4-1 for

either the oxidizing or the three-way catalyst and the superscripts Land

H in (4.52) denote lower and upper bounds respectively on the independent

variables as listed in Fig. 4-1. There are 3N unknowns, the values of

the three independent variables must be found for all N constant loa~

and speed points.
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a a 2
a

3
b

1
b b

31 2

Non Catalyst (t'C) , 0.1340 0.1273 0.1340 0.2 0 4

Oxidizing Catalyst (OC) 0.0335 0.1273 0.02 0.2 0 4

3·-Way Catalyst (TWC) 0.0228 0.0382 0.0134 0.2 0 4

TABLE 4-1: ~lission Constraints Coefficients for (4.51)

One "2y of solving this constrained problem is by adjoining the

emission constraints (4.51) to the objective function (4.50) and finding

the minimum of the following problem (see [BR-IJ)~

N N
Min( L O.Ol22C

i
+O.do726C

i )F + AHC(a]., L C
i

.HC.+b
1

-HC
O

)
u H i 1.'=1 u ].i==l

(4.53)

subject to the independent variable constraints given in (4.52). There

are three more unknowns -, AHC ' ANa' ACO yet there are three more equa

tions -- the constraints ~s given in (4.51). Equation (4.53) can be

simplified by collecting the terms in one summation yielding:

(4.54)

subject to (4.52). A
HC

' ANO,Aco are also known as the Lagrangian

Multipliers associated wi~h the corresponding constraints.

Equation (4.54) can be decomposed to N separate optimization

problems because the independent variables of one set point do not affect

fuel or emissions at any other set point. The expression external to the

summation operation does not affect the value of the independent variables

and can be ignored while looking for the minimum of the adjoint expression

of any set point. The optimization problem therefore reduces to the
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F. LCMNA PROGHAM

The solution of the optimization problem is based on solving the

reduced problem of one set point (4.55) which is a minimization of a

nonlinear function in a bounded region. The value of any of the indepen

dent variables AF., SA., EGR. that corresponds to the minimal point
1 1 1

Must be within the drivability region. Therefore the suboptimization

problem is of the form

jlin(f(AF. ,SA. ,EGR.»
1 1 1

subject to

Al:'~ < AF. < A~
1 1 1

SA~ < SA, < SA~ for i=l,N
1 1 1

EGR~ < EGR. < EGR~
1 1 1

(4.56)

(4.52)

The package most suitable for solving this problem was LCl\lNA (Linearly

Constrained Modified Newton Algorithm) by P.E. Gill and W. Murray [G-IJ.

The method basically involves finding the minimum of the function

projected into the subspace defined by the currently active constraints.

Adding active constraints as necessary and then determining whether

any constraint can be deleted from the active set after the minimum is

found.

As it is not known beforehand which of the constraints are active,

the program arbitrarily selects some of the constraints to be active and

transfo~ms the problem to an unconstrained minimization by redefining the

problem in a new base. The components of this base describe the linear

manifold created by the active constraints. Once the solution is obtained,

the Lagrangian 1lultipliers associated with the constraints assumed to be

active are evaluated. A negative value implies that the constraint is not

active and is removed from the active constraints. In addition the in-

active constraints are also checked and those that violate the solution

are introduced. After fue active constraint vector has been updated, a

new vector base that describes the manifold created by the currently

active constraints is generated. If the gradient at the current point
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is close to zero, and none of the constraints are violated, the final

solution has been obtained. Otherwise, a minimization search along a

new direction takes ~lace, and the whole sequence is repeated. The

Hessian matrix is checked to be positive definite at the zero gradient

point. A failu~e in'obtaining a positive definite matrix means that a

saddle point h~s been reached and a new search direction has been esta-.

blished.
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G. RESULTS

The optimization problem was solved as suggested in equation (4.55);

i.e., the values of the independent variables. AF, SA and EGR at the

optimal points as well as the fuel consumption and the emission levels

were evaluated for various values of ~HC' ~NO' ~CO' The Lagrangian

1iultiplier associated with CO can be set to zero because solving the

optimization problem subject to the HC and NO constraints drives the

engine into the lean side thus satisfying the CO level automatically.

The existence of only two Lagrangian Multipliers, ~HC and AND makes a

graphical display of the results qUite easy. The results can be plotted

with NO level as abscissa, fuel as ordinate, and HC, CO and the

independent variables as parameters. Each solution of (4.55) for certain

values of A
HC

and AND yields optimal values of fuel, HC, NO and CO

as well as the value of the independent variables, AF, SA, EGR, for the

10 set points. A point that corresponds to fuel and NO can be marked now

on the diagram. Each point is associated with certain values of HC, CO

and the independent variables. Points having the same parameter value

(e.g., HC) are connected, thus yielding lines of constant HC, CO, etc.

Drawing diagrams for any of the 30 independent variables could be quite

exhaustive and confusing. Therefore a single average was evaluated based

on the following formula:

N
~ (C i +Ci)AF.

/"... i=l u H 1
AF = (4.57)N

~ Ci
+ C

i

i=l
u H

........ ".....

with similar expressions for SA and EGR.
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Actually equation (4.55) has to be solved only 9 times because the
4

fourth point 2250/50 does not affect the urban cycle due to C
u

being O.

As emissions are consid~red only in the urban cycle, all that is required

is finding the minimum fuel consumption at the point with constraints

imposed only on the independent variables. Once the solution has been

obtained, the fuel cons~ption of this point can be added to the general

expression (4.11) which is evaluated for any ARC' ANO •

As a solution for two types of converters is desired, as well as

the solution without any converter, the above procedure has to be repeated

tWice. Solving (4.55) subject to the independent variable constraints

as given in Table 2-9 and evaluating the emissions using the coefficients

of the first two rows of Fig. 4-1 yields the solution for either the

NC (Non-Catalyst) case or for the OC (Oxidizing Converter) case. If a

solution for the 1WC (Th~ee Way Catalyst) is desired, the bounds on AF

as given in Table 2~9 must be modified as the converter efficiency

strongly depends on fuel: mixture. In this case the following relationship

is used

14.5 ~ AF. ~ 14.7
1

i = 1,N (4.58)

and the coefficients of the third row in Fig. 4-1 are used to evaluate

emissio~s.

The optimization pr~blem as defined in (4.55) was solved 86 times for

the KC and OC case and 96 times for the TIVC cases. A typical computer

output for either the NC or the OC cases for ARC = 0.01 and A
NO

= 0.001

is given in Tahle 4-2.

The trade-off curves for the NC and OC case as well as CO level

and the value of the independent variables at the various optimal points

are given in Figs. 4-3 to.4-5. HC and CO differ only by the catalyst

efficiency while the mapping of the independent variables is the same.

The corresponding diagrams for the nvc are given in Figs. 4-6 to 4-7

The extremes of the regions appearing in Figs. 4-3 to 4-7 are found by

letting ARC and/or AND be zero.
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FUEL <l':?G l-

E~C!~~ [M~IS:C~S

TAI~ P!?E ~ITH OC
LAC He
v.Ol00

;!1. 07e~

HC IC/l1l
2.6800
0.8700

LAC CO
0.0000

COI:/~) NOIC/M)
7.8768 2.3287
4. ~815 1.6630

LAC NO
0.0010

I-',.....
o

THE :NO~P~~D~NT VARIA~L~S AfiE,

TORQI..:E Ri'M A/F SPl-iADV EC~ FUELI~13/HRl HCIC/SEC) COIC/SECl NOlet,,::)
so liOO 1:;.610 lO.O·')O 0.000 11. 33S 16. :;7:;; 16.662 16. t;~a

25 !SCO 12.800 20. 136 C.OOO 7.4';5 16. ;69 90. 7~4 2. ';15
75 2~O0 1:5. 501 1~. 772 2.3-10 16. 4'78 1:;.9'19 43.':9:} :J6.~~2

so 2250 16.609 41. 745 0.000 10.99.. 0.000 0.000 0.000
:a ~6cu 15. 513 39.766 0.000 11. ~57 23.610 :l1. 061 31. 936
20 l'1CO 13.000 27. 891 0.000 4. 5~9 15.8'13 ~9.400 1. 6:CO
85 ~~oo 16.763 24.0:35 6.20:J 19.611 13.210 7:l.737 63.792
72 :900 14.'::'91 35.760 0.000 19. 7'll 33.077 78.815 102.9.. 3

-1~. 1(:00 I~. ~CO 11. 332 0.000 3.603 14. ~94 ~.1,81 C. 104
15 750'

.
14. 'ISO 30.000 0.000 2.2';5 9.630 0.4137 0.077

TABLE 4-2: AN OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION FOR ~C = 0.01 J ~O = 0.001
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The uppermost point (A) corresponds to the unconstrained fuel con

sumption, that is, A
HC

= A
NO

= O. The leftmost point B corresponds to

the point of minimum NO. The lowest point (C) corresponds to the mini

mum of HC. The line connecting the point of minimum fuel with that of

miniKum NO is found by holding A
HC

= A
CO

= 0 and gradually increasing

A
KO

' Similarly, the line connecting the point of minimum fuel with that

of minimum HC is found by letting A
CO

= A
NO

= 0 and gradually increas

ing AHC '

The confined area, represents therefore the loci of all feasible opti

mal solutions. There are no solutions left of line AB (which is equiva

lent to saying that there are no points having lower NO for the same fuel

consumption) because line AB is the optimal solution. Quite in contrast,

there are solutions to the right of line AC which are not optimal. Line

AC is composed of all points of minimum fuel consumption for a given HC

level. Therefore, the tangent to lines of constant HC is horizontal at

the points of intersection wi.th the contour line AC. Had it not been so

we could keep moving along a line of constant He upwards thus improving

fuel economy for the same amount of HC. Some combination of the control

variables can generate solutions right to line AC. These are non-optimal

solutions because there exists another point with less NOx for the same

amount of fuel and HC (see Fig. 4-8).

The zero slope of lines of constant HC at the intersection with line

AC could also be explained by using the relationship:

A = (4.58)

where J
O

is the performance index at the optimal point which is:

J = Fcomposite at optimum· (4.59)

Note that F "t is the inverse of the fuel economy in Fig. 4-6
compos1 e

C is the constraint level. From the way line AC was constructed

= a Ialong AC
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Therefore sUbstituting in ( 4. 58) yields
~

dF
a~Ox I == 0 (4.61)

along AC

The ordinate :n Fig. 4-5 is actually l/F but

d(l/F)
dF

== - F2

therefore

2lF F
2

. dO/F)
(4.62)dNOX - dNOx

O
,

from which

dO/F)
0 (4.63)

dNOx =

The 4.35 gm/mile !'lOx and the 5.69 gm/mile CO that correspond to

the unconstrained optimal fuel with no catalyst are qUite close to the

figures quoted in other sources whereas the HC level of 7.95 gm/mile

that corresponds to this point seems somewhat higher. It was suggested

that this high figure is attributed to the shape of the sample line and

the way it is connected to the exhaust tube. The sample line is connected

to the exha~st tube approximately 20 inches downstream from the exhaust

manifold. This short distance and the heated line avoid any condensation

or any further oxidation that could take place had we tapped much down-

stream.

The HC-~Ox tradeoff curves for the NC case are given in Fig. 4-3 from

which it is seen that the higher the HC level, the more efficient the

engine is running. It is possible to maintain the same fuel economy and

reduce NOx levels if the HC level can go up. Yet driving the NOx level

down while keeping the same HC value results in worse fuel economy follow

ing the law of diminishing returns, while we move along a line of con

stant HC in the right side of the diagram. NOx could be reduced
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substantially with only a moderate loss of fuel economy, whereas ncar

the left boundary any attempt to further reduce ~Ox results in substantial

loss in fuel economy. Similarly moving along a vertical line (constant

NOx) while trying to reduce HC yields the same behavior. Reducing the

HC level while holding the NO level constant results in lowering fuel

economy. Yet the lower the HC level is, a smaller additional improve

ment is obtained for the same reduction in fuel economy.

The CO level is meeting the desired specifications in most of the

cases. Only in a small portion (see the shaded area in Fig. 4-3) does

the CO level exceed 15 gm/mile.

The change in the independent variables can be analyzed from Fig. 4-5.

Unconstrained fuel consumption is obtained for AF = 15.4, SA = 39.0 and no

EGR. Minimizing NO requires leaning the fuel mixture to 17.1, retarding

the spark to 29.8 and increasing EGR to 3.95. Minimizing HC requires en

riching the mixture to 14.1, one might expect a lean mixture at the mini

mum. Yet in some of the set points, minimization of the HC occurred for

lean mixtures, while in some other cases the solution was obtained for a

rich mixture. The weighted average yields a rich mixture. The SA must

be retarded further to 19, and only slight level of EGR is required

(0.29). Therefore reducing the HC for a given amount of NO results in

enriching the mixture retarding the spark and decreasing EGR.

The solution of the optimization problem by Auiler. et al., [A-I]

yielded similar results. The dynamic programming method was used to

evaluate fuel economy for the 2.3 liter engine in various emission

constraints.

A 1.8/2.3 gm/mile of HC/NOx resulted in fuel economy of 24.7 mpg

and average AF of 15.70.

Reducing NOx levels to 0.64 resulted in fuel economy of 19.5 and

average AF value of 15.28. A similar distribution of solution, of the

suboptimal problems of points of constant speed and load with respect to

AF ratio was observed.

A similar analysis was performed for the three way catalyst (TWC)

case (see Figs. 4-6 and 4-7). The confined region is smaller than that of

the NonCatalyst case because tightening the constraint on air fuel ratio
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decreases the region of possible solution. Only in a very small region

did the CO level exceed 3.4 gm/mile which justifies disregarding the

CO constraint (Fig. 4-6). The HC trade-off curves are quite similar in

shape to those of the previous case and the same analysis follows here.

The control variables behave similarly (Fig. 4-7). Reducing NO~ results

in an increasing EGR, and reducing any of the constraints results -in

retarding the spark.

A detailed listing of the optimal fuel and emission levels as well

as the average of the control variables AF, SA, EGR for various values

of A
HC

' A
NO

for both the NO, OC and the TIVC cases is given in Appen

dix Figs. G-2 to G-4.
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v. CLOSED LOOP OPTIMAL CONTROL

A. INTRODUCTION

Internal co~bustion engine fuel consumption and emission levels

are known to be sensitive to mechanical degradation and environmental

changes. A survey done by NHTSA [B-4] revealed that fuel consumption

can decrease as much as 11% after tun-up, while HC and CO can decrease

by 2210 and 12% respectively. Another survey made by Champion Spark

Plug Co. [W-l] revealed a high percentage improvement of emission levels

after tune-up; for example, CO could decrease 45% in idle and 25% at

55 MPH and HC could decrease 60%. Fuel economy increased 11.4% after

tune-up.

The traditional open loop systems controlling spark advance,

air/fuel ratio and exhaust gas recirculation cannot compensate for

mechanical deterioration or for external disturbances. A closed loop

system which continuously monitors engine performance and changes the

control variables as needed is likely to reduce these effects.

Direct emissions measurements as the feedback signal are most

desirable. However, this idea is impractical due to a lack of inex

pensive reliable sensors. As a result, another measurement which re

flects engine performance has to be used. The pressure trace is a good

candidate for such a measurement. It was found in [H-3] that maintaining
o

the angle that corresponds to peak pressure at 15 ATDC, by changing the

spark timIng as required, keeps the engine operating at best fuel economy

regardless of external disturbances. No attempt has been made so far

to use this signal in the closed loop control of an engine over a speed

load range to ninimize fuel consumption subject to emission constraints.

This chapter presents a design of a closed loop scheme, using the

angle that corresponds to peak pressure as a feedback signal, to keep

the engine operating optimally regardless of external disturbances.

This closed loop scheme holds over a wide torque-speed range and will

minimize fuel consumption for given emission constraints.

The peak pressure angle (Spp) is more directly related to pressure

history than spark timing. Therefore this angle can be used as a feed-
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back signal for spark control.

The measured angle is sensitive to changes in spark timing over

a wide spark timing range. Usually, e changes roughly the same as
pp

spark timing. This relationship holds for wide spark timing regions

except for very retarded spark timing for which e decreases as
pp

spark timing is retarded. This phenomenon imposes a limitation on the

closed loop control, using e as a feedback signal, for tight emis
pp

sions which require retarded spark timing.

Reasons for using the pressure trace, as well as the control logic

and the hardware to measure the feedback signal, are given below. The

limitations imposed on the closed loop scheme are also discussed.

The uneven air and fuel distribution among the cylinders can cause

different optimal solutions for the various cylinders. A variation in

the peak pressure angle of the individual cylinders might prove the

existence of an uneven mixture distribution and the need for individual

cylinder spark control. Some peak pressure angle measurements of the

individual cylinders and a discussion of the possible individual cylinder

controls are given below.

The chapter concludes with an analysis of the sensitivity of both

the open and the closed loop systems to a humidity increase which can

be regarded as a representative disturbance applied to the engine.
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B. THEORETICAL a~CKGROUND

Most of the current internal combustion engines are equipped with

open loop systens. A definition of an open loop and closed loop system

and the benefits of a closed loop system are given below. A pressure

trace history is known to reflect engine performance as will be shown

later.

1. Open Loop vs. Closed Loop Systems

In open loop control systems the output has no effect on the

control action. The input/output relationship is shown in Fig. 5.1.

, .

Fig. 5.1 Open Loop Control System

The input/output relationship depends on the controller calibration.

Any error in the calibration or any disturbance will change the output.

The output is not compared with the input. Therefore there is no way

to compensate for the errors.

In a closed loop control system (Fig. 5.2), the controller is

directly affected by the output signal. The output or its derivatives

OUTPUT
-~--

---~

I

MEASURING
'---------1

ELE1IIENT

I~PUT_-o 1- ---I I
-- -iCONTROLLER J---~-'-l__~~~~ _

t
I

Fig. 5.2 Closed Loop Control System
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are compared with the input, and it is the error which is the difference

between the desired and actual values that drives the controller to

reduce the error.

The great advantages of the closed loop system are the elimination

of the precise calibration of the controller and the reduction of the

system sens~tivity to disturbances and to variations in system para

meters.

The traditional spark timing system, for example. is an open loop

control system in which spark timing is determined by engine speed and

load. Centrifugal weights provide the desired spark advance as engine

speed goes up by advancing the distributor base. The required retard

in spark timing as load goes uP. is provided by the inlet manifold pres

sure which acts on the distributor base. This is an open loop system

because no attempt is made to measure engine performance and to correct

for any deviation.

2. Cylinder Pressure Signal

The fundamental control being accomplished by spark advance

is the positioning of the pressure time history with respect to crank

angle.

is more

as was

The location of the peak pressure (8 ) in the engine cycle
pp

directly related to this pressure time history than spark timing

sto~n previously [H-3J.
Fu~thermore, the value of e that corresponds to an optimal

pp
engine setting is less sensitive to external disturbances or to variations

in engine operating conditions than the actual spark timing. These

features of e make it superior for spark timing control than other
pp

known schemes.

Figure 5.3 a-c show typical pressure traces for spark timings

of 30~ 200 and lOoBTDC. The marks on the top represent the timing marks

of 60
0

BTDC and l200 ATDC. As seen in Fig. 5.3, the pressure trace has

a flat part that corresponds to the intake stroke where the piston

moves down and a fresh charge is admitted. Pressure builds up as the

piston goes up and both the intake and exhaust valves are closed. The

slope of the trace becomes steeper when the spark is ignited and the
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Fig. 5.3 (cont.) Cylinder pressure traces for various
spark settings (40/1500 1b it/rpm', AF/EGR = 12.5/0)

e increases as spark timing is ~etarded up topp
a point beyond which e starts to decrease.
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trace reaches its peak a few degrees ATDC. Pressure declines thereafter

due to the expansion stroke and to the opening of the exhaust valve

(see Fig. 5.3 a).

Figure 5.3b follows this pattern. When the spark is retarded to

20
o

BTDC, peak p~essure timing moves roughly the same amount. The shape

of the pressure trace changes when spark timing retards, peak pressure

decreases and the gradient goes doml, since the pressure build-up due

to the combustion process is counteracted by the downward movement of the

piston in the expansion stroke. ~nen spark timing is retarded greatly,

the distinct sharp peak disappears (Fig. 5.3c) a~ the relationship

between e and spark timing is different than that for advanced spark
pp

timing.

Engine performance can be detected from various features of the

pressure trace. The angle that corresponds to peak pressure can be

measured more conveniently as opposed to peak pressure amplitude which

requires sensor calibration. Any change in engine performance which is

reflected uy a change in the pressure trace can be detected by measuring

e External disturbances and mechanical deterioration can contribute
pp

to such changes. Typical examples of external disturbances are changes

in humidity, ambient pressure and temperature; whereas examples of

mechanical degradation are changes in air/fuel ratio, deposit bUild-up,

etc. An increase in e implies an increase in fuel consumption since
pp

it indicates a slower flame which causes fuel consumption to go up. A

decrease in e implies an increase in emissions since it indicates
pp

a faster flame. The faster flame brings up combustion temperature

which is essential to the formation of NOx. Therefore maintaining e
pp

in its nominal value is likely to reduce the external disturbances and

mechanical deterioration effects both on fuel and emissions.
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C. CONTROL IAW

An optimal closed loop scheme for a wide torque and speed range

is desired. A control law maintaining the engine in MBT in a constant

load/speed point was presented in [H-3]; the angle that corresponds

to peak pressure is held roughly at 15
0

ATDC by changing the spark

as needed. The angle can also be used as a feedback signal over a wide

torque/speed range while accounting also for emission constraints. The

control law will be derived over the EPA cycle since it is convenient

to base the derivation of the closed loop on the results obtained from

the optimization solution.

The control law will be derived for a particular level of emissions,

yet the method of solution is quite general and can be adopted very

easily to other levels of emissions. Each optimization solution is

the minimization of fuel consumption over the EPA cycle sUbject to

emission constraints and is associated with optimal values of the control

variables and the feedback signals. The optimal control variables are

AF, SA and EGR at the 10 load/speed points, and th e feedback signals

are the values of e that were measured with the controls tuned to
pp

their optimal values under nominal conditions.

A local control strategy controls the engine at one of the 10

torque/speed points (see Fig. 5.4). A local control strategy is as

SARef e
pp + SA

COMPENSATOR f---.-I CONTROLLER

JPRESSURE

'----------, SENSOR

ENGINE
e

pp

Fig. 5.4 A local peak pressure controller for constant torque and speed
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follows: air/fuel ratio and exhaust gas recirculation will be set to

the nominal values found in the optimization solution and spark advance

will be adj~sted to keep e in its optimal value. As discussed
pp

earlier, this optimal value corresponds to a particular emission level.

Applying this local control strategy to all the torque/speed

points, where eopt
at each point is determined by the optimal solu-

pp
tion will provide optimal closed loop control in these discrete points

but not at any intermediate torque/speed values. A control law over

the engine operating range can be determined by finding a general

relationship between the feedback signal eopt
and some engine para-

pp
meters such as torque, rpm, inlet manifold pressure, power, etc., that

includes the optimal solutions at all points. This can be done by fitting

some function to the measured values of the feedback signal. The

accuracy of this function depends on the number of measurements. The

EPA cycle is approximated by running the engine at 10 torque/speed

points. An increase in this number will improve the accuracy of this

expression. When an expression relating the optimal feedback signal

to some measured engine parameters is found, the local control law can

be expanded by continuously updating the reference value of

RPM

e
pp

I

I
I
I

J-- Torque~__ 1- __ --
'1I - ---,

DESIRED

~ CONTROLLT":'T I SA SPARK 8pp
ENGINE -I ' CONTROLLER -8pp

"I'

I

I PRESSURE

I SENSOR

~OVA or Microprocessor Control let

Fig. 5.5 An optimal closed loop peak pressure controller.
advance controller changes spark timing when e
the desired reference value. pp
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This updating process follows the relationship obtained in the function

fitting discussed above (see Fig. 5.5).

D. PEAK PRESSLTF:E TIMING DETECTION CIRCUITRY

The angle that corresponds to peak pressure was detected by an

electronic circuit, the schematic of which is shown in Fig. 5.6.

The cylinder pressure is converted into a voltage by a piezoelec

tric transducer which is installed between the spark plug and the engine

head. This signal is amplified and fed into the first card which gener

ates a pulse that corresponds to peak pressure. The second card gener

ates a voltage which is proportional to the t~e between a reference
o

mark on the crankshaft - 60 BTDC and peak pressure. This analog signal

is directed to the NOVA which converts it to degrees by considering

the engine speed as well.

The piezoelectric transducer was built according to K.W. Randall's

recommendations [R-4]. The sensor is composed of a piezoelectric ring

held between two electrodes which are embedded in an insulating material

(see Figs. 5.7-5.8). The PZT-5A piezoelectric ceramic composed of lead,

zirconium and titanium was selected because of its high sensitivity

(voltage to strain ratio), high time stability and resistivity at

elevated te~peratures with Curie point of 365°C. The electrodes were

made of copper for good conductivity. Ground is provided by the elec

trode which is in contact with the engine head. The other electrode is

posi tive in the sense that press ure build-up in the cylinder that

relieves the pretorqued load on the sensor generates positive voltage

with respect to engine ground.

The insulating mold material selected is Kinel 5514 which is a

fiberglass reinforced polyimide plastic able to withstand high tempera

tures and corrosive environments having a heat distortion temperature
o

of 350 C. The various parts of the sensor are held together by a

high temperature epoxy.
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The signal is conducted in a teflon coaxial cable selected for its

high temperature resistance. The shield was grounded to reduce inter

ference from the spark plug high voltage. As this shielding was not

sufficient, the spark plug wires were also placed in grounded copper

braids. Discontinuities in the pressure trace could be detected at

points corresponding to spark plug firings.

1. Preamplifier:

The preamplifier is built of a RCA 741 operational amplifier

with 2 FET amplifiers on the input side both on the signal line and the

ground line to reject the common mode. The PZT element is a voltage

generator with essentially no current; therefore, a voltage follower

circuit providing the right current is required. The preamp circuit

has a voltage gain of 1.5 (seee Appendix HI).

The high resistance of 110MO on the input side between the signal

line and the ground is required to avoid any signal distortion.

The PZT element can be regarded as a voltage source Veo (see

Fig. 5.9) with capacitance C. This capacitance together with the

capacitance of the coaxial cables C
L

and the high impedance resistor

R form a high pass filter having a transfer function of:

,
C

I

I I

I Ib
VoVe :T

SCR
= 1 + SR(C+C )Veo L

r
I

II

LEW'SDUCER .J

Fig. 5.9 PZT Sensor Electric Schematic
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where

s·eR
(5.1)

..

1
tJ.) ;:

R(C-+C
L

)0

Vco = sensor output voltage;

V = circuit output voltage.
0

This circuit acts as a high pass filter which behaves like a

differentiator for frequencies less than wo' and as a pass through

filter for frequencies higher than w00 It would have been preferable

to set Wo = 0 to avoid any signal distortion. However, the break

frequency is inherent in the circuit design; therefore, it is desired

to drive Wo as low as possible to reduce the signal distortion

effects.

Typical values of the sensor and coaxial cable capacitance are:

C = 440 PF

;: 90 PI" (5.2)

Therefore sUbstituting in (5.1) yields

Wo = 16.95 rad/sec

or

f
O

Wo
2.7" = = Hz

2,",

.. Equation (5.1) will be:

= 0.85
8/16.95

1+ 8/16.95
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This frequency is 5-10 times smaller than the engine speed, therefore

no signal distortion is expected.

The high frequency gain is found by letting W go to infinity

in (5.1) which yields

=
1 (5.4)

From this it is concluded that the pass through gain may vary when

sensor capacitance changes. The breakpoint Wo evaluated in (5.3)

was found for typical C values. The smallest values of C did not

differ considerably from 440 PF assumed in (5.2); therefore, no

significant distortion of the sensor voltage is expected.

The level of the output signal can be controlled by an attenuator

which is installed on the output line. This was done to match the signal

to-noise ratio in various signal levels, as will be discussed below.

2. Peak Detector:

This device outputs pulses that occur at peak pressure (see

Appendix H2). The pressure signal is differentiated and filtered to

attenuate the noise by a low pass filter having a breakpoint of 482 Hz

and a slope of -40 db/decade for higher frequencies.

The differentiator and filter transfer function is given by

VI
10.4

S/W
l

(5.5)- =V 3
0 (I+S/w

l
)

where

V is the output voltage;
I

Vo is the input voltage;

Cell is the breakpoint.
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The total transfer function from the sensor to the differentiated

signal is the product of (5.3) and (5.5) which is

= = 8.71 (5.6)

wasw
1

selected to meet the requirement that the first few harmonics of the

The bode plot of this transfer function is given in Fig. 5.10.

..

pressure trace would not be filtered out. The pressure trace frequency

roughly matches engine frequency. Therefore, at 3000 RPM, which corres

ponds to 50 Hz, this reqUirement will be met. The lowest speed,

750 RPM or 12.5 Hz, will still be above the sensor breakpoint.

The noise frequency is assumed to be at least 50 times higher than

the engine speed, which means that it will be around 600 Hz for the

lowest engine speed. This guarantees the noise attenuation •

The differentiated signal is detected for a zero voltage crossover.

Both the signal and the reference voltages are fed into an amplifier

which goes into saturation when these two values are not equal. The

sign of the saturated voltage depends on relative magnitudes of the

signal vol~age to the reference voltage which was set to be zero. A

Zenyr diode arrangement on the output side keeps the output voltage

from going into saturation, but rather sends it to -0.6v when the signal

is less tha~ a.16y and to +4.7v when the signal becomes positive again.

This hysterysis was introduced intentionally to eliminate system response

to noise. The threshold voltage of 0.16v guarantees that no false

triggering will occur when the differentiated noise signal is equal to

zero, due to the fact that the noise level is small compared to that

value. The signal noise can be adjusted by the preamp attenuators so

the noise level will be maintained below the threshold level (see

Appendix HI).

A typical pressure trace, its derivative and the associated peak

pressure pulses are shown in Fig. 5.11. The pressure trace, the peak

pressure pulse and the timing mark corresponding to 60
0

BTDC are shown

in Fig. 5.12. Tl denotesthe time corresponding to peak pressure measured
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Fig. 5.11 Typical pressure pulses and the associated peak pressure
signals (38/1500 1b ft/rpm), AF/SA/EGR = 12.5/30/0)
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Fig. 5.12 Peak pressure timing (38/1500 Ib ft/rpm,
AF/SA/EGR = 12.5/20/0)
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from the reference signal. It can be seen that the upgoing edge of

the peak pressure signal lags beyond the peak pressure by 1 msec. This

time lag is introduced into the signal by the noise attenuation filter.

The 1 msec value was found to be almost the same over a wide range of

torque and speed and was accounted for in the conversion from time to

degrees as will be discussed below.

3. Peak .t"ngle !I!easurement:

This circuit outputs a voltage which is proportional to the time
o

between the timing mark of 60 BTDC and the upgoing edge of the peak

pressure signal. The relationship between this circuit and the other

circuits is shown in Fig. 5.6. The circuit schematic is shown in Appen

dix H3. The output signals are directed to the NOVA minicomputer. The

input signals are the peak pressure pulses and the timing marks.

As can be seen from Fig. 5.13 there"are 4 timing marks between

any two peak pressure signals, since two engine cycles are required for

each thermodynamic cycle with each cycle delivering 2 timing marks at

4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1

T
;>1
U"lL

Timing
Marks

Peak Pressure
Signals

Pressure
Trace

Fig. 5.13 Timing marks and peak pressure signals
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..

60
0

BTDe and l20
o

ATDC. Therefore a circuit capable of distinguishing

the appropriate timing mark is required. A negative constant voltage

° .is integrated starting at 60 BTDe and term1nated when peak pressure

occurs, resulting in an output which is proportional to the time between

these two events.

A digital counter 1s used to select the appropriate timing mark.

The counter is reset by the peak pressure signal. The timing marks are

counted from this event. Therefore count number 4 triggers the integra

tion which will be terminated by the peak pressure signal. Count num

ber 2 latches the integrator ourput to the hold circuit and count

number 3 resets the integrator making it ready for the next round.

Therefore the output voltage is latched only one quarter of the time.

A filter and an amplifier serve as a hold circuit to smooth the

integrator output. The filter time constant was chosen to be 0.5 sec

so it would be able to absorb the integrator output discontinuities,

yet be compatible with the NOVA 10 Hz sampling rate .

The circuit gain is 3 msec/v which means that each volt measured

by the NOVA corresponds to 3 msecs.

4. Peak Pressure Angle Calculation

The crankshaft angle that corresponds to peak pressure can be

found by combining the time-to-peak pressure measurement with the engine

speed. The time in msec of one engine cycle is:

, = 60000
RP.\I

(5.7)

The time 'I in msec between 60
0

BTDC and peak pressure signal is

determined by the gain of the circuit and is given by

'I = 3V (5.8)

where V is the output sampled by the NOVA. The actual time-to-peak

pressure must be corrected for the peak pressure signal lag effect

(see Fig. 5.12) yielding:
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Therefore the angle a

is

'I = 3V-l

in degrees between

(5.9)

o60 BTDC and peak pressure

a =
'I
, • 360 (5.10)

The final expression for a can be found by substituting for ,

and 'I from (5.7) and (5.9) yielding:

a = 0.006 R~1 (3V-l) • (5.10)

The NOVA AID converter has 11 bits. Therefore 10V corresponds to 2048

or:

IV ~ 204.8

combining that with (5.10) and subtracting 60 yields the angle corres

ponding to peak pressure measured from TDC:

Spp = 0.006 (20~.8 - 1) X R~t - 60 (5.11)

where I is the integer read by the NOVA. The resolution can be found

by letting I = 1 in (5.11) yielding:

AS = 0.006/204.8 v R~t = 0.03 deg/lOOO rpm
u pp ~

which is quite satisfactory.
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E. RESULTS

1. Optimal Peak Pressure Angle Analysis

An optimal closed loop scheme was derived for a desired emis

sion level of HC/CO!NO = 2/15/2 gm/mile without any cata:ytic converter.

As discussed in Chapter IV, any optimal solution is associated with some

values of Lagrange multipliers 'Ec' and 'NO. The desired emissions

level is quite close to that of ~~ = 0.03 and ~O = 0 as given in

Table 5-1 yielding HC/CO!NO of 2.174/8/2.03 gm/mile and fuel consump

tion of 19.52 mpg. A detailed solution of the 10 individual torque

and speed points is given in Table 5-~. The angle that corresponds to

peak pressure was measured at these 10 points while tuning AF, SA and

EGR to the optimal settings outlined in Table 5-1.

The angles measured at these various points are given in

Table 5-1. The measu~ements vary between a few degrees ATDC to 30
0

ATDC.

..
The optimal setting of point number

point of best fuel economy because

20
0

ATDC which is close to the value

4 (50/2250 Ib ft/rpm) is at the
4 4

Cu = o. e was found to be
pp

stated in [H-3] for best fuel

e of the low power points was
pp

This does not indicate spark timing advanced

economy. e that corresponds to high power points varies between
o 0 pp

20 to 30 because the spark timing
o

usually below 20 ATDC.

from ~rnT but rather spark timing retarded to the region where the

relationship between spark timing and peak pressure angle reverses and

a double peak in the pressure trace can be noticed (see Fig. 5.3 c).

e is measured at t~e first peak, therefore yielding values of only
pp

a few degrees.

The relationship between e and spark timing for two levels
pp

of torque of 20 and 40 Ib ft at 1500 rpm is given in Fig. 5.14. Retard-

ing the spark timing from an advanced setting increases e
pP'

as dis-

(b9pp)cussed above, with a slope of 0.67 for 40 Ib ft and a slope ofbSA
0.4 for 20 Ib ft. As spark timing is retarded beyond a certain point,

..
the slope becomes negative meaning that e goes down as spark timing

pp
is retarded. The transition point depends on torque and occurs at more

advanced timing as torque goes down since the pressure trace loses its
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"Lagrange Multipliers:
A

HC
= 0.03

Aco = 0.0

~O =0.0

CASE 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

J NOr-PENDENT VAIt IJ\Bl.r-S

Torque: (ft 1b) 50 25 75 50 38 20 85 72 -1'1 15

RRlf (rpm) 1700 1800 2100 2250 2600 1400 2500 2900 1800 750

Power "(HP) 16.39 8.68 30.36 21.69 19.05 5.40 40.97 40.25 2.89

AF 15.784 12.800 15.259 16.609 14.776 13.000 17.333 13.863 12.500 15.500

Spark Timing 10:000 10.000 15.000 41.745 35.606 10.038 22.027 32.943 10.000 10,000

EGn 0.000 0.000 2.106 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.210 0.000 0.000 0.000

OIITPUT VAnIABLF.S

Fuel (lb/hr) 11.342 8.498 16.713 10.944 11.713 6.159 20.323 20.730 3.912 2.760

He (mg/sec) 16.531 6.995 13.797 0.000 16.321 7.706 7.859 13.612 13.158 8.470

CO (mg/sec) 15.941 47.327 46.052 0.000 38.698 38.623 8G.962 123.943 4.718 0.634

NOx(mg/sec) 16.697 2.268 34.849 0.000 23.398 1.460 53.230 73.190 0.112 0.058

srnson VARIABLE

eopt
(ATOC) 8.7 3.2 31.4 20.3 21.7 1.9 1.9 22.4 1.2 9.0

pp_. -
Cycle results (based on weighted average of the 10 points)

FUEL(~lp~)· HC(gnilJ!llle~ co (gJ!l/mileT NOx(gm-/mlle

IEnJine . 19.5204 2.1739 7.9968 2.0347
'-

rrallplpo with 19.5204 0.6935 4.5995 2.03,17
oxidizing catalyst

'---

TADLE 5-1 Independent variables, engine and sensor outputs at the 10 load/speed points
for the optimization problem of HC/CO/KOx of 2.17/18/2 gm/mi1e
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distinct sharp peak in more advanced spark setting as torque goes down.

The substitution of the sharp peak by a flat trace or a series of

several peaks decreases e as discussed above.
pp

The spark timing that corresponds to the change in slope of e
pp

vs SA is not affected very much by engine speed.

The angles of peak pressure that correspond to the optimal

solution serve as the reference values in the closed loop scheme as

discussed in Chapter 5.3. A closed loop scheme over the entire operating

range is desired at more than the 10 discrete torque and speed points.

Therefore a function relating eopt
to some measured engine quantitiespp

is required. Engine speed, torque, power and inlet manifold pressure

are good candidates for such measurements. After trying this condition

it was found that eopt
can be expressed best as a function of the

pp
eopt

engine power. A function relating to engine power was fit to the
Pgpt

data, from which the expression for e is
pp

e
pp = . HP (HP)2 (HP)3 (HP)4

0.3 + 0.435 40 + 76.5 40, + 38.79 40 - 89.25 40 (5.12)

This function is compared with the data in Fig. 5.15. The closed loop

scheme will be as follows: the reference peak pressure is determined

by the controlrer according to (5.12) whereas the engine power is

determined from torque and speed measurements. This angle will be kept

constant, as long as the engine power remains the same, by changing

the spark timing as necessary. When a change in engine power is detected

in Fig. 5.5.

eopt
was derived for a particular emission

pp
solution corresponding to the selected emis-

will be updated according to (5.12) andthe reference value of e
pp

the spark timing will be changed until

The control scheme is given

The expression of

level, whereas the optimal

e
pp

assumes the reference value.

sion level depends on the range of the independent variables. The

optimal spark timing of some of the low power points is 100BTDC which

is the limit imposed on SA (see Table 2-9). Had this boundary not been
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Fig. 5.15
opt .. S vs. Eng1ne Power for HC/CalNa of 2.12/8/2 gm/mile.
pp

Measurements were taken at various operating points with

the controls tuned optimally. The parameters are speed/torque

(rpm/lb ft).
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set so close to TOC, the phenomenon of e reduction as spark retards
pp

would have been eliminated, and the lower portion of the graph in Fig.

5.15 would have been lifted. The desired emission level affects the
ooPt.optimal solution, which in turn affects ~ Very tight emissionpp

constraints will require spark timing retarded into the double peak

region where the control law cannot be implemented. A detailed dis-

The shape of the function relating

emission level. Only epp
remains the same because this point does not represent any part of the

urban cycle and the spark timing is always at ~rnT with eopt
equal topp

20
o

ATDC.

cussion of the control limitations is given at the end of this section.

eopt
to engine power changes with

pp
that corresponds to 50/2250 lb ft/rpm

The relationship between eopt
and engine power varies with

pp
the emission constraints. The range of variation is between the uncon-

strained case and the tightest level of emissions. The values of eopt
pp

and the control variables for the unconstrained optimization problem

(~c =~ = ~O = 0), which is the best fuel economy without any

emission constraints, are given in Table 5-2. The engine was run at

the 10 load/speed points with the controls tuned as listed in Table 5-4.

Figure 5.16 depicts eopt
vs engine power from which eopt

is confinedpp pp
to a narrow region around 20

0
ATDC. The only exceptions are the lowest

and highest power points for which eopt
are 30

0
and 27

0 ATDC respec~pp
tively. The peak pressure angle at the lowest power point is not used

as a feedback signal, since the pressure trace is very low and the peak

pressure angle hardly depends on spark timing.

The deviation of eopt
at the highest power point from thepp

average value of 210 over all points is due to the poor quality of fit

of the fuel function at 85/2500 Ib ft/rpm. The spark timing for best

fuel economy, based on the predicted function is 260 BTDC (see Table 5-2).

The actual spark timing for best fuel economy with AF and EGR tuned as
o

listed in Table 5-2 is 32 BTDC. As changes in spark timing shift the

peak pressure angle roughly the same amount, the peak pressure angle of

the predicted spark timing of best fuel economy will be retarded from

the peak pressure angle of the actual spark timing of minimum fuel
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Lagrange Multipliers
"IIC ::: 0.000 .

),CO ::: 0.000

"NO::: 0.000

CASE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 H 9 10

INDEPENDENT VlI.nIABLES
I

Torque (ft Ib) . 50 25 75 50 38 20 85 72 -14 15

m",~ (rpm) 1700 1800 2100 2250 2600 1400 2500 2900 1800 750

Power (lIP) 16.39 8.68 30.36 21.69 19.05 5 .10 40.97 40.25 2.89

AF 16.395 15.253 16.877 16.609 16.458 14.089 15.910 16.370 12.500 14.570

Spark Timing 42.000 39.177 35.615 41.745 45.000 44.085 25.942 39.908 40.430 30.000

EGR 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

OUTP~r VARIABLES

:Fuc1 (lb/hr) 8.143 6.095 13.667 10.994 10.956 4.124 19.192 19.027 2.656 2.239

HC (mg/scd 74.829 50.632 68.233 0.000 41.537 24.968 27.907 78.912 114.425 9.938

CO (lOg/sec) 10.469 19.198 16.234- 0.000 24.719 11.009 70.464 30.475 6.082 0.633

NOx (lOg/sec) 34.044 9.444 91.617 0.000 43.096 3.192 103.532 151.081 0.034 0.095

S~SOR OUTPUT

eopt
(ATDe) 21.8 22.1 24.0 20.3 18.8 19.6 27.1 20.6 18.1 30

pp

Cycle results (based on the weighted average of the 10 points)

FUEL(~lpg) HC(gm/mlle) co (gm!mile) NOx (gm/mile)

Engine 23.9253 7.9048 5.6908 4.3517

Tailpipe with " 23.9253 2.1262 4.2536 4.3517
oxidizing catalyst

TABLE 5-2 Independent variables, engine and sensor outputs at the 10 load/speed
points of the unconstrained optimization problem (best fuel economy
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consumption. The 27
0

ATDC peak pressure angle was measured for spark
o

timing of 26 BTDC. Therefore t he peak pressure angle that could be

measured for spark timing of 320 BTDC is around 21oATDC.

Figure 5.17 depicts the superposition of both eopt
vs engine

pp
power curves; the curve that corresponds to the unconstrained optimiza-

tion and the curve that corresponds to HC/CO!NO of 2.17/8/2 gm/mile.

The area between these two curves indicates the range of variation of

the e function as emissions change.pp

Fig. 5.17 eopt
vs Engine Power for the unconstrained and the constrained

pp
Bo1utions of IIC/CO/No of 2.17/8/2 GM/Mllo.
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The change in engine controls also depends on the level of

constraints. The amount that spark has to be retarded from MBT as a

function of engine power for the particular level of emissions discussed

above (HC/CO!KO = 2.17/8/2 gm/rnile) is given in Fig. 5.18. Spark

ti~ing is retarded considerably in the ~ow power region and is retarded

only a few deg~ees for the high power points. The composite fuel con

sumption as defined in the optimization procedure (Chap. IV) is evaluated

both over the urban and the highway cycle, whereas emissions are

evaluated only over the urban cycle. Usually the ratio between the urban

and the highway coefficients (see Table 2-8) is large for the low power

points and 1s low for the high power points. High ratio means tighter

emission constraints requiring more retarded spark to meet the emis

sion constraints, whereas low ratio means loose emission constraints

requiring small spark retard from ~rnT.

J.48



Fig. 5.18 Spark Retard from ~mT vs Engine Power for
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2. Feasibility Analysis of the Closed Loop System

The closed-loop controller that minimizes fuel for given

emission constraints over a wide torque/speed range cannot be implemented

for any desired level of emissions. As discussed earlier, tight emission

constraints require retarded spark timing which drives the engine into

the region where the relationship between spark timing and peak pressure

angle reverses. Katurally, the engine cannot be controlled under such

conditions.

The closed-loop control scheme over a wide torque/speed range

was derived for the EPA cycle approximated by running the engine at 10

points of constant torque/speed. Spark timing is not retarded equally

at all the discrete load/speed points as emissions are tightened.

Usually it is retarded more at points having larger urban coefficients.

Therefore the number of constant load/speed points for which spark is

retarded into the uncontrollable region grows gradually as emissions are

tightening.

The total feasible solution range of the optimization problem,

both for the Non-Catalyst and the Three-Way Catalyst, as given in

Figs. 4.3-4.7 can be divided into 3 regions which are as follows

(Figs. 5.19-5.20):

REGIO~ 1: this includes emission levels for which the optimal

closed loop scheme using peak pressure angle can be implemented over

the engine operating range that approximates the EPA cycle. Spark tim

ing never gets into the uncontrolled region.

REGION 2: this includes optimal solutions for which spark

timing is retarded into the uncontrollable region for a low number of

points of constant load/speed approximating the EPA cycle. The control

law can still be implemented for this emission level provided that

spark timing would not be retarded into the uncontrolled region. This

restriction will result in an inferior solution to the optimal one since

not retarding the spark timing all the way to the optimal value at a

few load/speed points results in increased emission levels and de

creased fuel consumption. Region 2 includes all the solutions for which
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REGION 3 (uncontrolled) closed loop
control is not implementable due to
spark retard into the uncontrolled
region.
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the restriction on spark timing will increase the composite HC by not

more than 25%, the composite NOx by not more than 20% and will decrease

composite fuel consumption by 2~ for the NonCatalyst system. The Three

Way Catalyst system will yield similar results. HC and NOx will increase

by 25% and 15% respectively, whereas fuel consumption will decrease 3%.

REGION 3: this region includes the optimal solutions for the

tight emission levels for which the optimal spark timing is in the

uncontrollable region for a substantial portion of the EPA cycle. There

fore restricting the spark timing from being retarded, as suggested in

Region 2, will result in a high penalty on emissions. This means that

the engine cannot be controlled in this region efficiently.

The boundaries between the regions were found as follows. From

Fig. 5.14 the reverse in the slope of e with respect to spark timing
o pp

occurs at 20 BTDC for a torque of 20 lb ft and at 240 BTDC for a torque

of 40 Ib ft. Each optimal solution given in Appendix G2 for the Non

Catalyst and in Appendix G4 for the Three-Way Catalyst is associated

with optimal tuning of the engine at 10 load/speed points. As emissions

are tightened the points of constant load/speed to be retarded first

into the uncontrolled region are 50/1700 and 75/2100.

Therefore, Region 1 includes all the optimal solutions for which

the opti~al spark timing at any portion of the EPA cycle is not retarded

beyond 24
o

BTDC. Region 2 includes all optimal solutions for which

restricting the spark timing for being retarded more than 240 BTDC does

not increase He by more than 25% relative to the original optimal solu

tion. The increase in emissions was evaluated by letting air/fuel ratio

and EGR be equal to their optimal values and by evaluating the increase

in emissions as spark is advanced from the optimal solution to the con

straint of 24
o

BTDC. Region 3 includes the rest of the optimal solutions

not included in the other two regions.

The boundary lines between the various regions, as appearing

in Figs. 5-19 to 5-20 are very close to lines of constant He. Therefore

the optimal region can be divided to fully controlled, partly controlled

and uncontrolled regions according to the HC level. The constant HC
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line of 5.5 gm/mile separates Regions 1 and 2, whereas HC line of 3.8

gm/mile for NOx values down to 1.25 gm/mile and gradually increasing He

values up to 6 gm/mile for smaller NOx values separates Regions 2 and 3

of the Non Catalyst system.

The boundary lines for the Three-Way Catalyst system are as

follows: ~he boundary line between Regions land 2 increases from 1.1

gm/mile of HC to 1.4 gm/mile as NOx decreases. The boundary line

between Regions 2 and 3 increases from 0.98 gm/mile of HC to 1.2 gm/mile

as NOx levels decrease.

The above analysis of the division of the total accessible

emission region to controlled, partly controlled, and non-controlled

regions corresponds to a particular Ford engine with a particular emis

sion devices configuration. The boundary lines between the various

controlled regions also depend on the catalyst efficiency assumed in

Chapter IV. Therefore the way the accessible emission region is divided

into controlled, partly controlled and non-controlled areas might be

entirely different for other configurations of engines and emission

devices.
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3. Control Implementation

No attempt was made to implement the closed-loop control law

in a variable torque and speed regime, because the current engine

dynamometer configuration is not capable of tracking arbitrary tran

sient cycles. Instead, the closed-loop scheme was implemented for a

constant torque and speed. The loop was closed through the NOVA mini

computer whicr. sampled the angle that corresponds to peak pressure and

changed the spark setting to the microprocessor spark controller as

required.

Even though the closed-loop system was implemented with

constant torque and speed, the extension to the variable torque and speed

range will not cause any difficulty. As was stated earlier, the engine

responds essentially instantaneously to spark timing change, and ~here

is no significant transient response involved between the spark timing

change and the peak pressure angle change.

The knock detection control scheme that was developed in [H-4]

can also be incorporated into the controller. Some spark timings of

the optimal solution are either at ~mT or retarded only by a few degrees.

Therefore knock can be expected due to ambient changes, variation in

fuel or mechanical degradation. The knock control system is based on

a PZT sensor similar to the one used in this research, which means that

only a software change is required to include it in the current

control scheme.
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4. Sensitivity Analys~

The closed-loop control system is supposed to keep the engine

operating optimally regardless of mechanical deterioration and external

disturbances. Anything causing changes in the flame speed and hence in

eopt
•the pressure trace history will be detected by measuring Any

pp
such deviation indicates a drift in the engine performance fTom the

optimal point;

A convenient way of checking how well the closed-loop system

can respond to external disturbances is to introduce humidity to the

air stream. Engine performance deteriorates as humidity goes up since

flame speed goes down. Boiling water provides tbe required vapor. A

variable temperature hot plate provides the desired amount. Humidity is

measured by dry and wet bulb thermometers installed above the carbure-

tor (Fig. 5.21).

The combined effect of humidity on the EPA cycle was found by

running the engine at the torque/speed points with AF, SA and EGR

adjusted as listed in (5.15). A typical impact of humidity on fuel

consumption and emission levels is shown in Figs. 5.22-5.24 for

25/1800 Ib ft/rpm. Fuel consumption goes up proportionally to the

increase in humidity. Fuel consumption goes up 510 as humidity increased

*from an ambient condition of 10 gm water/kg dry air to 23 gm water/kg

dry air~ Under these conditions, NOx level declined to 64% of its

original level, since incTease in humidity decreases eopt
increased

pp
due to slower flame. The closed-loop system provided the reqUired

spark advance to restore eopt
. This change was 1_2

0
which agrees

pp
with the numbers quoted in (PO-3].

The advanced spark brought fuel consumption down almost to the

original value. NOx and He increased as spark timing was advanced,

yet NOx remained below the original value (6410) and He increased by 27i

from the nominal value.

*55% relative humidity at 75F.

*70~ relative humidity at 92F.
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This procedure was repeated for a few other points of constant

speed and load. Table 5-3 depicts the relative changes in fuel consump

tion and emission levels as humidity increased from 10 to 27 gm water/kg

dry air. Three constant load-speed points were excluded; the idle

point (15/750 ft Ib/rpm) and the negative load point (-14/1800 ft Ib/rpm)

were excluded since the closed-loop scheme cannot be implemented in

these points. This is due to the fact that the maximum cylinder pressure

is quite low and e is around TDC and hardly depends on the sparkpp
timing. The highest power point (85/2500 ft Ib/rpm) was also excluded

since the air flow in this point is considerably high and the humidity

generating equipment was not capable of increasing the humidity to the
desired level.

Only fuel consumption sensitivity to humidity variation was

checked at the 50/2250 lb ft/rpm point since this' point does not con

tribute to emissions as C~ is zero.

A sensitivity estimate of the closed loop system over the EPA

cycle can now be evaluated by combining the results of the various load

speed points according to their weights (Table 5-4). The highest power

point (85/2500 ft Ib/rpm) was considered to have the same sensitivity

as the average of the measured points. The, assumption does not introduce

large error since the contribution of this point to the composite fuel

consumption and emissions level is quite small. The idle point and the

negative torque point, on the other hand, were assumed to operate only

in the open loop mode which means that fuel consumption will increase

with humidity at these two points and that there will be no mechanism to

keep the engine operating optimally at idle and negative torque points.

The composite fuel consumption of the open loop system went up by 4%

while NOx went down to 70% of its original value and HC to 95% of its

original value. The composite fuel consumption of the closed-loop

system went up by 2% while NO decreased to 80% of its original value and

He increased to 105%.
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.. .. ...

,....
O'l....

F(lb/hr) He NO

Pt. Nom* o.lA: *:j: Nomc.l. 0.1. c .1. Nom 0.1. c .1.

1700/50 1.00 1.0~6 1.026 1.00 0.608 0.770

1800/25 1.00 1.037 1.00 1.00 1.11 1.13 1.00 0.61 0.64

2100/75 1.00 1.013 1.013 1.00 0.87 1.02 1.00 0.775 0.860

2250/50 1.00 1.017 1.006

2600/38 1.00 1.014 1.004 1.00 0.945 1.00 1.00 0.772 0.85

1400/20 1.00 1.06 1.005 1.00 0.58 0.71

2500/85 -------- HIMIDITY GENERATING EQUIPMENT INADEQUATE ------------

2900/72 1.00 1.008 1.002 1 1 .
00 0.86 0.86 I 1.00 0.88 0.89

1800/-11 -------- NO CL DUE TO LOW PRESS URE ---------------------------
750/15 I IL..-.--. - ...---

TABLE 5-3 Relative changes in fuel consumption and emissions (NOx nnd HC).
Mass flow rates at various TORQUE/RPM points (lb ft/rpm) as humidity
changes from ambient (10 gm water/kg dry air) to 27 gm water/kg dry air.

* Nom - engine performance at nominal setting at ambient condition;

* 0.1.- engine performance at the higher hl~idity level at the open loop mode;

** c.l.-·engine performance at the higher humidity level at the closed loop mode.
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NOMINAL I HUMIDITY EFFECT
E.L~GINE VALUE OPEN LOOP CLOSED LOOP
PARAMETER Abs. ReI. Abs. Value ReI. Value Abs. Value ReI. Value

FUEL (mpg) 19.52 1.00 18.75 .961 19.14 .980
I

HC(gm/mile) 2.174· 1.00 2.087 0.96 2.283 1.05 I
NO (gm/mile) 2.034 1.00 1.444 0.71 1.648 0.81

TABLE 5-4 Changes in absolute and relative composite engine
performance over an approximated EPA cycle as humidity
increases from 10 to 27 gm water/kg dry air.

Humidity increases always decreased NO level, whereas the effect

on HC was variable. At 25/1800 Ib-ft/rpm HC level increased with humidity

whereas at the other points it went down. Nevertheless, the changes in

He were much smaller than those of NO. The above analysis is only an

example of how engine open and closed-loop systems respond to external

disturbance. Humidity effect seems to be qUite small, yet the combined

effect of other external disturbances such as changes in ambient tempera

ture and pressure, fuel variation and mechanical degradation can accumu

late considerably.

The effect of the closed-loop system is likely to be the same

in the event of other external disturbances or mechanical degradation as

it was shown in the case of humidity. The closed loop system will be able

to provide the additional spark advance when necessary to keep the engine

running optimally regardless of the external disturbances and the mechani

cal degradation.
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5. Individual Peak Pressure Cylinder Control

Air/fuel ratio varies among the engine cylinders. The carburetor

and the intake manifold are major contributors to the mixture nonuniform

ity. As fuel atomization improves with increased air flow and hence with

mcreased power, the mixture variation among the cylinders often decreases

as engine power increases.

Tne optimal spark timing depends on air/fuel ratio. Therefore

an air/fuel ratio variation among the cylinders might cause different

optimal spark timings for the various cylinders. Peak pressure angles we

were measured at all 4 cylinders. For a given spark timing peak pressure

angle depends on air/fuel ratio. Therefore the spread of the individual

peak pressure angles can indicate how uneven the air/fuel distribution

among the cylinders is. The development of an individual cylinder peak

pressure controller can be justified only in the presence of large mixture

variations among the cylinders.

The peak pressure angles of the 4 cylinders were measured at

points of constant speed .nd load that correspond to the optimal solution

of HC/CO!NOx of 2.17/8/2 gm/mile (see Table 5-5). The points with re-

tarded spark timing are not listed since the peak pressure angles were in

the reverse polarity region as discussed in Section 2 of this chapter.

opt
of Cylinder NO(degrees'ATDC)Torque/ 6

pp
Speed

No. (ft lb/rpm) AF SA E@ 1 2 3 4

1 50/2250 16.61. 41.74 0 20.01 20.24 19.25 21.76

2 38/Q600 14.78 35.61 0 22.06 21.94 20.11 22.66

3 85/2500 17.33 22.03 6.21 27.05 28.31 26.77 28.15

4 72/2900 13.86 32.95 0 22.30 22.37 21.44 23.49

TABLE 5-5 Peak pressure angles of the individual cylinders at
various torque/speed points.
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The variation among the individual peak pressure angles is 1_20
•

The standard deviation of the measurements is around 0.50
• This small

variation indicates that no gain is expected from individual cylinder

peak pressure angle control. Yet, all the measurements listed in Table

5-5 correspond to high engine power for which no large mixture nonuni

forrnity was expected.

Further experimentation might provide a better understanding of

the individual cylinder control. It is advised to measure the individual

peak pressure angles at low power points with spark timing in the range

where no reverse in relationship between spark timing and peak pressure

angle occurs. The optimal individual cylinder spark timing can be found

by an on-line search which requires a microprocessor based individual

cylinder spark controller. Each cylinder spark timing can be perturbed

around the optimal solution obtained for the entire engine. A superior

solution is obtained only if both fuel and emissions levels go down as

spark timing of the individual cylinder is changed from the nominal optimal

tuning.
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F. DISCUSSION

A closed-loop scheme using the angle that corresponds to peak pres

sure as a feedback signal can keep the engine operating optimally over an

EPA cycle. The closed-loop controller reduces engine sensitivity to

variations in the operating conditions. Humidity increase was a represen

tative disturbance. The engine in the open loop mode exhibited increase

in fuel consumption and a decrease in NOx level when humidity increased.

However, the closed-loop system provided the required additional spark

advance which restored peak pressure angle to its original value thus

bringing down f~el consumption to alloost the nominal value.

The effect of the closed-loop system is likely to be the same in the

event of mechanical degradation or other external disturbances. Any such

change that affects flame speed and hence peak pressure angle will be

detected by the closed loop system that will provide the required opti

mum spark timing.

The closed-loop control however, cannot be implemented for every

desired emission level. As emission constraints tighten, spark timing is

retarded into the double peak region where the simple relationship between

spark timing and peak pressure angle ceases to exist.

For the particular engine configuration that was investigated, only

25% of the total emission range can be fully controlled for the Non

Catalyst and the Oxidizing Catalyst cases. Another 20% of the total

emission range can be partly controlled with 25% increase in HC, 20%

increase in NOx and 2% decrease in fuel consumption since spark timing is

kept from being retarded all the way to the optimal setting. The remainder

of the emission range (55%) is uncontrollable.

Similarly, the total emission range of the Three-Way Catalyst is

divided into 35%, 15% and 50% of fully controlled, partly controlled and

noncontro11ed segments. The penalty in the partly controlled region is

25% in HC, 15% in NOx and a gain of 3% in fuel consumption.

No apparent gain is expected from an individual cylinder control in

the medium power range that was investigated for this particular engine.

Yet, the low power range must be investigated before any conclusion can

be made about the individual cylinder control of the engine over a wide

operating range.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

1. A closed-loop scheme using the angle that corresponds to peak

pressure as a feedback signal can keep the engine operating

optimally over an EPA cycle. The cycle was approximated by

ru~ning the engine at 10 load/speed points.

2. Increase in humidity from 10 to 27 gm water/kg dry air increased

fuel consumption by 4% in the open loop and by 2% in the closed

loop. NO dropped to 70% and 80% of the nominal value with the

open and closed-loops respectively and HC varied from 95% to

105% respectively.

3. The various trade-off curves follow the law of diminishing

returns. Sacrifice in fuel economy increases for a given

decrease in emission level as the level of co~straints goes

down.

4. Optimum spark setting is retarded as HC and NO constraints

tighten. Optimal EGR level goes up as the desired level of NO

decreases. The optimal air/fuel ratio becomes rich as HC con

straint tightens, and leans as NOx constraint tightens.

5. Global and individual fits were investigated. A global fit is

attractive because one expression is valid over the torque/rpm

range whereas the local fits are valid only at discrete load/

speed points. The global expressions can predict engine outputs

for intermediate load/speed values; however, the local fits were

found to have smaller residuals. The ranges of R-square of the

various local functions are: fuel 0.929-0.989, HC 0.735-0.900,

CO 0.835-0.943, NO 0.765-0.937. Typical values of the ratio of

rIDS to average measurements are: 2% for fuel, 35% for HC, 37% for

CO and 27% for NO.
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6. Closed-loop peak pressure control cannot be implemented for every

desired emissions level since tight emissions drive the spark

timing into an uncontrollable region. For the particular engine

and emission devices configuration investigated, only 25% of the

total emission range is fully controlled for the Non-Catalyst and

the Oxidizing Catalyst. Another 20% of the emission range are

partly controlled since spark timing is kept from retarding into

the optimal tuning that is in the uncontrolled region. This

results in 25% and 20% increase in HC and NOx, and a 2% decrease

in fuel consumption. The rest of the emission range is uncontrol

lable. The total emission range of the Three-Way Catalyst is

divided into 35%, 15% and 50% of fUlly controlled, partly con

trolled and non-controlled regions, with a penalty of 25% in HC,

15% in NOx and a 3% decrease in fuel consumption in the partly

controlled region.
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Appendix A

AIR FUEL EVALUATIO~ BASED ON EMISSIONS

Few methods of evaluating mixture ratio exist. A simple method

suggested by Spindt [S-l] is based on carbon balance of the pre and

post combustion products. This method was not used here because it is

qUite inaccurate on the lean side. Instead a method based on oxygen

balance which was suggested by D.L. Stivender [S-2] is used. The

amounts of the various gases are given in Fig. A-I.

The five unknowns are:

x - the molar ratio of the recirculated exhaust flow;

(H20) - the water concentration in the exhaust gas;

a - the number of moles of dry air per mole of gasoline;

(N2 ) - the N2 concentration in the exhaust;

(H
2

) - the hydrogen concentration in the exhaust.

The five equations are the atom balance of O. H. C. N and the gas

equilibrium equation which are:

° Balance:

C Balance:

(A-I)

H Balance:

I
ED = (A-2)

N Balance:

(A-3)

Gas Equilibrium:

=
I-X

2.3.76 (2(N2)+(NO» (A-4)

K

(H
2
0) (CO)

= (C0
2

) (H
2

)

A-I

(A-S)



A value of 3.5 is assumed for K. Eliminating (H
2

) from equations (A-3),

(A-5) , solving for (H
2
0) and then eliminating (I-X) by using (A-I) and

(A-2) yields the water concentration in the exhaust:

=
n/2 «C0

2
)+(CO»+O. 5 (nJ,-m) (HC)n

1+(CO)/(K(C02 »
(A-G)

CO, CO2 , 02 and NO were measured on a dry basis. Only HC was

measured on a wet basis. As the hydrocarbon concentration in equations

(A-2) and (A-3) was measured on a wet basis, the following conversion

is used:

(A-7)

where the subscripts nand W denote dry and wet measurements

respectively.

A HmC~ structure was assumed for the measured hydrocarbons.

SUbstituting (H20) from (A-6) and solving for (HC)D yields:

=
1+(CO)/(K(C0

2
»+O.5n«C02 )+(CO»

1+(CO)/(K(C02»-O.5(n~-m)(HC)w

• (A-B)

The desired air fuel ratio a is found by dividing equations (A-I)

(A-2) :

A/F =
O.5(2(02)+2(C02)+H20)+(CO)+(~0»

CHa~ = - a • (A-9)
(C02)+(CO)+~(HC)D

A typical output of the nsp (Data Sorting Program) that includes

air fuel ratio based on emission is given in Table A-l.

A-2
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8 = moles of air per mole of gasoline;

n = hydrogen to carbon ratio in fuel;

a = moles of air injected per mole of gasoline;

X = mole fraction of recirculated gas;

EW = moles of wet exhaust before EGR per mole of gasoline;

ED = moles of dry exhaust.



TABLE A-I

DATA SORTING PROGR~1 OUTPUT

TORQUE- 72.00l"PM- :<:900.00 it cr4SES- 73

A/F SPI(ADV EG~ AIR'IjH) RIPPel ;'H) tlE:<'L.··H) Ar-E
12.'5111 <12.0000 O.Dono ~? 1511. ~O 05~3 :;:,,·0.37;<':'; 1:3.0094
12.4879 3'5.0oo0 0.0000 2'1:;3.3~C11 51) 3?Q9 3-:;'5.33>34 13 13~

12.4569 :11 OOQO 0 0000 2~"J;. 7815 ~"' O~?:"1 3-"'::.1>164 lT 4323
12.56»9 205.0000 0.0000 2';'1) 14:;:1 ~9.7a.;7' 3,,·3.0176 13.1;:468
1.2.€613 20 (0000 0.0000 3(1~. (\217 43 71<14 3;'7 e:;rJS 1~.72Q0

12.553'5 42.0000 7.0000 277. 7346 51 3392 :;Sl 20178 '3.:>~5'5
1.2.6915 36.•)000 7.(1000 2~l).4148 St. 1 ..21 3~3. 6~16 1~.6121

12.651~ 31.0000 7.0000 .-f:4. ';'560 SO. ~·:;;eo ;;57 74~ '3.8S'?''!>
12.7095 26.0000 7.0000 294.40S7 4~.7S';7 3';;0.:<-5:10 14.0370
13.1002 2O.00t"JO 7.0000 :>18.26:>1 <18.4513 391.0134 14.:1213
12.5543 42.0000 4.5000 27;'. 72S6 51 :;892 351.2360:1 12 77~

12.5<112 36.0000 4.5000 27";'.0·300 51.1221 3~:!' ~O11 13 1:U'5
:12.'5144 31 0000 4.5000 233.6>;23 ~o).5330 3~"; 7::>75 13.5774
:12.7774 ':::6.0000 4.5000 294 ?2:3:'l 49. 78'57 ~E.7. 7976 1.3 7&92
13.0041 20.0000 4.5000 :..c1~. 6318 40:1.<1513 3P.8.5703 13.83S7
12.5762 42.0000 2.0000 27:;l.S'312 50.5880 352.e428 13.3014
12.592'2 i6.00ol) 2.0000 279.5431 SO.~5'SO 352.€-O33 13.2646
12.5950 31.0000 2.001)0 283.166'5 50.5380 3-'5':,. 2.,68 :1.3.493-'5
12.~'; 26. ('000 2. (l01)1) :<'?3.0::S9 49 7e157 365.9238 13.E.'781
12.965S 20.0000 2.0000 315.0803. 40:1.4'513 31;l7.F.l:J23 13. 76A2
17.0595 40 0000 0.0000 '327. 292:? 'ISO. 22S1 395.7026 17.:3'370
17. 24:~6 35.0000 0.0000 340.75',03 <ll;l.6:."~ <l09.220~ HI. (1$')3
17.8786 30.0000 0.0000 37::: 1526 47. i.238 44'; 4275 18. 192!5
17.6e5~ 25.0000 0.0000 3~3. 9';70 46. :,:I.J58 46~.5791 17.6578
11.8442 41).0000 2.0000 3~0 '5390 'Ie. 9624 41~.124a 10:1.0440
19.0244 3.... 0000 2.0000 364.63i'O 4l;"1. 4171 433.3042 tEl. 0-'343
19.3246 36.0000 2.0000 371:l 8·"3::>7 4Z.4371 4"39. ~ol)ge U'.09~1

113.1070 32.00CtO 2.0000 377 1·101 43.1744 44';.1.3;::6 17.7993
11.72-16 40.0000 4.5000 :;l4':1.0:16?1 48.9';24 417 :50€-8 lE':.00:l72
18.3468 3'5.0000 4.5000 371.21:,:\4 48 4371 439. l;"B:~5 18.1040
17.8847 40.0000 7.0000 351. Fi9:12 49.2251 4~.5:391 18.3075 .
113.19~ 36.0000 7.0000 :':\69.81.08 48.6998 438.8325 13 194'5
17.SIS63 32 0000 7.0000 370.150e4 47.911.3 4:':\9.1.597 18.2670
14.4089 40.0000 0.0000 285.6111 51.69~5 3'57.:1287 15.6263
14.4376 35.0000 0.0000 22o';.4:?-60 :51. 6~~5~' 357.~712 15.8311
14.4944 30.0000 0.0000 ~93.2B27 ~1.1'5S1 3;4 6:"50 1.6 0632
14.5'559 25.0000 0.0000 306.0-37';; Set. 3~.21 377.40Ql 16.2571
14.6714 20.0000 0.0000 330.65';0 48. :"401 'lOt 6-::04 115.56:1.6
14.3936 40.0000 2.0000 2<12. 7~:?4 52. 222S3 ~4. :5?36 15.7690
~4.5010 35.0000 2.0000 ~E:3.:l.75'3 Sl.6S'55 359.744:1. 15 9774
14.58"33 30.0000 2.0000 29:3.9236 50.8:395 370.309:3 16.:1.3:1.6
14.7902 25.0000 2.0000 315.6179 SO.oe:;5 3S7.lN:l.0 16.3490
15.5388 20.0000 2.0000 353.£523 47.9341 <129.6675 16.::>5'23
14.4463 40.0000 4.5000 23:1..4280 52.2328 353.1411. 16.0:1.55
14.489$ 35.0000 4.5000 283.2£.46 51.69'55 3-'59.8'545 16.:1210
14.656-' 30.0000 4.5000 29:).5222 50. e~<95 370.847'9 16.1810
14.6469 25.0000 4.5')00 31"J.5~72 <I~.t;:148 390.9390 16.30:1.4
15.4790 20.0000 4.5000 356.7531 48.2027 <:2:3. OW5 :1.6.3::01
14.'397'9 40.00')0 7.00')0 281.4160 52 23213 353.1946 16 3364
14.5447 35.0000 7.0000 283.3484 :51.9642 :':\';0.1374 16.3712

•....--14. g610._ .. 30. 09Qt). 7.0090 .. 301).1;1508 51,15011. 371 ..6855. _ • • ~6·:V.6.1..
14.9410 25.0000 7.0000 320.4250 50 0$35 ::r:91 9546 16.4214
15.5560 20.0000 7.0000 3'5:3.0159 <l8.20::!7 429.2"331 16 2991
15.696.1 <lO.OCOO 0.0000 30:1..:1.531 51.6955 37'2'.0349 16.9'?:l7
15.7524 35.0000 0.0000 305.0596 51 4269 37~.$"'23 17.1617
1',8537 :':\0.0000 0.0000 317.1735 50. ~~203 387.8059 17.~046

16.1813 25.0000 0.0000 340. 76'58 49.2774 4:t1.103~ 17.4103
16.5~27 23.0001) 0.0000 .3';:3.0::P5 47.93-'1 432 ~1t9 '.7 6148
1'.8133 olD. (-000 2. 001)0 30'3.9704 51 6~5.5 374 8384 16.9:;>?7
15.997"8 36.0000 2.0000 312.504";4 51.1581 ;::\83 2415 , 7. (1<;3'5
1'5. 1313 32.0000 2.0000 32"".e:O~7 ~ 3"21 3:'o~ 0'315 17.1445
16.63&7 213.0000 2.0(\00 351.:'61'5 4? 27:'4- 01; 1 f:ll~~ 1.7 ~279

17.21.51 24. (!QOO 2.0000 ::t1?!4.6d 7.::a 47.9::"41 4~"". 9"Z'~ 17.zo;;66
15.924" -IO.OOt'O 4.~OClO 305.4836- 51. ~:'~5 ;?:;"oS ~r:::s 16.9::"38
16.0673 36.00(\0 -I. ~OI)O 314 ~4';7 ~1 1.5:31 :?1:"";'5 €".DOJ 17.1432
16.2176 32.0000 <\.5000 3~:~. ';5':0 so 35:'1 ~~9 2:'34 J7 1'<;-'9
16.eo..--o ~8.000(l <1.:'>000 :;':;". 1>::16 49. 1)"'~~'3 4::-0::; o;;ll31 17. ~1").L5

17.2~n 25 0000 "'.50C1O ~~l. '"'431 4B. ~O.."'7 4~·1 ,...;:,,:=; 17.:1471
15.7096 40 0000 7.00(1) ~O5 11::'.349 :;J. 42f.~ :,:\76 -':lOti ~t=:. ~7·1~

1'5.8~74 36.0000 7 00"0 313.::-4';9 !on ,,',0,:'05 ~~.s 1.::11~ 26 49'::6
16.1.0:-.a :':\2. ('I)\)(l 7.0'i!)') ~~I.l ";~21 :;.) (':::~C) 4"3 2';~"; 16 7196
16.43::to) 22. Co(\(lO 7 (10"0 3~,t E'69\ 4'" 1)(11=::13 4~~2 ~~~.J 3'; :"'!'4:J
17.0336 25 OOUl) 7.01)00 3;'::- 2143 48.2027 ..\-19 673;" 16 $lIt;!)
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The values of n-hydrogen to carbon ratio in fuel, m and t - the

number of carbon and hydrogen atom respectively in the measured hydro

carbon are assumed to be:

n - 1.86

m - 6

n - 14

The legend of Table A-I is:

A/F =
AFE =
AIR =

AIRP =

MEX =

the air/fuel ratio from direct measurements;

air/fuel ratio based on emissions;

mass of inlet air to the engine in (lb/hr);

the amount of additional air injected by the air

pump in (lb/hr) i

total exhaust mass flow which is:

MEX = AIR + AIRP + FUEL

A-5/A-6

(A-lO)
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Appendix B

FilE DDM,"H. FP 6-.J.3-77
~IN PPOu~"M INITIATES TH~ SUFE~VISOR THEN killS ITSELF.

E'XTEI<I"I"'l SUPEI<'
COHMO~'TTSEM/TTOE~MESS/~SS

TTOEX. EiCClU5. HIf' ~~~'H"'Hi)",E TO PwEVEHT 111:-<) lIu OF- ME.S$~C.ES Oli COHSOl.E
rlEss: TRMt'SI1IS'iION HES",MGE

IHTEC,EP TTOEX
D~TA TTOEX/O/HE~S/l/

CALL ITHS~(S~Ek.~.~,IE~'

IF (IEP HE.l) TYPE ·SUPER IEP.·.IER
CALL )(I1TCTT~~.M~~~.$~)

20 CALL IOU.
END

FILE DDSUPER.FR 6-30-77
TASK TO PPOvlDE COI'1/'ftJH1CATlONS LIllI<: BETWEEH OPERATOR'S COHC'...oLE AND

OTHER TASKS HUD SUl:ll«)\Jl'INES.
TASK SUPER

TASKS AHD THE: USER CLOCK SUBROUTINE: MUST e:E DECt.Fl~ED EXTERNAl.
FOR USE IN sue~'OLlnHC: CflllS.

EXT ERNRL. DACOL. TTOUT • CL OCY.. COtm~ • COUIlT
COMMOH /TTSET/lIATSEL. ~1F-EPS/TTSEM/T1lJEX/LA!!ELS/lFlBEL

2 ....OUTCO,lDDUNP, ltJU/'1P....COIjr.O/CO~IGI)
4 I'tlDUMP/NF ILE

TTSET; C~'5.Ol..E OUTPUT SELt:CTIOU A"RAY (DATSEL) AHD NU~le€R OF SAMPLES
TO BE "'VER>lGED H:Ft'PE lJLITI-'UT TO THe: CI)'iSOL.E (NR~P';>.

TTSEI1; EXCLUS ION SEMAPHORE (TTOE)() TO P~E"EHT tlOI1E THH~1 O/IE TASK
FROM USINIJ CRT AT H~"" TIMe..

LABELS; MEASURED vARIABLE URBELS.
OUfCO: LOGICAL vARIA~LES TO T~~NSFER OPERRTO~ ~EQUEST$ FO~ DISK

DU~IPS (DDUMPS) AND LINE I"RINTEIi' I/IJtlP5 (LDUMPS).
COHGO: LOUICAL YARIA~LE TO T~AHSFER UP:~'~TOR kE.OW~ST ~OR D~TA

OUTPUT TO COHSOLE. . .
HDUI1P: DISK DUMP IlUMBE~ (NFILE) IS INITIALIZED TO 1 BY WPER.

DIMENSION ICOMND(2)
INTEGER CLKCU., CLKCT2.COrulD. DHTSEl(10), LABELC4. ~O).TTOEX
LOGICAl.. DDU~IP. LDUtlP. COtIGO
t1ESS"l
DATA t-IFIlE/V
DATA I1IoI_"l~, LIlUM? COHOO/~·. FALSE ,I

THIS SECTION OF CODE ~ILL t~T ST~RT EXECUTION UtITIL THE EXCLUSION
SEMRPHORE (TTOE)() IS SET TO 1 INDICHTING THAT NO TASK IS
OUTPUTTING TO THE CONSOLE.

CALL REC(TTOEX,I1ESSR)
INITIALIZE DATA DISK. ~EFINE A USER CLOC~. AND START OTHER TRC-KS.

CALL INIT("DP1".0.IER,
IF (IER.HE.1) TYPE ·DPt INIT IER~·!IER

CALL ITl'ISK(COIH~,l.l. IER,
IF (iER.I~t:.1.) TYPE ·SoTART COHTR IER··.IER
CALL ITASKCI)l'lCOl...2.;I.IER) •
IF (fER. NE.1) TYPE "START DHCQIJ IER.. ·.IER
CALL ITASKCCOPiT.31.31.IER)
IF (fER. tiE. 1.) TYPE "START COUNT IE;;:·-, !ER
CALL IlIJC\..K( 1. CLOCK. IEii')
IF (IER.NE.1) TYPE ·USER CLOCK IER··,IER
CALL IT~KCTTOUT.21.21.IER)

IF (IER.HE.l) TYPE ·TTOUT IER~-.IER

JUMP DI R:CTLY TO IHPUT TASK IHlT I All un ION.
GO TO 30'1

-1.~ TVPE ·HI.k1?· ; OPERATOR IN?1JT WAS HOT RECOGHIZEU..- - ._-
11.0 TVPE -." ; SUPE~ISOR IS READY FOR IIHI IHPUT.

CALL XI1TCTTOEX.MES<;>.S11:5) ; I<~EI-\SE CRT FOR OUT..uT BY OTHER T~SKS.

11.5 READC~,120) lCOMND(1) READ OPERATOR It-IPUT.
120 FORM" TC 52)

COI'IH D.. I COMl-lD C1.)
CALL IO:ECCTTOEX.I1ESSIU ; EXCLUDE OTHER TASKS F"'OM CC!'ISOLE USE.

BEC,IH COM~ARING OPE"'"TOR IH?UT TO :ltFItIED MHE~ICS.
IF (COI1l'ID. t-IE. "T") 00 TO ~ ; SELECT COtISOLE OUTPUT.
TYPE "llEFHUL T CONSOLE OIJTPUT"

125 DO 130 1.1.10
H-DATSEL( I)

130 ~RITE(10.140) LABEL(1,H)
140 FORH~T(1)(.Sa.Z'

IolRITE(10.140)
ACCEPT • CHFltlGES? ".IlC~IHG

IF(HCHHO)1~O.170.145

1.4:1 I>O 1:;0 1-1. tlO*-lG
ACCEPT "COLUMN. VARIABLE? ".".1'4

1:10 DATSEL(P'I).H
_OO_IO 1.~
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160 ~'TE(10.161)(I.~A9E~(1.1).I_~.,0)

161 FORMAT(~X.~(14.S8»
GO TO 1;'~

170 ACCEPT "SAM~LES/AYERHGE7 ".~P.EPS
CONGO-. TPIJE.
GO TO 110

~ IF (COMND HE. "E") GO TO 300 TERMINATE PRQGPA".
CALL EXIT

300 IF (COl'1N[l tIE:. "1-) 00 TO :.ao SET UP DRTA COLLECTrOl1 TASK.
301 CAL~ SETIlro':c\"

GO TO 110
~ IF <CQrl!'lti NE. "I..) 00 TO ~oo LHIE P"'I~ITEP I'UMP

TVPE "LD"MP"
LI)IJl1P-. TI"tJE.
GO To) l' I)

lSt)Q IF (CUI1N!I "IE. -D·) 00 TO 700 1I1~ DurP
"!''!'PE "J'[""",,"

GO T':' 1H'
700 IF rCOl'\llti F.O "01..) 1)1) TI) 710 LIHF. PRII.TEF! AIII1, DISK lU1P.'

IF rC(~1"r, Ie ·I.D-) 00 TO 800
710 DDUI,P-. TPUE.

I. f1'J/1P-. TIo'I'<
TVPE "LDI1UMP"
00 TO HO

900 IF <CO/'1I1D HE. ·C·) 00 TO 90Q IHPUT EHGIHE SETPOIHTS.
TVPE "CONTPOL SUS"
CALL COM'1FlND(1)
00 TO 110

900 IF (COtIHD. HE. ·5·) co TO 109 INCREMENT sPARK ADVFWCE.
TYPE • I HC sPARl(
CAl.L COI'1J1AHD(2)
00 TO 110
END

FILE SETDAC.FR 6/23/77
SUBROUTIHE TO ACCEPT OPEPATCR IHPUT OF PAPHr:eTERS SUCH AS

EMISSIOH IHSTRUMENT SCI-lLES. SI-II1PLE HITC:f:>VAL. AND AMBIENT
CONDITIONS USED IH T~E D~TA COLLECTION TASK..

SU8ROUTltlE SETDACOI..
OOMt~H/CLKCT/CLKCT1.CLKCT2/DAVAL/DAVAL(9)/A/A/A1/A1/A2/R2/B/B

• - --"1, I'SMULTI'SMIJLH:iO)/FSOUT.'FSO'JT<'S)1"1 HDFii'fVl HDATiH:lO) . ----.
CLI<:CT: COUNTERS USED ElV USER CLOCK SUBI"OUTltlE TO TItlE DATA COl..LECTlOH
1lAVAL: ARRAY COHTRINIHG THe: f'nF:'MMk::TERS hl~T 8V OPERftTOR.
SMULT: MUL TlPL IER USED IN DATPfI~.S.

FSOUT: FULL SCftLE OUTPUTS OF EMISSIO~tS. Itl'STPUMEtlTS IN VOLTS. USED
IH THIS SU&RQUTHIE TO CALCULRTE I1UL T !F1.. IERS TO COU....ERT

EMISSJOH IHST~EHT INPUT~ TO ENGINESRIHG ~~ITS IH bRTRAHS.
I~EGER CLKCT1.CLKCT2
EQUI ....ALE~~E (SMPIHT.D~VAL(6»
DATR CLKCT1/2.100/
DATA DH....RL/O.• O. ,0.• 0. ,0.,0.1.0.• 0 .•0./
DAT~ FSOUT/I0.• ~.,0.1.0.1.5./

START OPEP'':;TOR INPUT 05'- PARAt'lETE~ .
90 WRITE<::0.100)(H.H~1,9)

100 FCRMAT(lX.I~.9I8)

110 WRIT=(10.200)
200 FOI"l1Hf(" HOX SCL EGR PEX DPOR PAIR SMP IHT-,'

1· T£MP PRESS HUl'II 0" )
WRITE(1r..300)(DHV~(H).N~1,9)

300 FORMAT(iX.1OF8.2)
ACCEPT ·CHAI~ES?".HCHHG

IF (1'¥"...HIIG)90.600.305 .----------.
30::1 DO 400 JCH~1.H01HG

ACCEPT ·.,VAL -.".VAR
IF (M> 90.110.310

310 IF (1'1-9> 320,320.110
320 DAVAt.. (") -YAA
400 COIiT I HUE:

GO TO 110
FINISH PARAMETER IHf'VT AHD BEGIN CALCULATlCltI OF E"ISSIOH

IHSIRU1'1EHT t1lJI..T1PLJERS.
600 IF (St1PIHT.GE.O.l) GO TO 610

TYPE "SAMPLE INTERVAL ~T BE AT LEAST 0.1 SEC·
SMPItfT-O.l
GO TO 110

610 CLKCT2-IFIx(snPIHT/O.01666)
SMULT(9)-DAVAL(1).A/2048.0
RETURN
END
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P-PRE -.fVFPP-OASPK RDVRPM

, 310
l~"'O
1.4(1(1
l~·CIO

C
C
C
C
C

c
C
C
C

FILE COMMRND.FR 6/23/77
SUBROUTIN~ TO ACCEPT OPEPA10R INPUT O~ CONT~_ SETP01NT.

Cor1p.I.lTED GO 10 ON INTF<V IHLL ALLOI.I ',I"'",IQUS OPTIONS
SIJr.H AS A'J1(r~IAlIC INCP.EMEHTtNG OF SP"'RK ADVFl~ICE (INTRV-2).

SUE:ROUTI>lE C(\:111.>.,I1>( IHTRY)
COt'MO", /CPRArI/TC'RGoLIE. RPM. SF"'I:';'DV. I'SPK. "'FR.1T. DF1F • EuR. TH

:1 ...c:mI5E1 /NCOI'1. DESRPM. CII~'F'M/I CH"G,~ I CHII(~,'TH;;>OTTLE"'THP.OTTLE
2 /AU1SF.T /.I"lUTO. N,o.UTSV. M',,'C(I'L ~'$ TEP • HST<'S/CIISA.'CNSA

CPRill': CQ'IlROL SETPOltlT f'H~'Hr'ETEPS h:"'UT 8Y tJPE~·MTOR.

CONSET: DE~ I "ED ~PI'1 (DESr.·PM) Flt~~ L("j I C(fL ...",PI HP-LE <C,,;:-PM) FOR
PPQ:,F'AI1 CQ"H'OL SElll TO (:(;HU'OLLER 1 "'.$Y. ,

AUTSET: LtJ(, I C,o.L '.''''1:' I HBLE <rlFt,ICC'tP lJ'::.ED FO!i' P~OGl:'AM ccnllROL IN
(1)"lTI;-l'lLLEP TkSJ<.

LOGICAL C,'RPI'1.CtISA
INTEGER DES~PM.Th~OTTLE

Dlrl£ll"IO/I CPf;'H'HS)
EG'IJ I ..... A! FII·~E (CPRA'1('1). TC';;"'lIE>
DilTA T('PI~ll>::/l:=- .1"X'O.• O .0, ~.o.. 90. ,0, 5.4.~
GO TO '11)1"10.;:01)0) iHTPY

C OPE;;:ATOR MFlY C!-i,"lll·-;E i'lIIY S[TF-OIHT PARri:"lETER.
1000 1.JI<'ITE(10.1100)(N,"-1.9)
1100 FORtlMT (1lo:. 15.918)
1110 I.IPITE(10.12(~)

1200 FO~MA1 (~lo:." TORQUE
1 - EG~ TNROT~)

loP I TF.'1 0 .1.~(\(l) «('PRAI'101), /j-1.. B)
1300 FC'~ M'IT< t:r:. \f:FB 2)

RCCE.PT "C HANCF"'':'". NOI~IQ
IF (tlCI'\I',) ~ ...10. h.(10.130~

900 ICHIl(.-N':HHO
IF OIC/lHI::i IIC (-:P) orJTO ~ 000
U'HII1' :.'h1000.
C"~I1I1(~.-:-, :I
COTO J~ciCl

~ 3.,'j lIe. \ <If I.) I.('H~I'~-I ,II-: 1I'~j

~(r:[PT "g.\,'dL ·.M.·ht~

It·· ,11:' lc,nO.ll10,J,,'.'ILI
Ir ,:rl-El) J?::O.C....·I1.1..110
cr-i- nr", 1-1',. V'1;"
('.:"ITIIIUC
IF,'TH LT 0 ' (;1)1.0 ~('N',

IF (lH aT 9~ ) GOTO 1000
T"lIV ('4~

IT" IF\:(O)
IF«T-IT),GT,O,~) ITalT+1
THROTTLE-rr
JF(TO~OUE LT 0 0) GOTO ~ooa

IF<TO'<(J'JI:::. uT 1('0) GOTO' 11,)00
GO TO :lUO

TRAHSMIT DESI~E[1 F:PIl CHt'ltIGS TO (;(,I/1O'OI.:.Ep HISK.
MAIKOH IS SET H'UE TO FlLLCHJ It.Ti::~RlIPTlOt-l OF t'lLlTOJ1ATIC PPM MtiP.

CHSA-.r-ALSE. -
MAHr.OH".TF?UE
DE~RPI'1= I F t:o:<RPM)
CII"'PI"=, FALSE,
RETUF:I~

C. AUTOMATIC ~,Pflf-'I: I'lDWttlCE I HCF'El1ENT.
~o ~.Pt<A!I'I=SF'I~HD"'+D::,P)(

00 TO :1.110
EHD

c
C

1600

C

A

c
c

\~
c
c
c
c
c

FILE BLOKDAT,FR ~-23-77

RLOCI~ r'ATt'!
.TITL BLOKO
CO'1'1('", /lHfEL'S.~L,18EL/I NS"'S/ 111, T

:I. /CO~IS T';/COtIST.'n SET/[,HT':'EL .. PIREPS
~ "'LJ'~,EL/L1I~,EL('"~~)

LhBELS: SoTl"'ItIG II,o.TI:'IX OF "u,SIJI':E[1 \"p-'~:HE:LE LABELS l/$,ED FOIi' DISK.
LltIEPI':unE:"J.:. Ft/lll CON':'OLE: 1~'.ITPI.l7.

INS,TS: SII'1I.1LHTE.ll ,:c-rlPlITFF: ·,HCHJI.E:" LFt:l::i'.lt't'jE" lttSTP1JCTI(\I'lS FOR USER
DE:FINE"il \'HPI"'~\. ES,

CONSTS: C~~TANTS FOP U~5P DEFI~ZD V~P1RE~FS,

T1SET: VHPIFt~LE CIl.'Tf·IJT c;;'_~CT1("l H"'·':>~·, r,'1T'~EL) H~I:;' tnJMBER OF
!';Ft"''''LES,'Cll.11 P'-'T " N~;F~";' F'.'I" C'" ;<"~.E O:.ITPI)T

LDSEL: rl';'TPI>: 1(1 P',t1? C'J"~·lllln I1F";:"';::[1 VH-:1t1,:LE Fi...f;;:'" "Lf,i::ELS)
TO L ItIEP;:: I NTEk F'uW III C,: :;IJ~'p F')"'M;:'T-;

IHTE"C,ER r'FtT~·EL( 10:-
!tll'I:::JloIS 1(It' LAR£lJ ~ . ~.o), ] I~ ~.T I ~(H);' • r::)~4S'r '":: 5)
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::';11 R L: ,:,"\C LI'

:s. -
2. - I-<OX H~

3,- CO C02 02 FUEL IHT
4. - aT EliT ....T 1M;> l(';;'C·'.';;-
~: - zos PP:I. PP2 PP3 PP<:
€.. AF- PHI'" AI=c. H~£. Eljp::'~e"

7." PEX i=:GR P<-M THf,'(IITLE ~P" HI:'/"
e.· ES HCS F.l f;' 'J'20E >"'~ 10::'oF:pr~-

9. - cor1"FI' 0';;: F' 1'1 TEr-P Pf;'E';5 H'J"
. -=-ft.• " 'lI~,EOo1: ' - USE?2 Uo,E;; ~ l'O;:,;::"''' I)::E'"::' .-"

LRTA L~$EL~33120.34.14.!e.JS'?ll(l.tlI1~.t3.~5

1 .. 19. ~t . ~~... 2'3.. ~4 • ~-:,. ~.;. 17 • 18 ..3? 43 .. 4~ .. 4~. J.r:1
2.31.27.~~.2?·~2.~~·3'.1.2.J.4

3.S.6.?B.2~.~~.47.32.4G.4~.~S'

DHTR ':1)11 S1.'2 0.:::: (!, 4 , 0 ,'5 Q, to. 7. 0), '3 O. 3 I), 10 (I. 1 (I'), 0
:1. • ,1. ['1,3.14.'
D~TA Ilr;Tr1.~,t.2.~,~.5,4.7,2.3.1.t0.4.t.1~,b.7/

DhTH DM1SE~/33.~O.3~.14.~~.3~.~.10.11.1~'

END

C FILE CONTPOL,FP 6r2?r77
C lHSK TO COllTP(o~ THE: EII':'H'E ·TEST STH~lr' RUII';':'l HIG'-IE';T f-'F:IOJ;-ITV.
C "'ECEIIIES SETP(.lIlTS F;;'OM ,HE '~JJC'ER""IS(i'" VI"I TH~ "'1.:(; J'" QIJT HIE
C COI~I"HN[j. lHIS lASK IS CLO,:r:i::U hT :to 1-'.2 E:V THE U-:'EI< CL(.Cl\.
C SU~ROUT I1IE

TH-:'K COtITPC'L Lr P
COI'lrlOIl /COIISET/( (,;'F ~·11. DE'-F'F·M. CtJ: n,ve Cr'W'~,·C(JIII:·~.'DF'~:E·."?IoPI:E'~.IITI:.·.·

'1 ,,",C(l+4( T /tnJH. [ T • r·~C~ IT\.·I..Ir''.'Z}o( (II). ~l",'tSK ,,11 '[.';IIl.!"" [ rJ;: ·J111).... 1 t;~ IH TH/ It III~'T~: -;...:. ')
2 rf\',1TSET 'I~H,-,TrJ.~IH'JTS'l ' rt,'l'I'~"N, II',. Tep, 16 rp-:.rr~;-;;,:On.·rlrF'F'rl'10>

. 3 ;01) TC(I/ [ID:Jf 1~. LT'''.'' ~r' ....Cr·~t='I ...I ... "1::- r-~ 1'1:'11 :'3 :, .. ''E. F"j:."l);:; ....c:;::F·,)F:"

'VTH;WTTLErTHF,)T TLE.' IO~l;rJ/!Cl-frJ,'1011.' I ':Hl.'IC.H2.'! [.H~""''':H.',rcH(~)

~/ 1 r:H~ ;c,.... ).: .... ~~G It" t15.:-t '("rl': H
C CON::ET: CC'I\~I':'til'FIo ~F'r". T') THE [l' ..rlrJ '::;F'[Fr: C-OtlTJ;")LLE';- «(.')MFF',,).
C IIE'SIf.~[rl '::'P'~1 ~F-"JI1 :ll~'\--.P\·] ;:.~' "I'£·:;~?~1". t=lt::l LC'ilCN:"" V~~·lHE:~;:

C FO~~ F'i=:(II~F'f1rl ':()I~ r j:;··:~L c. CI ,... ~ ~r1 )
a C CO~u'~V: n=-SSH:~L. r:HHtltlr--~ ~;.'O." CLO( ~ T(I I:OIlTp:'r'LLEf,' Tr=t·;.....
C DPJ:E\o': MESS';':'£ CHt·III11F.;,.. F;'llrl (r)tti.··r:IL·.E~-: TH·;~ TO (.i)rI.:OLE t)JJTPUT ~R~,,.-

C COil': T: 0 1 SE~ ';("-''' f'; ~'E" l:~ EN ~ P I", ~,~F.P::

C AUTo·tT: COUllTS E:r."JI;:EII .'!"~: t1l1r' :.Tl~--oO;"'J~:,·n. L'='GI~~oL ...RF'lfl£:..E' F('''.. ~'F-)'-.-:':"Ir1

C CI.1I"UF=·OL 0,,11 1(1)11"'. UI.'11~:E~: (Jr- ::"Cr;-~ 111 r'\iiP (I:·::·'",S)
C MPF.PM: F'PI' Mr,!" ,.,..F',....
C OUTCO, LO::'! CFiL Wl~'1 Hl'I.r.S F-oJ.' L I "E~'L' lilT EP 11- H:~' 1'1"!' r'I~,I. DUl1P
C CF'F='lii1: C(IIHF:'t')L, F'fi::: ~·:I~T"-;;tS

Lor.J I Cf\L Cnr>Fr.... nlltit: ("'In. TI,:"II If"1P • L TJI I"'"':P , rtl':.t1
IIHEC,!'.:R C(I'1;;-r',:, I\F ':,~'I '1'1, :J: ~ .·t"M. 0:0:'11',", DPI'E·~. T....~01 TI.E • F'''~lC
Er,'IJ I VAL F.UCE ((.F-·F\·'-I;~( :1 l . III r ·1·,,)11('·,

],)i"tTFt C(lr·I""'·F-r., ... ~8r'O·1:.::rl[l. r 'II .... F .-II~..:'-IIT/1·'/' ..u":ft,.· ~ft~~·E .'
DH'f' IlH~.' :..... - i/ [1:E. ·-/rll). '~,.', n ..·... ' fJtI~:'I·. 'II.. ·"':"~,J.'OT1Lr /t l"):t~·l.r·:·."f_;:..·.~O ,.
IIIITA Ur7H/4J"';2. 1. Sr." t r:: li(I"'-t:~. ~..;o/] (H] ,.~ ~>1 ~l/ I t:t-t~ ..•-. t1·.... ),' r ... tI~~u. ·-1'"
Sfi) :(\.1:1"'20
JIF·(I':"loQ

PI'F~"'O

1\1 ,)~·,j1Jr -1'5,
r. , ();' :,llll • \ ~.

I"'J\I;-L
pr.',l t ~- ..'" ~

"'G'.III-;-,
EK::~O

EI(;'-O

[""-I'
FTCIR("JE .1~

F 0 I' of 1':" 'E' "1 ~.

10 C>'ILL FF,Cce.'JII;., .... f".f.5SP)
C cr;,I'=J:'LE' O','TF"JT TN':.': <T1CJUT) l-lILL OUTFUT hH EI<~'('~ M[S:'H.:;~

IF (~ESSR EO 1) ~O TO tOO
HTF:Y.~

CHL.L ::MT,IJPf'E .... 11ES:OP.SIC'0>
100 IF<JPuHI II!:. 1) r.('TO 4-:;0

IF (CHRPM) GO TO 4~O

DIFRPM·I~P~cPE·~Pn-CO~RPn>

IF (PIFPPM.Gl. 10) GO TO 200
C CQI":M;\,Wi'l' F'r'11 IS ~10~1 e:rll'''IL TO DE51~'EO RPM,

C(lI':RPM=DEc F:PM
('PF h~'(2) =F Lon T(C('r.~ PII",
CIIRF-r1-, lRUE.
GO TO 3CII)

C KEEP CHHtlc,al<:i Fl,1I 1 Fo.PM AT A TIllE UllTlL C:O~I,,=lIlI'ED RPM IS EOllAL

C TO DESIS~D ~PM

~OO COM"'Pn =<:o,,~;:"'-1,0" ( c 'JE -:'<'F'M -(C,':PF ID/P I F "'f'/1>
C THIS ,,"C'UTlln:: r:C"O'JEPTS F1 8111";;.... \I.TE(,EI< 10 E;CD F.)R (lIJ1F"VT TI:I ~·F"EED

C ~O'HF'OL\,E.'"
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Appendix B

CALL POLW(1.IDEVDO:--&19~.M~~~.M$TAT)
IF<MST~T.HE.l) TVPE -DOLU CHrul SEL ~STAT·-.~STAT

- -300 HCOMsO'
I RPM-COI'lFPM
HPLFlC"'1000
DO 400 1-.1.3
HCOM·1t;.Nt:: 011+ I RPrvHPLflC
IRPI13~1')D(IPPM.I'4Pl,K)

400 HPLAC-HPLAC/l0
tICOM-rICOM. OR. (-01096)

C OUTPUT CO:'lrl>1~IDEtl F'PM TO SPEED COUTROLLER.
CALL DOLIJ( 1. rDEVOO. HCl)~I. M>'IS><:. MSTAT>
IF (MSTAT.f1E.l) TYPE -DOL.., MSTo'lT"'-.I'ISTAT

4~ rPOIH.IPOIN+l
C THROTTLE AND TOPOUE COHTJ:'OL

IF(ICHHG.EO.(-2» GOTO SOO
IF( ICHrle;. EO. (-<In GOTO ~l)

C OPEH LOOP THROTTLE CONTROL
CALL DOLW<1.IDEvDO.ICH1.~"S~.MSTAT)

HTHR-THROTTLE-0I096
CALL DOlWC1.IDEVDO.NTHR.MASK.MSTAT)

• COHTaC~AN(a)
COl'IT11~:oCOHT

COIIT21C:oCOHT
OOTO 1000

C TORQUE COHTROL
~ DT.ABSCDTOROUE-CTOROVE)

IFCDT.GT.10.) GO TO 600
CTOROUE·DTORCtUE
GOTO 700

600 CTOROUEsCTORQUE+DT/(DTOROUE-CTORQUE)-10.
700 ElC4 s E1C3 ,

E1C3=E1C2
EIC2-EI<So
El<l-ERRf)R
COHT~I(=CClHT21C

CO~IT21(..CONT11<
CmITll(=COHT
CALL fURDIJC1.tICH.I.MSTAT>
TOP.OUE--6.1·0.0~~486.J

'FTOI<QUE-. 3+TOR,)j,IE+. 7.FTOROUE i MEASURED TORQUE FILTER
FDTORallE-. 2"CTOPC'!.IE+. e.FDTORQUE .• COI'MA,..DED Yi'lLUE FILTER
ERRORaFDTOROUE-FTCIROIJE •
CONT-So. S'-CO~1T1K-l. 10Z~",COHT2K". 202S,..COHT31(+(PGAltVIroAIH) •

• (ERROR-2.6.EK1+2.~52S·EI(2-.6~2~.EI(J)
IF<COHT. GT. eo) C~IT-80 ' .' •
IF(COflT. LT.:O COtIT-So
FTHROTTLE-COIIT..-o. 045
THROTTLE·IFrX(FTHROTTLE)
IF<FTH~OTTLE-1HROTTLE.GT.0.5)TH~OTTLE.T~OTTLE+~

HTHR~THROTTLE-4036

CALL DOLWC1.IIJEVDO.ICH2.,Mo'lSl'.11STRT>
CALL I10L~(1.. IDEVIIO.tIT...R,M':'SIC,mTAT)

~oo IF< IPOIN. Ea.~) CALL (io:lIll1< IIID';Trt(33). To~aUE.GAIII.RGIUH. RPI'l8)
~ooo IF(ICHHQ.EQ. <-3» (iOTO 10~

IF<ICHI~.EQ. (-4» GOTO 1050
GOTO 1.100

1050 C~LL DAT~ANS(23.~AL)

PP..RETYA\..
PPF- C1. -CP~A11r;,,)hF'''F.Cf-·RfU'1(~)-F·P

SAtIE \.I..SFlNE::IoI-C.f'F.'fr. ( .. ). IlPO
Df"O..prF-CPf;OA"(6)
IF (SAlIE1J. LT.:;:O ) SfUICIol·~O,

IF (SRII(I.l. GT. 4~ ) SlIIIEW....5.
GOTO 1:;:00

C SPftP.1C RD\If"IIICE n"llIT"'OL
C OUTPUT ~ BCD nrC-ITs

1100 IF(CII<:"''' (I,'\TO 1:-.00
6A'IEW"-::PR, 1/1~3)

1~ rSsIFlx,c;nll£l.l)
NOSIl,."
....UtC·10
II/) lo<;fWl r.1.~

........St~t..'"-:,n+, 0;. J ';i."InRC
I 0;"",'1'" I~h t1~'Lnr. J

~16Ot'I .''Lt1l': ..W1·I'" .. 'ln __.. _ : ..
..:.:.:.:..:-~...r"'l 0!"<_~-"046.) ~.__
'--.•- CALL. IlOI-"'CI"lC'''ll(I.JDC.~r..JC:,t't!>lAT) .
.' CALL I'IOUI< I, lDE'YDO ••IO":A,~.~TAT)

0fSA-. TPuE,
s.~ IFClPOJN. QT. 10) 1"0"'-1

GO TO 10
END
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Appendix B

- -...;;-

c

c
c
c

FILE ORIN1.FR 7-2-78
SUBROUTINE TO LOO~-UP CLOS£D-LOO~ nArH TABLE INDICES ARE
FUHCTIOtlS OF TORQUE RHD RPM. RPM IS ASSUMED TO BE FOUR (4) BCD DIOITS.
SUB~JTIHE GAIH1(1R1.TORQUE.QAIH.RG~IH.RPM8)

INTEG£R RPMB
COMMOIVTk?TK(4.6)/TK1/TK1(4.6>
DATA TI</
~ 0.0413.0.0398.0.0272.0.0155
2.0.0596.0.045~.0.0310.0.02~

3.0.04~.0 03~7.0.0408.0.~~

~.0.0304.0.0456.0.0470.0.0Z58

5.0.0304.0.0~17.0_0517.0.0554

6.0.0304.0.0775.0.077.'.0.0775/
DATA TlO./

13O.0.B.0.5.7.5.0
2.5.2.5.1.5.0.3.3
3.5.1.4.6.3.8.3.1
4.5.1.3.4.3.3.3.0
5.5.1.1.9.1.9.1.8
6.5.1.1.5.1.5.1.~

~-(TOROUE.30)/20

IF(TORQUE.LT.20>~-1

IF(TORQUE.GT.l00)~-6

CONVERT TWO MOST SIGNIFICANT BCD DIGITS TO BINARY TIMES 100
RPMB-D .
IBCO-4096
IRPl1'"IR1.
DO 100 1-1.4
RPMB-RPMB.l0.IRP~IBCD

IR~M=MOD(IRPM.IBCD>

100 I8CD-IBCD/16
I-RPM9.r.iOO
IF(RPMB.LT.l000)I-l
IF(RPMB. OT. 2000)1-4
GAIH-n« I.~>

RGAIH"TK10 .~)

RETURH---- ..- ~..- ._-- .

.,
C FILE DAOOl.FR 6/30/77
C TASK TO INPUT DATA. STORE DATA. -'REDUCE AHD OUTPUT DATA.

TASK DACOL
COMMON /ouTCO/DDUn? LDUMP/CO~'GCVCOHGO/DPKEV/DPKEY1. HTRY

1 /TTSET/DATSEL.NREPS/TTVAL/OUTVAL(10)/kEVs/cLKEYl
2 ~IDEV~IDEV(3)~IDVDI~IDEVDI~lnEv/NDEV/IDVDO/IDEVDO/M$KDO/MASK

3 ~IHDATA/IHDATA(50)/LDSEL/LDSEL(48)~SMULT~MULT(50)/FSOUT/FSOUT(5>

4 /USECO/ll~CTR,ISAVUS€/A2?A2/A/A/e/B/~1~1/Ml/Ml(2)/ID8~IDB(2)

2 /INSAVE/IHSAVE(18.50)
C CUTCO: LOGICAL VARIABLES FOR DUMP REQUESTS.
C TT'w'AL: ARRAY OF VARrABLES (OUTVAL) TO BE OUTPUT TO THE CQN""~E. 
C TTSET: RRRAY OF V~RIAF-LES SELECTED FO~ ~JTPUr TO CONSOLE <DATSEL).
C AHD NUMBER OF IHPUTS TO 8E AVERMED 8EFnP.E OUTPUT ctIREPS).
C KEYS: MESSAGE CHRH~I£L FI:'OM USF;R CLOCK SU8ROUTINE TO THIS TASK.
C DPKEV: MESSAGE CHAIltIEL FI?OM THIS TASt< TO COHSQl.E OUTPUT TASK FOR
C SIGNALING WHE~1 A"-lER;:lGES ARE "'ERIlY FOR OUTPUT.

EOUIVALEHCE (IVALDI(O),IHOATA~33»

IHTEGER DPKEV1.DATSEL(10).CLKEY1
LOGICAL DDUMP.LDUMP,COHGO
DIMEHSI0~ SAVAL(10),IVALDI(0:5),ID(2)
DATA IDEv/4352.0.31~NDEV/~/

DATA IDEVDI/460~/Ml?-1,-1/IDB/4609.46~

HDPREP-l
"ESS-l

C BEOIN DATA INPUT
1000 IPOIH-l
UOO CONT I HUE

C W;:lIT HERE UNTIL THE USER CLOCK SUElROUTIHE SEHDS THE I1ESSRGE ItIDICATlHQ
C TIME TO SAM~E DRTA.

CALL REC(CLKEY1,MESSR)
JSAvUSE-IUSECTR
IUSECTR-O
IF ("F.SSR.EQ.l) 00 TO 11~

NTRY-1 • TELL CON$IlL£ OUTPUT TASK TO OUTPUT AN ERR(lR I'lESSAOE.
CALL XMT(DPKEV1.MESSJi'.sl1.50)

~150 CRLL DOLW(1.IDEVDO.-~19~.MASK,MSTAT)

CALL DI~(~.IDEVDI.IVALDI(O).MST;:lT) ;DIOITAL INPUT CALL
IF(MSTAT. HE. I) TVPE -Oil. tI$TAT--."STAT
CALL DOlW(1.ln£VDO.-a191.~¥.~.TAT)

CALL ~IWtl.rIEvDI.IVALDI(l)."ST~T)

IF(M~THT.HF..l. TV~-nsTRT,--.M~TRT

CALL DOL"" 1. I! 'EV1'10 • -"'1 '3/0). Mt'lC;K. MSTAT)
CALL DIW(l.InF.Vnl.I~~DI(~>.~T~T)

IF(~TAT_ ~~ 1) T~~F-~~TR~~--.M~TAT
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GET AVERAGE BY DIVIDItIO SlJ/1 BY HREPS. __

; CON",.'ERT I1IPUTS TO EHGIHEERIHtl UNITS.
sun THE DATA U~ITJ I. TI /'IE FOR AVERflGE.

-.

Appendix B

CALL l'tll. loll 1. I Tl~·vr'J. -R\ ..••• ,","!-I" ."'~ fAT)
CflLL tJIIHI.II'fVtJI .I\lt".Lnl"~H./1<.rIlT)

11'-(/'I"'T01T ~ 1) rVf'F"-I'\··:,.-.T;l .. - .1'·'1o'1T
CIlLL POl. ....·l.II~VIII).-RU.IiI.~t:"¥.M';TFiT)
[,IlLL DIWrl.IJlI-:VDI.I ....1l.1.I1 U '."".' ...T)
IPC"S'~T. tti::.1J T....... -/1r.rfl'".-.M'".T •• r
CIlLL 1I/'lI wn.lbF.'YI'I'l.-MIR' • .,..e.o(..""I~T)
CFIU. DUh 1. I lIE VDI • I Yfll 1'1 (." ."ST.'IT)
IF </1!'-TAT . 'IF.. 1. J TYPE·/'I·=.TFtT~.- ./'I-;TAT
CALL DfX. .... <1. I IlE'VIlO. -el n. /1/<5..... tfSTrfr>
IF</'I51AT HE lJ TYF£·nS1Arl~.-.n5To'IT

. CALL RISQ1.l<HDEY.lloEv.IH[.FoTA.tr5TAn ; "''''-11..00 iHPUT CALL
IF c~srAT.HE 1) TV~E "AI$OW MG1Al.-./'I~lAT

ID(1).JH~TA(14)

• IDC2 h IHr>ATA(38)+4Q96
CALL DOLc2.iDB.JD.M1.HSTAT)

C He»< PAHGE
---- A~OO. 0 ---- -_•._---- .----.

~-(IyALDIC3).AHD.l~)

IFCMAH.EQ.36) GOTO 100
IFCMAtl. EO. 1) A-l.0
IFCMAH.EQ.2) A-10.0
IFCMAH.EQ.4) A-l00 0
IFCnRH.EQ.8) A-1000.0
I'\AH-( I VFlLD I (3). f\t1D. 122)
IF(HAH.EQ.16) 8-10.0
IF(/1AH.EO.32) 8-~.0

IFC/1AH.EQ.64) 8-2.0
A-A-8

C CHECJC co RflJIOE
100 KA-(IYALDIC3).AHD.4096)

Al-:J.O
IFcnA.EO.4096) A1-2.0

C CHEDC C02 RANGE
~N-(IVALDI(3).AHD.9192)

e-16.0
IFCMAH.EO.8192) ~~.O

C CHECK HC RANGE
112-50.0
MAH-(IVALDI(4).AHU.~)

IF(HAH.EQ.8) GOTO 150
IF (HAil. EO.l) A2-1.0
IF(~H.EQ.2) A2-~.0

IFCMAtl. EO. 4) A2-10.0
IFCMAN.EO.16) ~100.0
IFCHAH.EO.32) R2~~O.O

1~0 SnULT(10)-A2-.046613962
C EHD DATA INPUT RHD BEOIN SELECTED DATA STORAGE

DO 2000 1-1.18
IHPAT-LDSEL(J)

2000 IHSAVECI.IPOIH)-WDATACJHDAT>
~ EHD DATA STORAQE AHD EEOIH CONSOLE OUTPUT

IF (. NOT. CON'JO) GO TO 3000
IF (HDPREP.HE.1.) 00 TO 2200
DO 2'100 1-1.1.0

2:100 SAVALC 1).0
2200 DO 2300 1-1.~

IHDAT..IlATSEI.CI)
CALL DAT~~S(INDAT.DATAYAL)

2300 SAVALCI)-SAVALCI)+DATAVAI.
IF CHDP~P.LT.NREPS) GO TO 2600
DO 2400 I-:1..~

2400 OUTVALC I )-SAVALC J >;'}IREPS
DO 2450 1'1"6.10
IHDAT-DATSELCH)
CALI. DATRAN~(IHDAT.DATAYAL)

24'0 OUTVALCH).DATR\~

C TElJ. COH"'...oLE OUTPUT TASK THAT THE OUTPUT BUFFER IS FVl..L.
CALI. ~TCDPKEY1.nEss ••2500)

2500 HDPREP-O
2600 HDPREP-HDPREP+l

C END COHSOl..E OUTPUT AHD TEST FOR Jl\JI1? REQUESTS
3000 IF CPDUMP. OR. LDUnp) CALL DUMPS
4000 IPOHI-IPOIH+l

IF OPOIH. QT. 50) GO TO 1000
00 TO UOO
EHD
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Appendix B

_. --------_.---------

;STD DEY
;DREATEST DEYIATION

C

c
c
c

c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

c

FILE SUBDUMPS.FR ~-23-77

SUBROUTINE TO CONDENSE EI~/HE TEST DATA AHD DUMP RESULTS TO Df~
AND/OR LIHEPPIHTER

SlJ8ROIJT I t-l€ [lUMPS
c"on."lltVtl;\lJI1P~F JLE/LDSEL/LDSEL C49)t'OlITCO.'J'lJllJ/1P. LDUrlP/LfiBEl.$.;'1.RBEl.

~ ~PRAM/TO~QUE.~PM.SP~~~.DSPK.RF~AT.DAF,EGR.DEGR

2 ,l)HDFtTn.,'1 IIDATAC::IQ)/ IN~,;FtV£ / /HSAVE(~S.~)
HDUr1P: DJSK FILE Hl.IME'EI? CHF[LE)
LDSEL: MATRIX FOR STtlTlSTICAL CALCULATJOII AHD OUTPUT FOi>MAi

SELECTJOtl.
OUTCO: S~IITCHES SET BY opeRAToR Itl SIJPEPVI SOl? FOR LPT DlIMP tLDUMP)

OR JlI~ [lUMP CDDl.IMP).
LFtBas. ST... /NG t1"T~I)( OF (lIJTFUT YA~IABLE IIAI1ES.
CPP.Flr1. NOMINt1L COIlTPnLLEII SETF'OIHTS JNPllT Itl SUC....OUTIHE CO/'IMAND.
JHDATA: CU~R£lH JHPUI D';HIi F"'(I~Ell WIleN IlUMP IS Il'EPlIESTED.

D1r.e>lS I0"'1 LA~EL< 4,~). liS-AVEC ~O). [l,,'flLS( ..sE!), SICJ1ASC1El) • tlE....MA)(C18)
1 ,ID~TE(J),ITIMEC3)

LOCi I CAL DDlDMf>, LIlUMP
PEAl.. /'If1X\1Al

BEO IH C~LC:ULATlOIlS TO COtIOrr-lSE MTA
DO 29:)0 ,1-1, 18
SAVAL-O
PO ~('l1)Q 1(-1, =-0

. troX-L DSEI. (.J )

IHMTn<tmlo;)-I...-...AVECJ .K'
CALL tIFIllo'flIl$(t'DX.PI:TYAL)
SAYAI • ...'V•• +1(1": T"'~

2000 PSAVE<I()-RETVAL
AVEVAI..-SAVAL~

DVALSlJ)-AYEVAl.
GAYFlL-O
t'lAXYAL·O
SORVAI.-O
DO 2100 K-l,~
SDUAPE·CtlSAVECI()-AVEVkL)••2
SAVAL-SAVAL·SDUA~

JFCSOUAR£.LT,SORVAL) OOTO 20~0

SQRYAL-SQlJAAE
tlfI)(YAL·DSAYECK) .

2050 COHTI HUE
:noo COHTI HUE

SIGMASCJ)-SORTtSAVAL,-JO)
DEYMA:(CJ) EMA>CVAl.:

-29~ CONTI HUE _ .• ---
C EHIl STATISTICAL CALCS AND FJHISH FILLIIIO OUTPUT EUFFER .

DO 3100 "·19,48
I.ISEL-LDSELCJ)
CALL JlATRAHSC!HSEL,REtyAL)

3100 DVALS<J)aRETYAL
C EHD CALCS AHD OIJTPUT TO LIHEPRUlTER AUD DISK

CALL DATECIDATE.IER)
CALL TIME<JTlME,IER)
WRITEC12,100)CIDATECI).J-1.3),CITIMECI),I-l,3)

100 FO~MAT<"OEHOIHE TEST DATA" ,10X,J2.lH/,I2,1H/,12,10X,12,1H:.12
t .1H:.12)

IF C. HOT. DDUI1P) GO TO 1000
DISK DUMP

DOUMP-. FALSE.
WRITE(12,200) HFILE

200 FORMAT<" DISK DUMP" ,lOX, "F!LE .",13)
CALL APPENDC:I, "DP1: EtIGllATA", JERR)
!F <IERR.~'E.l) TYPE "APPEHD IERR~".IERR

~~!TE BINAR~(5) lTVPE,NFILE,<IDATECI),I-l.3),CITIMECI),J-1.3)
1 ,TOROUE.PPM.SPKADY.AFRAT.EGR.(LDSFLCI).!-1.4Q)

WRITE BI~RV(5)<DYALS<I),I~l,43).<SIGMAS<I),1~1.~8)

1 ,CDEVMAXC!),I-l,18)
HFILE-HFILE+l
CALL CLOSEC:I.IEPR)
IF CIERR.NE.l) T~PE "CLOSE JERR·".IERR

1000 WRITEC12,1100)
~oo FORMATC-OHOMIHAL",1~,"TOROUE",2)(,"RPM".3X,-SPKADY".:I~•.

l-A/F",4X,"EGR")
WRJTEC12.12OO) TORQUE,RPM.sPKADY,AFRAT,EGR

1200 FORMATC~6X.:lFa.2)

IF C. 1I0T. LIlUMP) 00 TO 9999
C L1HE PRIHTER DUMP

L'DUMP-. FALSE.
PO ~O 1-1,2
JEHD-9·,
JSTART-JEHD-a
WRJrEC12. :10:10)

_~ ..F.OR!'IAT(U10.ex,Z)

.
#
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DO ~150 J-JSTART.JEND
INSEL-LDSELC.1)
IoIRITEC12.~100)LABEL<1.HISEL)

~100 FORMATC1X.S8.Z)
~1~0 COtll ItIUE

WRJTEC12.5700)
WRITE(12.5200) CDYALS(J).J-JSTART.JqID)

~ FORMATC· AVE·.~x.9FS.2)

WR 1TE C12 • 5300)(SIGMAS <J) • J-JSTART• .JEtID)
~ FORMATC· VAR·.~.9FS.2)

WRITE(12.5400)CDEVMA)«J).J-JSTART.JEtlD)
5400 FORMATC· WORST ·.9FS.2)
~ CONTINUE

DO 5800 L~19.19.1

Pt-L+9
WR ITEC12. 57(0)
DO 56:50 I"'L.1't
JNSEL-LDSELC l)
WRITEC12.5100) LRSELC1.IHSEL) .

:5650 cmlT I NlJE
WRITEC12. :5700)
~ITE(12.~700)CDVALS(I).I-L.N)

~700 FORMFtTC1X.l0(1X.F7.2»
:5800 C(ItolT ItIUE
9999 RETURN

EHD

C

c

c
c
C
C

c
c
c
c
c
C
C
c
e

FILE DATPANS.FR 6-23-77
SUBROUTINE TO CONVE~r INPUTS TO ENQJNEF~I~ UNITS. INPUT IS

YF.CTO~ED TO AN RPPPQPF"hnE COINE:I:':<:JON ROUTltlE EY A
CO/'IPUrEil CiO TO STnTEtlE"IlT ON THE "'OUT It'" /'IRTR I X (NPOUT>.

SUBPOUT I Ill! 1'l'lr~A"'~c I IlHIJM.R[TVAL)
COMMON "fRO. JTN.'llIo·nUT.·I:O/IS TS,'CONST

1 I'liAVnL ..Tl," ..F<l (9).'5/'11 q. T..~."" A.T\~O~"'I IlI.RTfVJNJlFlTFlC:;O)
2 "CONSET/'::O"'I\'I'N. I'lc!';~·r'".C/lfo'PM/I'lFE..'fIFE' /HFs/rIFSI'Rl/A1/B1'O
3 "'OFFSF.T/(I~~r~TC~O)

4 I'USCCO" lUSf CTF'. J!.A\.'lJSE
ROUTH: l1",n~J)( (~(ltIT> TO VFC1CIR ItIPVTS TI) CI)II'J£II"':.Jrnl ~ITINES
I DEHTS: JNTEGl:R I'it'TF'JX (l1l[IlTl U:-EI' Itl ~;C.II1(" r.cnr..EP:.IOHS.
SNtJL T .OF'FSF"T: "'E.'\L tIIl'h'ICl:S lr::UI III S(II1[ (t)1NI:RSJOIlS.
INSTS: :'IOI/'1IJl.AH D l:ON'Urclo' 1>F'1)1j601"H'1 ""Ij;' Ir ...... Irl:.FIIICD YAAll'Il'llES.
COHSTS: CllHSY""IS JM U'>I.F" IllfolllCLo "'''''1I''::I.F.5.
DAYt-ll.: fl~'to'1W C"'lN1Altlll4(i rnlP. ,"',:':>:> "\/111 .. 1t1·F~',r,

~"TI'.,.w:('lL ~IIf.'~'·'\H1Hf:
JNlJATA: "'F"I:','''' CCluTnllll'r.. (UI"Pf./IT I NF"U r DATA
COH':-.ET CONT~OL YI1PI f1f1Lt!'.,

EQUIVfoLEtlCE CTeMP.!'n""1 en). (PI"ESS. IlnW'lLIE:». (HUM. 1lrr."'L(·U)
1 • CSMf·UIT. nflVnL(6». (ECi~. [lA'/flU;;:». (I>FX.llfr..fIU3». CDPOU. Jln'oIAL.(4»
2.CPRIR.[l~VAL(5»

Dr "'EII~, ION "F'r'UT(~O).C""'~TC '1 '5). STACK ('l~)

IHTE~ER COM~PM.DESRPM
LOQIC,lL Ctlf<PM
DATA NRO'JI/l0.6. 23. ~4. 2.G.12,'13.14.1~.1-(,.4-205.2? ~.,. ::1. 22
1~16#1~.1S,?,20,19,2·~,~,11,10,a,9,3,4,~,~.2/

DATA SMULT~12.0.• -.04~~::~. 0~3~J.4-0.• - 00444~O.O 07~436.1.0 •
• 4-1 .• S-O.• 4-1 .• 13-0.'
DATA OF'FSET~1B-0.• 7.35.-~.1.30.0,OI'

YECTOR IIIF'UT TO COIIVERSIQN ROIJTItIE.
H-HROUrc IDNU/'I)
GO TO Cl00.1000.3000.Jl00.3200.4000.~1)I)I).6000.?OOO.SOI)Q.9COO

~.4100.4200.4~OO.4400.4~OQ.4600.4700.4eOO.431)Q.3300.J400

2.3500. 3E:CIO. 3700. 3300. J:;>Q(» • tl
DIRECT Fi:EADING OF HIfEGF.:R IHP1JT.

100 RETVFtL~IHDATACIDHU"')

RETURN
1000 RETURN
3000 RETVAL-TEI1P

RETlJI\'N
3100 RETVRL-PRESS

RETURN
3200 RETYFtL-H\Jrt

RETURN
C AFE-A/F EtRSED ON EMISSJOH.RFS-fl-'F BASED 011 DIRECT l'I£FlSUREl1EtlT

3300 RETVAt..-AF'E
RETURN

:HOC PETVALkAFS
RETURN

C EVALUATE CO READING
3~ A-ItIDATAC I Dt«m)1'2048.

IF(Al.EQ.~.) GOTO ~~

B-IO
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Appendix B

0-2:-: I?RtIGE
RETVAL~.0084.1.3S3~.A•. 634~.A.+2
RETURN

C O-~% RAtlGE
3~0 IF(A. GT.. ~~) aoTO 3~70

RETVAL·.OO26.~.3422·A.2.4337.A.+2

RETURN
3~70 RETVAL•. 6642+4. 4127,.A••2

RETURN
--c·, . C02· Y>lLUE

3600 A2HlDATA(lD~IUM)/204e.

IF(8. EQ. 16. ) GOTO 3650
0-5% Pfll~GE

RETV>lL~.124~.2.08.A+28774.A••2
RETURII

C 0-16% RANGE
C CHECK FOP PORTION OF SCALE
3650 IFeA GT.. 71) GOTO 3670

C LOW PORT lOti OF SCALE
RETVAL~.O~55·4.0676.A+9.~106+A.·2

RETURN
C HIGH PORTION OF SCALE

3670 RETVAL·J.4~1~.11.7391.A••3
RETURN

3700 RETVAL-PAIR
RETURN

3800 CALL ['ATRA~IS(33.RPM)

RETVAL-( INDATA( IDIIUM).8. 78~0625.1.OE-S-O. 006)+RPrt
RETURN

C AIR FUEL RATIO
3900 CALL DAH·ANS(14.FUEL)

CALL DATRANS(3~.AIR)

RETVAL=AIR/FUEL
RETURN

C ROUTINE TO tlULTlPLY ItlPUT BY A COIISTAHT Atl[l ADD COl~STAI'IT

4000 RET'''AL=$I''ULTC I DIIUIU" ItIDATA ( II:NUM)+OFFSET< I DHUI1)
RETURN

C AIR TEr1PERATURE CEIITIGRADES
4100 A~ HIDATt't( IDtIUM)/500.

RETVAL271.~6~+1~.~83e.A+.34164+R·+2+.1206·~··3

RETURN -
COIL TEMPEPATURF. CEHTIGP.ADES

4200 A-IH['ATA( IDIIUM)/250.
RE T"'AL" 1.~~9. 13~+;-. 33~.1'l+. 0307O'+A••~ •. 010::6...A.·.3
RETIJRlf

CEXAHAUST TF.llF'ERATl'RE CENTlGRI'IJlES
4300 A=lHDI'ITt't'IDlIlIl1)/l00.

RETVAL·1167.~~+18.313~...n+.1~726.A ••2+.0009+A++3
RETURII

C ~ATER TEtIERATl'''E CENTlGRADES
4400 A-I HDATA' IllHll11,.·~·Of)

RET"~L·l~~.6.1~.4~~~.A•. 4oo6~+A+.2•• 0~e2+A+"'3
RETIJRII

4~00 RETVilL-DPOR
I"E TUF:t1

4£00 RETVAL"PC<
I:'E TUR'I

4700 P.ETVf.L-EGR
FF"TlIF:11

C SPARI( AD',IlItI'.:r:: FFflllIHG- JlI....CRTED oeD
4800 It~Ey<:.· tinT ItIC.HRC I ~1Ul1)

coro :>1('..0

. e THJ\'OTTLE !O'1"ADIIIG ItlVtRU.D 4 lUOIT BCD
: .:. ~900 r-. HOT IHlltUHU DHtJ!H

- -- lHP,EYS-i. fit/D. "32767
NT-o
IFCI.LT.O) NT-e
OOTO ~1.00

C ROUTINE TO COHYERT FPOI1 BCD DIOITAL IHPUT.
:5ClOO rtRE'YS-I HDATA Cl tit..",)

~OO D1-IHREYS. AND -4096
~·IHREYS.FltID.3840

ro·IHREYS. AtID. ::40
~-INREVS.RUD. 1::1
RETYAL-D~4.096+D2/2.::s6·D3'1.6+D4

-IFClDl....I/'t. EO. 38) RETVFL·RETYAL.•• 272727_._
IF(IDtIU..... EO. 3-'5) RETVAL·~TYFlL•• 1
IFCID~~.EO.J4) RETYAL-.01+(RETVRL+HT.1000)

RETURH
6000 RETVFll..-etlI"IRP?!

RET\JRH
7000 RETVfL~

B-ll
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Appendix B

IF CCNRPI1) RETVAL.1
RETURH

8000 RETVA~.DE~

RETURN
9000 R'ETYAL-1.0-ISAVUSE/(SHPIHT.1~61)

RETURN
- ~D-

WAIT HERE U!'ITI~ OUTPUT BUFFER IS FULL.
WAIT UHTIL CRT· IS FREE .••..----, ----. _.

; .1\JMP TO THE ERROR MESSAGES.

C
C

c
C
C
C
C

C

C

C

FILE DDTTOUT.FR 6-30-77
TASK TO OUTPUT DATA AND ERPOR MESSAGES TO THE OPERATORS CONSOLE.

TASlc: TTOUT
~OH/TT,~T/DATSEL,NREPC~AEELS?LABEL/DPKEY/DPKEY1,NTRY •

1 /TTY~/OUTVAL/TTSEM/TTOEX

TiSET: OUT"".". SELECTIOtl ARPA'" USED TO GET LABELS.
LABELS: OU~PUT YARIHBLE LABEL ARPAY.
DPKEY: I'tESSAGE CHAtINEL TO COMJ"1'JIIICATE TliAT OUTPUT TO COHSOLE SHOULD START.
TTVAL: OUTPIJT BLIFFER FILLED S'!' DACOL.
TTSEl'1: CRT EXCLUS t 0101 SEtlt=\PHOR€.

DIMEHSION LA8ELC4,50),OUTYALC~0)

IHTEGER DATSEL(~O),DATAYAL,DPKEY1,TTOEX

MESS·1
100 DO 200 1.1,10

CALL PECCDPKEV1,MESSR)
• -- CAl:.!:. ·REC<·TTOEX. MESSR2)

IF (MESSP.HE.1) GO TO 300
IF (I.HE.1) GO TO 190

PRIHT A HEADER EYERY TEHTH TIME.
DO 1:50 .1"1.10 .
,...·DATSEL(J)

1:50 ~RITEC10,1&O) LABEL(1,H)
160 FORMAT(1X,se.Z)

LlFU TE(10. 210)
GO TO 19~

OUTPUT A LIHE OF DATA.
190 LlRITEC10,210)(OurvALCH),H·1,~0)

195 CALL XMTCTTOEX,I'tESS.Sl00) RELEASE CRT TO OTHER TASKS.
210 FOPMAT(1X,10FB.2)
200 CONTIHUE

GO TO 100
COMPUTED GO TO VECTORS PROGRAM TO ERROR MESSAGE.

300 GO TO C400,5(0) NTRY
400 TYPE ·DACO~ C~OCK ><MT ERROR ",MESSR

GO TO 195
:soc TYPE ·CONTR CLOCK )(MT ERROR", ~'ESSR

GO TO 195
END

i TIMIHG COU~ITERS SET B.... SUPER FOR DACOL
; MESSAGE CHAlltlEL TO DACOL

; MESSAGE CH,:'iHIIEL TO CONTROLLER

; TRAN.." IT MES<;FlOE Tn STFIRT COllTROLLEI"
; ~ till fRFlOP MF~.snc;E" I ~ OIICEY

;RESTORF. COHTI"111.I.£R TIMER,

iSTART DATA SAMPLING COUNT LOOP

; SF.tlD MASSAGE TO DRr..oL TO SAMPLE DATA
i "'F.TU~'t~ EPROP MESSAG£ IN CUCY:1
i RESTO~F. COUI/TS FOR tlEXT LOOP

; SAVE RETURN An~RESS

; [IF.CREM''''T COIITf;'()LLE:R TlMEIl' ANTI TEST FaR :ZERO

SACJ
P1
@CLCTR
CHCl.1<
CLK",1

I!'CLK'I'1
l)CLCT1
IJICLCTR
CNCTR
CLOUT
CNKE'"

FILE CLOCK.SR 6-30-77
USER CLOCK ROUT HolE: DECREtlEHTS CLCTR, AN I NTEGER SET BY SUPER, TO 0
THEH SENDS A MESSAGE TO DACOl TO SAMPLE IHPUT DATA. A~SO DEr.~EMEHTS

CHCTR, A LOCAL IIHEGER. TO 0 THEN SEHDS A MESSAGE TO COHTP.OLLER TO PERFORrt ..
CONTROL FUNCTIONS.

· T1T~ CLOCK
• COr1M CLKCT 2
.COMI1 KEYS 1
· COMt1 COtlk;Y 1
· DlT CLOCK
.EXTH .UCEX
·exnl . IXMT
.HREL

Q.OCIC: STA J
LDA 1
DSZ
.IMP
LDA 0
.IXI'lT
STR 2
LDA :3
STA :3

CHCUC: DSZ
.1""
LilA 0
.1lG'1T
STA 2 l!'Ctll<EY
LDA :3 COHCT
STR 3 CHrTIl

CLOUT: LOA J SACJ
.~E)(

B-12



Cl..CTR
CLCTl
«:HCTR
CONeT
CHKEY
c\'1(Y!.
SAC3:
P2,:..

.
-,

Appendix B

· GADD Cl..KCT 0
• ClADD CLKCT!.
6
6
· QADD CXlHl(Y 0
· ClADD KEYS 0
o
2. .. -._- -.-

------.E!'4l)-----

C FILE USECTR.FR 8/Lr77
TA~ COUNT
COt'1I'lOW AJSECO/lUS£CTR. JSFMJSE •

:5 )(-1.:5-2
A JSZ @.+3
A .JMP .+3
A .JMP . +2
A • ClADD USECO.O

00 TO :I
EHD

B-13/B-14
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Appendix C

REGRESSOR VARIABLES OF THE GLOBAL FUNCTIONS

A global function of either fuel or log (emissions) depends on

AF, SA, EGR, R~t and TORQUE and can be evaluated by the formula:

56

F = 6 biXi
i=l

(C-l)

where b. are the regression coefficients listed in AppendiX D for
1

the various functions both for second and third order polynomials.

Xi are the regressor variables which are products of the independent

variables and F is the function value.

The vari.ous are as follows:

X· = 1 (C-2)
." 1

AF
AF (C-3)x

2 = - =. 15
-'

SA
SA (C-4)x

3 = =40

EGR EGR
(C-5)

x
4 = =7

RPM RR.I (C-6)x5 = =1500

TORQUE
TORQUE (C-7)x

6 = =15

x
7 = AF

2 (C-S)

Xs = SA
2 (C-9)

-2 (C-I0)x
9 = EGR

C-l



-2
(C-ll)x

10 = RH\1

x11 = TORQUE
2

(C-12)

x12 = AF.SA' (C-13)

---x13 = AF·EGR (C-14)

--- (C-15)x14 = AF·RfM

x
15 = AF-TORQUE (C-16)

---x
16 = SA·EGR (C-17)

x
17 = SA-RPM (C-1S)

(C-19)
xIS = SA·TORQUE

--x
19 = EGR -RHll (C-20)

x
20 = EGR·TORQUE (C-2l)

x
21 = RPM·TORQUE (C-22)

x22 = AF3
(C-23)

x23 = SA3
(C-24)

-3
(C-25)x24 = EGR

x25 = RPM 3
(C-26)

TORQUE3
x26 = (C-27)

x27 = AF2 ·SA (C-2S)

C-2



C-3



X45 = TORQUE2 'EGR (C-46)

2-
x46 = TORQUE 'RPM (C-47)

x 47 = AF·SA·EGR (C-48)

---x48 = AF 'SA 'RPrlI (C-49)

--x49 = AF .SA . TORQUE (C-50)

X50 = AF·EGR·RPM (C-Sl)

---
XS1 = AF·EGR·TORQUE (C-S2)

---
XS2 = AF·RPM·TORQUE (C-S3)

----- (C-54)X53 = SA·EGR·RPM

--X
S4 = SA·EGR·TORQUE (C-55)

---
XS5 = SA 'RFM .TORQUE (C-56)

--xS6 = EGR •RP.\I .TORQUE (C-57)

- --AF, SA, EGR, RP.M and TORQUE are given in (C-3) - (C-7).

C-4
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SUMMARY TABl! Of REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

10
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

-2.1439

9
0.0000

-0.7346
-0.4071

1.1499

8 !
I

0.0000
-2.3007

0.0000
2.1845

7
1.6963
3.2061
2.3209

-2.2865

6
4.8574
0.0000
8.8889
2.7157

5
5.8715

-0.4902
1.9572
5.5432

4
0.0000
3.3900
0.0000

-1, 737Z

GLOBAL FUNCTI~15-SECOND ORDER
1 2 J

-2.0345 0.0000 0.0000
-1.1503 0.0000 8.1070
-2.2745 0.0000 6.6601
-5.0571 0.0000 -1.5417

FUEL
He
co
NO

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
FUEL 0.0000 0.0000 1.2583 0.0000 -5.2842 -0.8039 -1.9825 -1.5002 0.0000 -0.2713 :xl

He 1.1744 -5.1711 -0.4929 1.4469 -1.4192 0.2306 0.4254 2.8048 -0.9356 -0.4696 tIj

CO 0.0000 -7.5128 1.1197 0.0000 -4.8525 -0.4288 0.6716 0.0000 -0.0951 -0.0365 fJ
NO -1.3235 -0.3751 0.3489 2.9526 1.4565 -0.5036 -1. 0132 1.4575 -0.0342 -0.0314 tIj

00
00
I-l
0
Z

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 8FUEL 5.5903 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 tIj

He -2.1131 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 "lj ;l>

eo -1.974\ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 "lj '0
I-l '0

HO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 . 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 (') (l)

t:l
I-l ::J

I ~
Q,

I-'
~.

(;1 ~

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 0
l::j

FUEL • 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 ...,
He 0.0000 I 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 . ~.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 C')

co 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 . 0.0000 . 0.0000 0.0000 . S
NO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

~
t""
...,

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 5Q I-l

FUEL 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 (;1

He 0.0000 0;0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
CO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

51 52 53 54 55 S6
FUEL 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
He 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

_co 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
.'

NO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000



GL08AL FUNCTIONS-THIRD ORDER
I Z 3 4 5 6 7 6 • 9 10

FUEL 12.tt891 -20.7755 -1.8918 0.8116 6.8725 0.0000 0.0000 2.9631 0.0000 0.0000 ;t>
'C

He 0.9153 0.0000 tt.3457 4.5355 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.2600 0.0000 'C

co 16.3767 -25.5409 0.0000 0.0000 1.8559 7.4948 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 CD
:l

NO -15.51ttl 15.3468 . 0.0000 0.0000 ].2438 3.5267 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0-
~.

>:

t:l
I

" 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
FUEL 0.0000 0:0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -4.2074 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
HC 3.2049 0.0000 0.0000 -3.8073 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -3.49 l l]

CO 0.0000 5.1010 0.0000 0.0000 -5.6111 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.2728 0.0000 -1.5605 0.0000 0.0000 -0.6886 0.0000

21 22 23 2tt 25 26 27 26 29 30
FUEL 6.8122 7.5757 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1508 0.0000 0.0000
HC 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0616 0.0000 5.3396 0.0000
co 0.0000 6.3802 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -4.9844 0.2858 4.5345 0.0000
NO 0.0000 -It.98]] 0.0000 0.0000 -0.2945 -0.5195 -1.2245 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

t:l
I

N 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
FUEL 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 3.3932 -1.0310· 0.~043 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
He -1.8753 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000. 1.6431 0.0000 0.0000
co 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0056 0.0000
NO 0.0000 0.0000 1.5421 0.0000 0.0000 1.6617 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9609

.

41 tt2 43 44 45 46 47 . - 1t8 49 50
FUEL 0.0000 • -0.162Z -0.6687 0.6444 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -6.1911 0.4730
HC 0.0000 -0.9777 -3.2009 1.5979 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9242
CO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.3132 0.0000 -0.0969 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NO 0.3017 0.0000 ,0.0000 -0.4507 0.1861 0.0000 0.0000 .0.0000 2.0415 0.0000

51 52 53 54 55 56
FUEL 0.8554 0.0000 0.0000 -1.8326 0.0000 0.0000
HC 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.6412 0.0000 0.5207
CO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0168

_NO 0.0000 O~OOOO 0.0000 -0.4735 0.0000 0.0000
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Appendix E

REGRESSOR VARIABLES OF THE 40 INDIVIDUAL FUNCTIONS

Any of the functions of fuel or log (emis sions) in the various

torque/rpm points depends on AF, SA and EGR and can be evaluated by

the formula:

F =
35
L;
i=l

b.x.
J. J.

(E-l)

where bi are the regression coefficients given in Appendix F for the

various fourth order polynomials, xi are the regressor variables which

are either regular or Legendre polynomials of the independent variables

as given below:

xl = Po = I (E-2)

x2 = Po (AF) (E-3)

."
x3 = PI(SA) (E-4)

x4 = PI (EGR) (E-5)

x5 = PI(AF);PI(SA) (E-6)

x6 = PI (AF) 0 PI (EGR) (E-7)

x7 = PI(SA)oPI(EGR) (E-S)

Xs = P2 (AF) (E-9)

x9 = P2 (SA) (E-IO)

x lO = P2 (EGR) (E-ll)

xII = P3 (AF) (E-12)

E-l



X
12 = P

3
(SA) (E-13)

x
13 = P

3
(EGR) (E-14)

x
14 = P

2
(AF).P

1
(SA) (E-15)

x
15 = P

2
(AF)· PI (EGR) (E-16)

x
16 = P

2
(SA).P

1
(AF) (E-17)

x
17 = P2 (SA) . PI (EGR) (E-18)

x
18 = P2 (EG'R)' PI (AF) (E-19)

x
19 = P

2
(EGR)' PI (SA) (E-20)

x
20 = P

1
(AF)·P

I
(SA).P

1
(EGR) (E-21)

x
21 = P 4 (AF) (E-22)

. x22 = P
4

(SA) (E-23)

x
23 = P

4
(EGR) (E-24)

x
24 = P 3 (AF) • P 1 (SA) (E-25)

x
25 = P

3
(AF)' PI (EGR) (E-26)

x
26 = P3 (SA)' PI (AF) (E-27)

x
27 = P

3
(SA)'P

1
(EGR) (E-28)

x
28 = P

3
(EGR)· PI (AF) (E-29)

x29 = P
3

(EGR)'P
1

(SA) (E-30)

x
30 = P

2
(AF)· P

2
(SA) (E-31)

E-2



x3I = P
2

(AF). P
2

(EG"R) (E-32 )

x32 = P
2

(AF).P
I

(SA).P
I

(EGR) (E-33)

.. x33 = P
2

(SA). P2 (EGR) (E-34)

x34 = P
2

(SA).P
I

(AF)·P
I

(EGR) (E-35)

x 35 = P
2

(EGR)'P
1

(AF)'PI(SA) (E-36)

whe"re

AF = AF/15 E-37)

SA = SA/40 (E-38)

EGR = EGR/7 (E-39)

" and

PI (x) = x (E-40)

..
P

2
(x)

2 (E-41)= x

P
3

(x)
3 (E-42)= x

P
4

(x)
4 (E-43)= x

for: NO at 1800/250 RPM/lb ft, HC at 2250/50 rpm/ft Ib, NO at 2900/72

rpm/Ib ft and HC at 750/15 rpm/ft lb.

For the rest of the 35 functions P
1

-P
4

are the Legendre Polyno- o

mials which are:

P1(X) = x (E-44)

2
- 0.5 (E-45)P

2
(x) = 1. 5x

3 1. 5x (E-46)P
3

(x) = 2.5x -

2
+ .375 (E-47)P

4
(x) = 4.375x

E-3/E-4
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SUI111A<lV TADLt:: 01'" RI:CRSS!:ION COSFFICIENTS.

Tc:~av: IFlPH 1 ... 3 4 , b 7 0 9 10 11 1~Co

~o \700 F 22. 7576 -9.9003 -7.01'5 0.4794 0.0000 0.0000 o. coDa 0.0000 O. 0000 0.0000 O.COOO 2.9633
~o 1700 He 9. 3397 -9.6367 0.0000 0.0000 5.6573 0.0000 O. 0000 O.COOO O. 0000 O. 0000 0.0000 O.OCOO
50 1700 eo 37. 3~47 -~0.O967 2.6924 0.0000 0.0000 o.OC-OO 0.0000 0.0000 O. 0000 0.0000 5.'5417 0.0000
50 1700 NO -11. 79~2 18. Eln7 0.0000 -2.7054 o.ooco 0.0000 -L 8597 O. 0000. O. 0000 1.9511 -2.'1657 ], 7731

25 1000 F 8.2119 0.0000 1. 3948 '.13'12 -Jl.a030 0.0000' -3.2540 o.cooo O. 0000 -;!. 12-'9 o.oeoo O.COOO
25 !800 He 2. 941>5 -I. 99;,1 0.00')0 0.0000 O.OOCO 0.0000 7.7517 o.ooo~ O. 0000 O. 0000 o. ':lc:e·o O.oc-oo
25 1200 CO 27. D~68 -~1.3~3~ 3.9037 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O. <:'COO 0.0000 O. 0000 o. 0000 4. :;341 0.0000
25 Il:'JO 11:0 -,. 2b~1 1], 0149 O. 0000 o. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 o. (1,:;::0 0.0000 o. 0000 0.0000 o.ooco 0.0000

" ~~oo F 33. 3898 -14. 1013 0.0000 0.0000 -8.3633 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O. 0000 o. 0000 0.0000 1.9760
7' 2100 HC -2. 3601 0.0000 12. 4241 0.0000 -1. 4251 -0.4383 -0.1174 O.COOO 0.0000 o. OCOO 0.0(100 0.0000
75 2100 CO 32. 59.4 -32:46~6 O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 o. 0000 O.OOCO o. COOO O. 0000 5. 5354 0.0000
75 2100 11:0 -11. 10013 17.0327 1. 4481 -0.43109 0.0000 0.0000 O. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 O. COOO -1. "1934 0.0000

0
50 2250 F ~6. 6252 -14.7111 O. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.,0000 0.0000 0.0000 O. 0000 0.0000 0.000::1 o.oeoo "'1 :Xl

t'Ij
'0 2~50 HC 3.4778 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 9. 1329 0.0000 0.0000 -7.8612 0.0000 O. 0000 0.0000 O.OOCO @ 0
50 ;:;:50 CO 29.2160 -32.5131 4.6103 0.0(100 0.0000 0.0000 O. OOCO o.oeoo O. oDeD O. 0000 4. 4036 O.OOvO :Xl
50 C!:;:!:)O NO -11.6101 16.8322 O.COOO -3.0905 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 o. 0000 1. 6591 -1. 5487 O.OOCO t'Ij t'Ij

til.... til
2: .... ):-

38 2600 F 33.3408 -12.6247 -14.6044 0.0000 0.0000 1. 5886 0.0000 0.0000 4. 6311 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 t:1 0 '0
38 ;:600 He 2. 1339 0.0000 O.OOCO 0.0000' 0.0000 0.0000 O. 0000 0.0000 O. 0000 O.COOO 0.0000 0.0000 .... Z '0
:38 :'600 CO 22.3169 -24.8241 3. 097:3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 2. 0297 0.0000 O. 0000 -0. 751;5 3.8096 O.COOO < 11).... (") ::s

"Ij :19 2600 NO -10.1776 15.7697 0.0000 -1. 4026 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2726 -2.2591 1. <:'002 t:l 0 0.
I ~

t'Ij t-'.

t-' "'1 )<

20 1400 F 7."170:5 0.0000 -6.:51"19 3.3401 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 2, 6667 -I. '037 0.0000 0.0000 t'" "'1
20 1400 HC O. 9724 0.0000 O. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 10. 1921 0.0000 O. 0000 o. 0000 0.0000 0.00:i0 .... "'1

"'1 (")
20 1':;00 CO 19. 6061 -19. 5869 . O. oeoo o. 5605 0.0000 0.6767 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0. 5'i83 2. 67'1b 0.0000 §2 ....
20 1400 NO 1.7545 0.0000 0.0000 -7.2395 0.0000 O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 O. 0000 3. 5579 0.0000 0.0000 tT:l

(")
~""'I

65 2500 ,. 47. "03 O. 0000 O.COOO 0.0000 -46.0703 O.OOO'J O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 3. '076 0.0000 12.1546 .... til
0

65 2500 He -2. 0539 0.0',)00 7. 4700 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 . 0.0000 0.0000 0.9722 Z
65 2500 CO 21.5690 -IB.€4S7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 6.Q12:; O. 0000 O.oeoo o. 0000 0.0000 ~a0252 O.OCO::l til
65 2:00 NO -9.0032 12. 27Cl4 0.0000 0.0000 4.0973 -2.2714 O. 0000 0.00:>0 0.0000 0.0000 0.00',)0 0.0000

72 2900 F 46.5121 -21.9220 0.0000 0.0000 -7.6964 0.0000 O. 0000 0.(1000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
72 2"100 He -24.:J820 29.0921 0.0000 O. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 2. 2472 0.0000 B. 2745 O. 0000 0.0000 0.0000
72 2"100 CO 17.9426 -19,2061 4.6830 0.G8~4 0.0000 0.0000 O. oDeD 0.0000 0.0000 -0. 1944 2.4497 0.0000
72 2900 NO -9. 31>70 18.9162 0.0000 -1.8'190 0.0000 0.0000 O. 8380 0.0000 0.0000 0.85611 -5.87213 0.0000

-14 1800 F S. 42e4 ' 0.0000 -5.1133 2.3113 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOCO 0.0000 1.4478 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-14 leoo He -4. 660S . 7.3382 2.4602 2.~402 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-14 lEOO CO -~.~OOl 4. 92B1 -0. '925 O. 1667 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 .0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-14 lEOO NO 2.2~05 p3.6673 -3.0784 -2.0676 0.0000 O.OOCO O.OCiOO 0.0000 0.7341 0.948' 0.0000 O.OOCO,

1!!I 7~O " 3.7375 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.e-ooo O.OCOO
15 ;'0 HC 1. ":316 0.0000 1.003;: 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000':> O. ooeo
15 "0 CO 19.0531 -20. se~7 o. 0000 O. 0000 O.cooo 0.0000 O. 0000 O.OOCO o. 0000 O.OC'OO 0.0000 . 1. ~2D:>
15 750 NO -14. 108B 14.351<;' 0.0000 IJ.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 o. 0000 O.OOCO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -3. 76G2
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Appendix G

OPTIMIZATION PROGRAr..l

Figures G.l - G.4

G-l



Fig. G-I

rMPllCIT R£Al-8IA-H.0-Zl
C THr. OPT PROr.FlAH EVALUATES OPTlM,'L FUEL COPI!;UHPTlON UJ.'.JI"CT TO
C EH,'1I~IOPI CCPI~rnAlrlTSCfl':. co. NOI AND CtlECI'.5 TtlAT THE lI""r:I'UlDENT
c ......RIADLEG-ilifl FUEL f/ATIOCAFI.SPARK i\DVMICEISM AND l:t"'''U:>T CAS
C RECIRCULATIllNlECRI ARE IN THE DI11v~IIDILITY RANCE.
C T~O METHODS OF SOLUTICN liRE AVAILADLE:
C 1. ie-o OPTI/'1AL FUEL AtID EHISSIONS ARE EV"'lUATED fC:t OIVEN
C "'ALUEG OF lACRANCE ML~TIPLIERSILAO HULTI.
C 2. IC-l OPTlI1I\L FUEL IS EVALUATED FOR A CIVEN ENI'=SION COPISTRAINT9.
C TI-I<:: LAO NUL TS ARE ITERATED UNTIL A CONVERCENCE c:. 1I HUll lIAS BEEN
C /'lET.
C

DOUDlE PflECISION XIJI.ELI31.DI31.YII0.31.013).01(31.C~(3).

iDce bl. XX 110,31. D14.35). Xl IJI. CUI 10 I. CHI 101.
2C 1:11. A<701. AI(4). Dl 141. C1141. C:!131. DEliO. 41. YVOO. 61. no. A:l(6).
:l01 131. CL(3). 5IJI. ALlb. 31. BLlb). QIJ. :H. fHbl.UI31. OOel).
4QCOI31.ELLIJI.DD(3).YLI31.YSII0.3).FO(4.41.BB(40.3,)

COMMOtIlOPTlO, B. AI. Cl. ~N. Ne. I. Nel
COMHONIPAR/IP
COMHON/YM/YY.S.CU.CH.FO. IDe
DIMENSION ISTATE(6).1~mEXI61. IOC(41. ITOR(IOl.IRP~(iO)
LOOICIIL CONV.NACTVE
EXTERNAL F~~CRD.HESS

THE MEANHlO OF THE VAq lADLES APPEAR INO IN THE: PROOAA."1:
LL- • OF TERHS Jtj RECRESSION EQUATION.

NP- • OF POINTS OF COtISTANT RPM AND TORQUE.
NCt-» OF ACTIVE FUNCTIOIlS
IC- IF 0 THE Er~CH~E EHlS510NS AND THE OXIDIZINO CA1Al VOTCOC)

EMISSIONS ARE EVALUATED. OTHER~ISE THE THREE ~V CATALYST
(T~CI EHISSIONS ARE EVALUATED.

NVi- II OF HJOEPENDENT VARIABLES.
IP- A' FLAO OETERHHHNO THE AMOUNT OF THE PROCRAH PRrNTOUT.
10": AN INDEX SELECTIN~ THE TYPE OF OPTIMIZATION PRO:::l/·J'1.
IPRINT- A PRINTOUT FLAG FOR THE LCHNA suaROUTINE.
NO- • OF TIMES THE lAC HULT IS CHANCED ~HILE IN THE JerO NODE.
10C- lit 4 ELEMENT VeCTOR, 1 ACTIVATES THE CORRESPONuI:~O FUNCTION.
I. E. IF iOC I 1 I-I THE FUEL FUNCTION IS CONSIOEJ1ED.
SUBSCRIPT 2-.IC. :I-CO. 4-/110,
XX IS THE INITIAL POINTS MATRIX.
Dl- THE DESIRED CHANCE IN THE lAO HULT.
c- THE VECTOR OF DESIRED EMISSIONS FOR 10-1
AJ.Bl- INCLUDE COEFICIENTS FOR THE CATALVST TYPE.
0- THE INITIAL LAC HULT VECTOR.
RO- FUEL DENSITVIlB/CALLONI
0- VECTOR OF LAO HULT: He. co. NO

C

DATA A3/1.3405D-i. i.34050-1. 1.9530D-l.3.35O-2.2.0C-~.J.567D-Jr
DATA Bi/~ODO.2. 00-1.4.000.0.0001
DATA ITORISO.25. 75.50.38.20.85.72.-14,iS/. IRPH/I7CV. 1000

•• 2100.~250.2bOO.i400.~500.2900.1eOO.7501
NNO-o
DO 10 K-'.:;
DQIKl-O.OOO
l( 1 (10 -0. 000

10 X CK)-O. 000
RO-b.300
IC-O

INITIALIZE LCHNA PA~~~ERS

Hl.ab
NAOIH-o
NOOIM-3
NACTVE~. FALSE. •. _
ZTOTOl-1. 00-2
BTEPMX-1. 500

READ LAO NULTS.LCMNA CONVERCENCE CRrTEIA.AND SYSTEM 1~·onHATIOM.

READI5,10101ICIKl.K-l.31.ACZTOl.EPSHCH.ETA
EPS-OSORTIEPSMCH)
READIS.1020Ill.NP.t<'C1. rC .....Vl. IP. 10. IPRINT.NC. nOC(L).L.. i.4)
NV-NVI

C READ INITIAL POINT ARRAY AND INITIAL VALUE OF FUNCTIal
READ (5. 1030 I 1 I xx (I • .J) • .J-l • tN I. 1-1. tJP I

C READ INCREMENT iN LACRANCE MULTIPl.IER AND EHMISION~
. REAO(S. 1010) COl (KI.K-l.:lI. (C(K).K-l.:J)

C NC2- I OF CONSTRAINTS
C Al TERMS ARE:
e 1- A MULTIPLIER OF THE FUEL FUNCTION ~ICH IS A
C :FU~jCTION OF CU AND CHCEPA URBAN AND EPA CYCLE)
C :2:4 -MULTIPLIERS OF EMISSION FU~;CTIOIliSIAJ lE)cH$)
C WHICH REFLECT CATALYST TYPE TO BE USED.
C C 1 TERMS ARE:
C 1- 1.
e ,.______ 2: 4_:~'LA() _t1UL~OFYC._ CO. NO

C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
e
C
c

00100
00::00
OOJOO
00400
00500
00b00
00700
00900
00900
01000
Oil 00
01::100
01300
01400
01S00
01bOO
01700
01800
01900
O~OO

02100
0:2:200
0:2300
02400
02SOO
02600
02700
02800
O~OO

03000
03100
03;!00
03300
03400
03'00
03600
03700
03800
03900
04000
04100
04200
04300
04400
04500
04bOO
04700
04800
04900
05000
O:.aOO
o~oo

OS3oo
05400
OS500
05bOO
05700
OSSOO
05900
00000
00100
00200
Ob300.
06400
06500
00600
Ob700
06800
06900
07000
07100
07::!00
07:300
07400
07S00
07600
07700
07800
07900
OBOOO
08100
08200
08300
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C

c

(.cHOO
oe~oo

08600
06700
08800
08900
09000
09100
0'n00
09300
0'9 ..00
09'00
0'l600
0'1700
09tl00
0'9'100
10000
i'JICxi
10200
10300
10400
10500
10bOO
10700
10800
10900
11000
11100
11;!00
11300
11400
11500
11600
11700
11600
11900
12000
12100
12200
12300
1:2400
12500
12600
12700
12800
12900
13000
I::UOO
13200
13300
13400
13500
13600
13700
13800
13900
14000
14100
14;;?00
14300
14400
14500
14600
14700
1~8oo

1"'900
ISO<><>
15100
15:200
15300
15400
15500
15600
15700
1~8oo

15900
lbOOO
16100
16200
Ib300
16400
16:100
161-00

NC;;Z-NC1-I
H-N\I
CI I I I-I. 000
DO :!O K-:2.NCI
l.-K-I
AIUO-A3IU
CIOO-OIL)

20 CONTlNVF.
"1-1
1..1-0

C READ POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
00 30 L -1."0
REAOIS. 10-lOHODIL. K). 11.-1. 3S)

30 CClmWUE
40 1'.1'.-0
~0070K-1.6

IFIK.OT.31 COTO 60
0111'.1-000
OOCKI-O.OOO
COTO 70

60 00IKI-00IK-31
C PRINT THE INITlhL VALUES'

70 CONTINUE
IFIIP.LT.~1 COTO 00
~RlTElb. 10301ICIKI.K-I. 31
~HlTElb.1020ILL~.NP.~lCl.NC.IC.N\I. IP.IO
WH STEI b. 1030 I I I XXII. ",. "-I. 1'1111. I-I, NP I
\.IRSTElb,10301 CUlll.Altll.All:H.CClt[I.I-I.4)
WRITElb.IO:JOI 01111.CIII

C
C START THE MAIN ITERATIVE LOOP:
C EIIALUATE THE MINIMUM OF THE N SEPARATE ADJOINT F~~Tlcr~

C THE EXPRESSION TO DE MINIMIZED IS:
C SUMIAllkl.CICkl~Flkll '-1.4
C k-I FUEL
C '-2 He
C '-3 CO
C '-4 NO
C THE TERMS TO BE CNSIOEREO ARE THOSE ~ITH 10CIK)-I.
C

eo F::!~O. 000
DO ::!40 I-I.NP
INITIALIZE CONSTRAINT EQUATION
DO '10 1'.-1. b
DO 90 H-I.3

•• '10 AL.IK.rll"O..ODO_.
DO 100 11...1, b,,-II.
IFCK.OT.31 ..1-11.-3
AUK• .JI-I, 000
ISTATEIK1-l
IFIK.OT.31 I5TATEIKI--I

100 CONTINUE
BLC11-YYCI.l)/SI1)
BL(2)-YYCI.31/512)
BL(3)-YYCI.S)/SC31
BLI41-YYII.2)/SII)
BLCS)-YVII.4)/SI2)
BLlb)-YYCI.b)/SI31
IF C1. NE. 10) COTO 110
N=o'2
NII-::!

110 CUI=CU( I I
IFCCUCI).EQ.O.OOO) CUI-l.ODO
hl(1)-C7.bBo-2~CUII).4.S73O-2.cHII»)/CRO*CUI)

C FILL THE POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS INTO THE B MATRIX ~Ir.H 19 4.3'
C ELEH~NT5. EACH LINE CmHAIrlS COEF IC IEtHS OF ANOTHC:R ft;:-,CTlON
C IN THE FCLLO~INO OROER:FUEL.HC.CO.NO.

DO 130 L-l. NCl
DO 120 K-l.LL
1K-4·II-ll+l.
BIL.K)-OB(IK,K)

120 CONTINUE
130 co.''H IHUE

IFIIP.LT.21 COTO 140
\.IRITElb.1050)(COIH1.Nl).NI-I.LL).MI-1.NCl)

LOAD THE INITIAL CUESS OF POINT I INTO x.
140 DO 150 K-l.NV
150 X<K)-XXII.KI

C BYPASS LCMNA FOR 2;;?SO/50.
IFtI.EG.") COTO lhO

C EI,/ALUATE THF. MINIMUM UF THE UtlCON9TRAINT ...OJOIHT FUNCTION
CAU. LCHNAIN.rn.• NIIUI/1.AL. DL. ItlT"'TE.tIAr.TIIE.~UNC"D.~!'>!J. ZTOTOL.
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1010\) lACZTOL. EPSH':H. EPS. STErrlX. ETA. lPR mT. t.GOI M. X. FI1IN. r.ll. INOEX.
16800 ~R.U.EL.O.CO.CGO.ELL.OD.Q.Yl.NUMF,NUHC.ITNUH.C~N)

16900 CO TO 170
17000 C LOAD OPTIMAL VALUES OF 2250/~0.

17100 160 XC11 DI. 1072422600
17~00 XC21-1.043618DO
17300 XC31-0.000
17400 170 LDI
17500 DO 180 K-l.NV
17600 180 Xl(KIDXlK)
17700 IFer. EO. 101 XH3I DO.000
17800 IFll.EO.41 COTO 200
17900 C EVALUATE THE EMMISION LEVEL
18000 DO 190 K-2.NCI
18100 CALL FUNIB.Xi.IO.I.K.Fll
I~OO DEll.KI-OEXPIF11
18000 OOlKK+K-II-OClKK+K-II+OEII.KI.CUIII
18-'00 ~RITEl6.10bOI I.K.DEll.KI
18500 190 CONTINUE _
18000 C EVALUATE THE FUEL CONSUMPTION
18700 ~OO IFll.NE.41 COTO 210
16300 Fl-l.0993701
18900 OOTO 220
19000 210 CALL FUrllD. XI, 10. I.l.ftl
19100 220 ~RITElb. 10701 I,Fl
19200 DEI I. II-Fl
19Joo F2-F2+FI'AI(II·CUI
19400 DO 230 K-l.NV
19'00 230 VCI.KI-XI(KI
19600 240 CONTINUE
19700 C A5SICN ZERO Vf\LUES FOR F:HIS!lIONS AND HIE UNCONSTRAI~-"D FUfl
19000 C £iOLU rl ON FOR ;'2~01 SO.
19900 DE (II. I I .. a, 09'13701
20000 DEI4. :l1.·0. 000
~100 DEI4.~,-O. 000
~2oo DEI4. 41-0. 000
20300 NV-NVI
20400 N-NVI
~05Oo,) IF file 1. ~O. U COTO ~O

20600 C EVALUATE ·DEVIATlml OF EMHISIONS FROM CONSTRAINT LEVELS
20700 DO ~SO K-~.NCI

20800 CLlK-II-DOIKK+K-II.AllKI/I.0DJ+BICK)
20900 2~0 CONTINUE
21000 C CONVERT FUEL TO /'1PO
21100 260 F2-3.bD3/F2
21200 C EVALUATE OC EMIS9JONS.
21300 CI1-.2SDO..CLllI+.15DO
21400 Cl:1-. 15DO"CLl:2I+:J. 4DO
21'00 CI3-.BDO"CLI31
21600 ·WRnEI6.10001 F:1.1CLCKK+I\··U.K-2.NCl).Cll.CI2.CI3
21700 IFlIC.EO.OI COTO 270
21800 C EVALUATE T~C EMlssrONS.
21900 Ctl-1. 7D-1-cun +1,. 66D-l
22000 CI2~1.0D-l.CL(21+3.bDO

22100 CI3 D3.00-1-CL(3)
22=00 WRITEC6.1090) Cl1.CI2.CI3
22300 270 WRITElb. 1100) lCIIL).L-2.4)
22400 WRlTEC;!:2.11101 F2.1CLCKI.K~I.:J). (Cll10.K-l.4)
22500 WRITElb.l1~01

22bOO C LOAD TIlE OPTIMAL SOLUTION OF THE INDEPENDENT VARrABL~S INTO Y.
22700 Y(10.3)-0.ODO
22800 DO 280 I-t.NP
22900 DO 280 ~~1.3

~OOO 280 VSll.JI-YlI.JI.SCJI
23100 Do :2'i'0 1-1. NP
23200 WR IrE Ib. 1130 I nOR (J I. IR?M I I I. (VSlI • .J 10 ..I-I. '-I'J). (DEI 1..1.). K.,J. 4)
23300 WRITE(~3. 11401 CYSlI.JI • .Ja l. NVI.lDEll.lO.K-I.4)
:r.J4oo 290 CONT JNUE .
23'00 IF( 10. EO. 01 COTO 350
:r.lbOO C FOR THE SECOND ALGORITH~ EVALUATE DEVIATO.... OF EMISSrC":0i9 FROI1
23700 C THE DESiRED CONSTRAINTS.
23800 DO 300 KD2.NC2
23900 3000GlKK+K-11-CLIK-I)-elK-I)
24000 C CHECK DEVIATION OF EMISSION FROM CONSTRAINT
24100 IF(DABSCDO(I».LE. 1.0D-4. AND. DADSIDG(2».lE. J.OD-4.AND.
24200 IDABSlDOI311.LE. 1.00-41 STOP
24300 KK-KK+3
24400 IFIKK.EO.bl KK-O
24~00 .J1 DJ1+i·
24600 iF(Jl.0T.12) STOP
24700 1.l-IJ+l
24800 IF( 10.-EO. 1) COTO 3;!0 ,
24~~~ ._JFP.J:!:!~_21 C()TO 3~._. _
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THE NEXT LAO MULT IS THE CURR~NI SOLUTION.

....

DOUDLE'PRECISION XCN).C~IN),F,CC31.BC4.JS).ZI3I,Fl,
, A I (4). Cl ("II, VVI I 0.61.51:)), CUI 10). CHI 10), F3, ORI, FO(4, 4)

COMl'1ON/OPT 10. B." I, CI, NIl. IIC. I. NC 1
COHMON/PAR/IP
COHMOIIIVI1/VV, S, CU, CH. FO, ICC
DIHENSION IOC(4)
DO 101'.-1.3

10 ZIK)-O.ODO ..
~RITEI6. 10(0)(XeJ).J-l,3)
~RITElb,l020) IFLAO,I
DO 20 K-t. NV
ZIK)-XU!,)

:20 CONTINUE
IFIIFLAO,EQ.2) COTO bO

EVALUTE FUNCTION.
THE FUNCTION IS THE POLYNOHIAL FOR FUEL AND ITS EXPQ:t'NTIAL
FOR EMIS910NS MULTIPLIED BV Al-Cl.

IJ-O
UPDATE LACRANOE MuLTIPLIERS BV LINEAR INTRPOLATION.

DO :110 l-l.NC2
0(1)-0111)-(02(1)-0111))/10013.1)-0011))-0011)

310 CONTINUE
COTO SO

CHANCE LAO /'IULTS SL JCHTLV TO CHECK EHISSION LEVEL SEF,lTIVITY
AND RETURN TO THE MAIN LooP.

3:20 DO 330 11~I,NC2

C21(1)-01(ll)+DlI11)
330 CONTINUE

.00 340 K.,:"l, t-IC:L.~ _. '.
340 OIK)~O:2(K)

COTO 80
350 DO 360 K-2.4
360 C1CK)-CltK)+OI(K-l)

NNO-NNO+l
IFINNC. EO. NO) STOP

THE INITIAL GUESS FOR
DO 370 l-l,N?
DO 370 K-l,NV
XX(I,K)-Y(I.K)

370 CONTINUE
COTO 40

1010 FORMATI6010.4)
10~0 FORHAT(1615)
1030 FORMATI3010.4)
1040 FORMATISOI0.4)
1050 FORNAT( IX. 10012, 4)
lObO FORr1ATC 1HO. 'EMISSIOIll MASS FLO\-! AT POINT ", 13, 'OF E:1ISSI0N ",13

.. '.',:)10,4.' (MO/SEC)')
1070 FORMAT( iHO, 'FUEL CONSUMPTION OF POINT fI', 13. FlO. 4,' (LPIIIRP)
1080 FORI1AT(II. lX, 'FUEUI1PO)-', F1S. 4.II,23X. 'HCeO/H)', iX, 'COCO/H)'

_, 8X, 'Noe O/M) '.11 X. 'ENOINE EMHISlmIS'. 2X. 3FIS. 4,1,
-lX. 'TAIL PIPE loll TH OC '. IX. 3F15. 4)

1090 FORHAHlX. 'TAIL PIPE EMISSIONS I.llTH Tl.JC',:JF15. 4)
1100 FORMAT I lOX. 'LAO HC',IOX, 'LAO CO',8X, 'LAO NO',I, IX.3:'"I:i.4)
1110 FORMATI8Fl~ 4)
11;!O FORH/lTlII. 3tH THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES ARE, II, lX, 'TOROUF',

-3X. 'RPH'. 8X, 'II/F', lOX. bHSPKt',OV. lOX, 3HECR. 7X, 'FUELCLI'/IIR)',
-6X. 'HC CO/SEC) '. 6X. 'COCOISEC I " 6X, 'NOCO/SEC) ')

1130 FO~HATCI4.4X.14.7FI5.JI
1140 FORHATI7F1S.41

END
SUDROUTlNE FVNCR 0 Itl. X. IFLAO. F, OR)

TH IS SU[1ROUT WE EVALUATES THE Flr.'ICTlON AND CRIlOIENl S OF THE ADJOINT
FUNCTION FUR TH~ Lcr~A SUDROUTINE.
N- • OF INDEPENDENT VARIIIOLE9.
x- VECTOR O~ INOEPf.NOENr VARIADLE9.
IFLAO- I ONLY THE FUNCTION 19 EVALUATED.

:2 ONLV CRADI~Nr IS EVALUAT~n.

3 BUTH FUr/.;rrCN AND CRAOIENT ARE EYALUATED.
F- RETURNED VALUI:: OF FU'ICTlO~I.

. CR- RETURNE,O VALUE CF CRAOIENT.
THE AOJOINf FUNCT ION HAS THE FOLLOWIrlO FORM:
6U/1IAll i).Cll i ).FUIl) ~H£RE

FUN 15 EITHER nl~ FUEL FUNCTION OR EI1I'SSION DEPENDI"~ ON lHE
APPROPRIATE TERM IN IOC.

c
C
C
C
C
C
c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

;l::;OOO
25100 C
25:200
2s:J00
25400
25500
25600 C
25700 C
25800
25900
26000
26100
26200
26300
2b400
26500
2&!>00
26700
26800
26900
27000
27100
27:200
27300
27400
27500
27600
27700
:i!7800
27900
29000
:28100
:28200
:28300
28400
29500
28600
:28700
:28800
:28900
29000
29100
29200
29300
2'1400
29500
29600
29700
29800
:lY'i00
:lOOOO
:JOIW
3O~00

30:300
30400
:l1)~OO

30000
:l0700
:10800
:10900
:)1000
:11100
:11:200
:11300
31400
31500
31boo
31700
31800
:11900
32000
32100
:I:r.200
32:300 C
3:2400 C
3'2500 C
32600 C
3:2700 F-o.ODO
3:2800 DO 40 K-I,NCI

,:12900 IF( 10CIK). EO. 0) COTO 40
:13000 IFIJP.LT.2) COTO 30
3:Jl00 WRITEI6. 1010)(Z( 11),11-1,3)
~321?:O . ~O_C~~~~~.~O~ ~,K. Fl..:..) _
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::J.:XIOO
:13400
:13500
33600
:13700
33800
:13900
34000
34100
3QOO
34300
<1100· - (,;
34500
34600
34700
34800
34900
35000
35100
35:200
35300
35400
3:;500
35600
35700
35800
35900
36000
36100
:J.!>2oo
30300
30400
36500
36600
36700
3b8OO
36900
37000
37100
31200
37300
37400
37500
37600
3noo
37800
37900
3eooo
3Bl00
3B2oo
3B3oo
38400
3B5oo
3BbOO
3B7oo
38Boo
38900
39000
39100
39:::!00
39300
39400
39500
3?6oo
39700
39Boo
~oo

40000
40100
40~00

.40300
40400
40:;00
40600
40700
40DOO
40900
41000
41100
41200
41300
41400
41500

CALL EXCFI.K.F3~

FOCK.1)wF3
FOC i. 11-1. 000
F=F+F3·A1CK~~ICKI

IFC IP. LT. 2~ COTO 40 .
IoIRITEC6. 1030~ F. At (10. C1CK). II.

40 CONTINUe:
F-F"CUC I)
IFCIP.LT.21 COTO 50
WRITECb.l040) F

SO IFCIFLAO. EO. 11 RETl.JRN
T~ Cr<AO lEI~T 0,. £rIl~SlOf<S'~kE-n£'"JR-QAt;C/E''lS-Cl9'f.I'CIlY-

C F-EXP (f) IS
C CRAO=F"CRADC' I.
C DF/OX

bO "'-I
70 !FlN.EQ. 11 RETURN

ORCJ~-O.OOO

00 eo K-I. NCI
IFCIOCCK~.EQ.O) COTO 80
CALL FUNCB.l.t. I.K.CR1)
FGCK.2)~CRl

F3-FGCK.l~"GRl

FCC 1. 2~-O. 000
ORCJI-CRCJI+F3"A1CKI·C1CK)
IFCIP.LT.21 OOTO BO
IoIRITECb.10501 CR I. FOCK. 11. Al CK). Cl CK)

eo CONTiNUE ,
CRCJ~~CRCJI~COcl)
IFIIP.LT.2) COTO 90
WRITEC6. 1060~ CR I,)I • .}

90 J-')+l ,_
C DF/oy ~.

ORCJI-O.OOO
DO 100 11.-1. NCt
IFIIOCIK),EQ.OI OOTO 100
CALL FUNlB.Z.2. I.K.GRll
FOIK.3)aCR!
f'3=FOIK.l)"CRI
FCI 1. :11-0.000
ORCJI-CRCJI+F3eA1CK)-C1CK)
IFIIP.LT.2) COTO 100
WRITEC6.1050) OR1,FOlK.l).A!CK).C1IK)

100 CONTINUE
CRlJ)-CRCJ)-CUCII
IFIIP.LT.2) COTO 110
WRITEC6.1070) CRCJI,.}

110 .}-,)+l
IFCN.EQ.2) RETURN

C OF/OZ
CRCJ)-O.OOO
DO 120 K-I,NCI
IFCIOCCK).EO.OI COTO !20
CALL FUNlB.Z.3. I.K.Onll
FOlK,41-CR!
F3-FOCK.O-CRi
FCCI. 41-0. 000
CRIJI-CRIJI+F3"AI(KI·C1CKI
IFlIP.lT.~1 COTO 120
l-lRlTElb.l0501 CR1.FCIK. 1'.A1IK).ClCK)

120 CONTINUE. .
CnIJI-CRlJI,CUIII
IFlIP.LT.21 COTO 130
IoIRITCC6,10001 cn CJI.,)

130 nETUlIN
'1010 FlnmflTlIll. 10012.4)
10;;'0 FVRMI\f( I'. 8110)
10JO FOnI1llTlIll. 3H F-. 01 S. 4. bHA 10U-. 01:). 4. 6HCllK 1-. 01:). ~. ;lI1I'.~. HOI
1040 FORMATlU. 3H F-. 01'.41 . -
10:)0 FO/lHIIT Ill. 'CR 1-'.0 l:l. :I. 'FQ CK. 1) _'. Ol:l. " -1110'0) -'. DI 3. 5.

I ' C I CK I - '. 0 I 5. ,)
SObO FORMATlJX.8~ CRICJI-.OlS.4.2HJ_. il0)
1070 FOn~IATllX;8.1 C";!IJ)-.DI5.4.~HJ_.llO)
loeo FORMATCIX.8H CR3CJ)-.OJ5. 4.2HJ-.ll0)

END
SUBROUTINE HESSCN.X.EL.OI

C nils SUOROuTI,;;:; EVALUATES THE HESSIAN HATRn FOR Lel?ll\,
C EL CONTAINS T~ OIACONAL TERMS:0~F/DX~.D~F/OV2.0;!F/D12.
C D CONTAINS TIle: OFF 01ACON4L TERMS: 02F/OXDY. D2F/OXOZ.I'2I'/DYOZ.
C THE SECONO IjERlVATlVE: OF THE FUNCTION OIVEN BY:
C F-EXPC'CX1,X2.X31 IS:
C 0:2F/DXIOX;!-F.CCF/DX1.OF/DX2+02F/OX10X2J

EXTERNr\l. FUNr.RO
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41600
41700
41900
41900
42000
42100
42:!00
4-"'300
42400
4:2500
42600
42700
42800
4:2900
43000
43100
43'200
4.3300
43400
43500
43600
43700
43800
43900
'"000
44100
44200
44300
44400
44500
44600
44700
44800
44900
45000
45100
45200
45300
45400
45500
45600
45700
45800
45900
46000
46100
46200
46300
46400
46500
46600
46700
4bSOO
46900
47000
47100
47:200
47300
47400
·,.500
47boo
4noo
47800
47900
48000
48100
48200
48300
48400
48500
48boo
49700
48800
48900
4?000
4'i1100
4'i1~00

49:100
"9400
49500
4'1600
4'noo
4'WOO

c

C

C

c

c

c

DOUOLE PflECISION ·C(3)~·XINI.DItU.ELC31.BC4.:J:»

•• Zl31. A114), CI C41. YVI 10. b). 5(3). CUC 10), CHI 101. D3.F3. El.l. FCC4. 4)
COMMON/OPT/C.D.AI.CI.NV.NC.I.NCI
COMMON/PAR/IP
COMMON/YM/YY.5.CU.CH.FO.IOC
DIMENSION IOCl41
Do 10 K~I.NV

10 ZIKlaO.OOO
DO :!O K-I. NV
ZCKl-XIKI

:!O CONTINUE
IFCIP.LT.21 COTO 30
~RITElb.l0101 CZIKl.K-J.NV)

30 Jal
D2F/DX2
DC.H-O.OOO
DO 40 K~l. NCI
IFIIOCIKI.EO.O) COTO 40
CALL FUNIS.Z.4. I.K.D3)
F3~FCIK. 11.IFCIK.2).*2.03)
DCJl-OIJl+F3.AICK)*CICKI
!FIIP.LT.21 '~TO 40
~RITECb.I0201 D3.F3.DCJI.K.J

40 CONTINUE
DCJI-OIJI ..CUI I)
.,1...1+1
IF UoN. EO. 1 I RETURN
D2F/OY2
DIJ)cO.ODO
DO SO Kal.NCI
IFIIOCIKI.EO.OI COTO 50
CALL FUNIB.I.S. I.K.D:Jl
F3aFCIK.ll.IFOIK.31·.2+D3)
DCJl-OCJI+F3·AlIKl*ClIKI
IFIIP.LT.21 COTO SO
~RITEI6.J0401 D3.F3.0IJl.K.J

50 CONTINUE
DIJlaOIJl.CUII)
IFCIP.LT.:!1 OOTO 60
~RITElb.l0301IDILl.L-l.NV)

60 .,I-J+l
IFCNV.EQ.21 OOTO DO
D~F/OZ2

DCJl-O.OOO . .-
DO 70 K~I.NCI

IFIIOCCKl.EQ.Ol COTO 70
CALL FUNIB.Z.b. I.M.D3)
F3-FOIK.Jl*IFCIK.41*·2+D3)
DIJl-DIJI+F3·AIIKI.clIK)
IFCIP.LT.21 COTO 70
~RITEI6. 10201 D3.F3.DI.,lI.K.J

70 CONTINUE
DIJl-DIJl*CUCU

eo .,1"1
IFINV.EQ. II RETURN

D~F/DXOY

ELIJl-O.OOO
DO 90 K-l.NCl
IFCIOCIKI.EO.OI COTO 90
CALL FUNIB.I.7.J.K.ELll
F3aFOIK.l1·IFCIK.21.FCIK.3)+ELI)
ELCJI-ELIJl+F3·AIIKl.CIIKI
IFCIP.LT.21 COTO 90
~RITElb. 10401 EL1.F3.ELCJI.K.J

90 CONTINUt::
ELCJl-ELCJl*CUll)
.,IaJ+1
IFINV.LT.31 COTO 120

D2F/DXDI
ELIJl-O.OOO
DO 100 K-l.NCl
IFIIOCCKI.EO.O) COTO 100
CALL FUNIO.I.B. I.K.ELII
FJaFOIK.l1.IFCIK.2I e FOIK.41.ELI)
ELIJI-ELIJl.FJoA1IKleCIIK)
IFCIP.LT.21 COTO 100
WRlTECb.10IlOI EL1.FJ.El.IJI.I'.J

100 CONTINUE
ELCJlaELIJI"CUIII
.J-J+I

D:1F/DYDZ
IELI.JI-O.ODO

___D!J__~!U..:l!. NC 1_
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G-1 Continued

4Y900
50000
~IOO

~~OO

~300

~4oo

~500

~600

:K>700
~oaoo

~900

~IOOO

51100
51~00

51300
~14oo

~tSoo

51600
51700
51800
51900
5:2000
:)2100
s;r.oo
52300
~24oo

5~5oo

5:2600
5:2700
52800
~;;:9oo

s:JOOO
5:1100
s:J2oo
S3300
~:J400

53500
s:J6oo
5:1700
53800
53900
54000
54100
54200
54300
54400
54500
54.!1OO
54700
~BOO

5-4900
5Soc.l
55100
55200
5:1300
5:1400
55500
55600
55700
55800
5S9OO
S6000
56100
~oo

5b:!00
'MOO
5.!oSoo
~oo

~700

,56800
50900
57000
57100
57:200
57300
57400
57500
'7600
57700
:H800
'7900
58000
53100

IFCloceKI.EO 01 COfa 110
CALL FUNes.z.". I.M,ELII
F:I-FC(K.II-CFOCK,31-FOeK,41·ELlt
EL(JI~£LIJI+FJ.AleK'.CI(Mt

IFIIP.LT.21 COfO 110
I.IRITEl6, 10401 ELl.F3.ELIJ).K,J

II 0 CONTI~iVE

ELIJ)-EL(J)-CUllt
J-J.I

120 .JI-,;-I
DF(IP.LT.;;:» RETURN
I.IRITEI6.IOSO) J. CEUK).K-I,JU
RETURN

10iO FOilMATlU, S3HZ OF HESS AilE. 3010.4)
1.0;:0 FORMATe/.IX. '03-·.F1S.4.' F3-·.OIS.4.' D(J)-'.F1S.4.' 1'-',13

I J-'. X3)
1030 FORMAT(iX.6H OIL:-.30IS.4~

1040 FORI1AT(/. IX. 'ELl~'.F1S.4.' F3-'.F1S. 4.' EL(J)-'.F15.... ' K-',
• IS.' .J.', 115)

1050 FORMAT(IX, 14H EL TERMS ARE-. 15.3015.4)
END
SUBROUTINE FUNCB.Z.IK.I.K.Fl)

C THIS SUBROUTINE RETURNS THE VALUE OF EITHER THE F~,C1ION on THE
C CRAOIENT OR THE HESSIAN TERM FOR A SIPICLE FUNCTION- I·va. OR ANY
C EMISSION.
C S- INCLUDES POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR SET POINT I.
~ •. 11.-: INOJ.CATES WHICH TYPE OF FUNCTION IS DESiRED
C 'I-FUEL. 2-1-IC. 3-CO. 4-NO.
C z- VECTOR OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.
C 111.- SELECTS 7HE DESIRED EXPRESSION:
e 1- DF/OX
C 2- DF/OV
C 3- OF/OZ
C 4- D;;:F/DX2
e 5- D2F/DV2
e 6- 02F/DZ2
e 7- 02F/DXDY
C e- D2F/OXDZ
c 9- D:2F?DVDZ
C 10- F -
C; Fl- THE RETURNED VAlUE.

COUDLE PRECISION 2(4.3S).ZC3).FI.Zl.ZI2.Z13.Z14.Z2,l22,Z23.Z24.
, Z3. Z32. 233. Z34

COM/iON/PAR/IP
C SELECT BETWEEN A REClA.ARC';-"U AND LACRA~lCE(J~2) POL\7QHIAL

:; J-l
!F(I.EO.2.ANO.K. EO.4) ..1-:2
ifli.EO.4.ANO.K.EQ.2) J-;Z
iFCi.EQ.8.ANO.K. EO. 2) J~2

iFC!.EO.B.ANO.K.EQ.4) ~2
IF(!.EO. 10. AND. K. EO. 2) J~2

iFCIK.NE.I0) OOTO 30
:u-zc t)
Z200Z(:;l!)
Z::;"Z(3)
HFCJ.EQ.2) COTO 10
ZI2.. 1.S00*Z(I)**2-.S00
Z13-2.500*Z(~)**3-1.5DO-ZCl)

Z14=4.375*ZII)**4-3. 7S00.ZCl)**2~.37SDO
Z2~I.SCO*Z(2)**2-.500

Z23=2.500*Z(2)**3-1.5DO*ZI2)
124=4. 37S-Z(2).-4-3. 7S00*Z(2)*.2~.37500
232=1. 5OO*Z(3)*.2-. SOO
Z33-2.S00*Z(3)**3-1.500·Z13)
Z34-4. 37S*Z(3)**4-3. 7S00-Z(3)*.2+.375DO
OOTO 20

10 ZI2-ZI**2
ZI3-Z1**3 •
Z14-Z1**4
Z22-Z;Z**2

'123-Z:2**3
Z24-Z2-4
%32"Z3n;z
233-Z3....3
Z34-Z3*.4
IFCIP.LT.3) COTO 4
~RiTEC6.300)(Z(IZ).li-I.3t

4 IF(IP.LT.2~ COTO 20
t1RITE(6.320J II.

=0 FI-BIK. 1)+BIK.2)DZl+DIK.3)*Z~8CK.4)*Z3.BCK.5)*ZlmZ~~
,BCK.6)-ZI*Z3+6IK.7)-Z;;:-Z3.DCK.B)*Z12.SCK.?)_Z:22.SIK,lO).Z~
.+S(K.11)*ZI3+PIK.l:!)DZ::!:I.OCK.I:J1_Z33+BCK. 141-Zl2*1~.
,8IK,lS)*ZI:2~Z3.~(K.16)-122-11.DIK,J7)_Z22_Z3.DIK.la).13~.ZI.

'..:;...--
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G-l Continued

se~oo .DIK. 191_Z32.Z~+DIK.~01.ZI_Z~_Z3'8IK.~I).ZI4'D~K.2~I·Z~4.
~oo .BIK.~31.Z34+DIK.~41_Z13'Z2+BIK.~51_ZI3-Z3+DCK.26).Z23-ZI.

58400 .BIK.27).Z~3-Z3'DCK.2aloZ33.ZI+DIK.291-Z33+Z2'DCK.~JI.212.222+

58500 .BIK.31).ZI2-Z3~'DIK.3~I-Zl~-Z2.Z3-0CK.33).Z2~-Z32+

58600 .BCK.341+Z~2·Z1·Z3·DIK.35)·Z320ZI+Z2

58700 IFII?LT.31 RETURN
58800 ~RITEC6.330) Fl
58900 RETURN
59000 30 IFIJ.EQ.2) COTO 40
59100 COTOI50. 60. 70. 00. '10.100. 110. 1~0. 130) IK
!>9~00 40 COTOI140. ISO. 160.170.100. 190. 200.:Z10. 220) IK
~9Joo C SELECT THE LACR~NC~ EXPRESSION
59400 C OF/OX
59500 50 F 1-(1)(1'.. 21+3, OOOoZI I ).IDCK. OloDIK. 14)+H2)+OIK. 15)·
591>00 Al 131+0 II'.. 301 oIl. ::'OOoZI~I"2-0.51 -0 IK. 311- C1. 500~Z' 3) • ..;:0-0. SOO
~7CO 0)+DIK.32).ZI2).Z(311+ZI~I-IDIK.::'1001~.2010lCJI'OC~.~~I.C1.500
59800 C.2(1)"~-1.:1001+00'.. ::151011 51>0_ZI:)10 02-.5liOII_
&9"i'OO OZ 131.ID II'.. #,) '1111". ~51011 SOO'ZIII ••~-l. 5001+011'..3,,)·11. SilO"
60000 I:ZC21 ••;'-. ;;.Onl) +;} II'.. 111017. j\)O'ZIII ... ;l-1. 5)"011'.. 1'-)011. :'1l(l.Zl2'._
00100 F••2-. 5DOI+9 IK. 10 10 I I. 5-ZI:)) ••2-. :lloB 11'..211.11. 750\": 111-.:1-
~oo 07 500-ZIIII+BIK. 261-12. 5 o ZI21++::I-1. 500-Z(2) I+B(I~,.;;;;al.

60Joo HI:2. 500-Z131+ 03-1, 5+11J))1
60400 RETURN
60500 C OF/OV
60000 00 FI-IDIK. 3)+3. ODO.ZI2I.IBIK. 9I+BIK. 10).ZC 1 )+BIK. 17)"Z(31
60700 A+BIK. 301*11. 5000ZIII":2-. 5DOI+IlIK. 331*1 1. 5000Z131·.;>-o. :'001+
60800 8B IK. 34).Z 111+Z 1311+Z 111+1 BIK. 51"B 11'..201- 17. 50Z (2) ....2-1. :'\)01+
60900 CB CK. 35).C \. 5000 Z13 )--2-. 5001 )+Z (31-1 B11'..7 )+0 II'.. :20) " (J ) •
61000 OBIK.271-(7.5OOoZI:2)-02-1.5DOI.(I. 500-ZIII*.2-. SOOI.O(K.32)I+
61100 E8IK.l:2).(7. 5OO-Z121-.2-1. 500I+BIK.14)+(1. SOOoZ(I) ••:;>-. ~ll(»)+

61200 FBII'... 19)-CI.S.Z(JI+.2-.~001+B(K.:221-lt.750I.Z12)o.3-).~00.Z1:2»)+
61300 08 IK. 24) _ 12. 500"Z I I) ++3-1. 5000Z (I) ).8 11'..29). (2. 500" Z (3)*.3-1. :100
01400 H.Z(31))
61500 RETURN
61600 c OF/OZ
61700 70 Fl-IBIK. 4)+3. 0000Z(3).IBCK. 10)+BIK. 18)-ZC 1hDIK. 19)*ZC~)
61800 A+a 11'..31) -II. SOO. Z< 11-.2-. 500).B 11'..33) 0 11. 500.Z (21".:;>-. 5lJO) 1+
61900 BZllloIBIK.61+0IK.20I.Z121-BIK.281+17. 500-Z(3Io.2-1. 500).
62000 • BIK. 34)-1 1. 5000Z 121":;:-.5001+3. 00000CK.35)-ZI21-113) 1
62100 C+Z(2).18IK. 7)+811'.. 29).17. 500.Z(3)**2-1. 500)+
t>:!200 DB II'.. 32).11. 50Z I 1) +*2-.500) I +B II'.. 131 .. (7. S-Z (3) ••2-1. 5 I I-

62300 EBIK. 15hl I. 5"Z11 )-.2-. S)+DIK. 171*( 1. SOO*Zl2 I *_2-. 500)+
t>:!4oo FBIK.23).CI.7501-Z13)_03-7. 500-Z131I+BIK.2S).12. 500.lCll-"J-l.500
62500 O-ZIII)+BIK.27Io12.S000ZC21*.3-1.500-ZC2)1)
t>:!6oo RETURN
t>:!7oo C 02F/OX2
62800 eo FI-CI5.000-Z(1)"10IK. 11)+3.500-BIK.211*ZII)+O(K.2~)
t>:!900 •• ZC2I+BCK.25)*ZI31)+3.0000Z121_IBIK.14)+1.500.B(K.3~)*Z(2)+
63000 .BlK.32)_ZI3»+3.000*ZI3I.IIlIK. IS)+1.500*0IK.31).Z(3»+
63100 .1.500-12.000.8IK.81-5.000.BI~.21)-aIK.30)-BIK.31)1)

63'200 RETURN
63300 C 02F/OV2
6340Q 90 FI-CIS.ODO-Z(2)*IOIK.I:2)+3.S00+BCK.22)-ZC2)+B(K.26)
63500 .*ZI1I+B(K.27).ZI3»+3.000*ZI3).10IK. 17I+1.S00*BIK,~)"Z(3)+
6.3600 • B (I'.. 34)-Z( II )+3. oooeZC II-IDCK. 101+1. 500-0CK. 30)-ZI I}) I-

63700 .1.500*(2.000+8IK.9)-5.000*8IK.22)-8CK.30)-BCK.33)).
63800 RETURN
63900 C D2F/OZ:2
64000 100 FI-CI5.0DO.Z(3)+IBIK.13)+3.S00-BIK.23I.Z13)+BIK.2a)~

64100 • Z C1 )+B II'.. 291*Z (2) 1+3. OOO.Z( 11* 18 II'.. 18 )+1. 500.B (1'..31).2 (1)'"
64200 • 8 II'.. 3SI_Z(2) )+3. oooeZ (:21- I BII'.. 191+ I. 500-8 II'.. 331-Z(2») I-
64300 • 1. 500-12. 000'8IK. 101-5.0.BIK.23)-8(K.31)-BIK.33)11
b4400 RETURN

· b4SCQ C 02F IOXOY
64000 110 FI~C3.000..Z(11.CBlK.14)+2.500.BCK.24)-Z(II+
647~ .3.0oo*BIK.301-Z(2)+BIK.32).ZI31)+3.000.ZC2).IOCK.16}.,.

· 64800 .2.5OO*BIK.26)'ZI2)+BIK.341-Z13)I+ZI3)-IBCK.20)+I.~~J.8IK.3S)*Z(31)
: 64900 .+IDIK.51-1.S000BIK.24)-I.S00-DIK.261-.500*BIK.3511)
: o~ RETURN
.'. 6~100 C 02F/DXDZ
,,65200 120 Fl-13.000.Z(I)-CBIK. 151+:2. 500-BIK. 25)-ZC!)+3. 000-
~ b5300 -.BCK.31)*ZI3)+OIK.32)*ZC21)+ZC2)+18IK.20I+1.5DO.OIK.34).ZC21
. 65400 .+3.000.8CK.351*Z(3»)+3.000*ZI3).18(K. 18)+2.SDO.Bc~.~a).Z(31)+
:::-65~ - - ·-."c.-nu,. 6)-1. 5DO+B IK. 251-1.500+8(1'.. :28)-.5*8 II'.. 34) I)
."~ - RET\JRN .
•_loS'100 C D2F/DYOZ "

·6~~30 Fi-CZll).IDIK.20)+I.~OO+BIK.32I.ZC1)+3.0DO-BCK.341-1(~)
! 6~ .+3.0DO-8IK.3:1).ZC3))+~ODO.ZI21"IBIK.!7)+2.500-BC~.~7).Z(~).3.000
;'.- 66000 -. -BCK. 331.Z(3) H::t. 000-ZI31*1:2. 5OO-8IK. 29)-ZC3)+BCI\.. 19)+.
,'66100 .C8IK.7)-1.500"0IK.:271-1.5000BIK.29)-.500-BIK.32)1
- 6b2OO ..' .., RETURN ...
·,-~.66300 c.. SELECT THE EXPRESSION B"'5£D ON REGULAR POLYNOl1IALS . '0 .. -- "_.

, • bb400 140 F I-BUC.. 21+2. ODO...!.!..!.1 ).!..IB 11'..8) +1. 500*0 IKo.l t) -1; !..lliB!~•..!".!~1 C'2)+
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G-l Continued

oo..vu
b6bOO
66700
66800
66900
67000
67100
6'nOO
67300
67400
67500
67600
67700
67800
67900
bBOOO
68100
~

68:JCO
68400
68500
69600
68700
68800
68900
69000
69100
6'7.200
6cr.l00
69400
69500
69600
69700
69900
69'900
ooסס7

70100
7O-"'()O
70:100
70400
70500
70600
70700
70aoo
70900
71000
71100
71200
7t300
71400
71~

71000
71700
71800
71900
7:2000
7:2100
72200
72300
72400
n500
72600
7:2700
12800
72'?00
nooo
7:)100
~oo

7'3300
7:i400
73'00
73hOO
7:1700
7:3800
7~00

74000
74100
74200
74300
74400

• BII'.. lSI. ZI3 1+:l. 000..9 I K. 211.£1\ u ..;Z+ I. ~DO";SIK.24'j.[{i I ..Z1:.01+
• I. Soo*8IK.251"4111"ZI31+8IK.30).ZI:i!I ••2+SIK.311*ZI31*.2 ..
.9IK.321*ZI2I.Z1311+Z121*IS(K.5I+8IK. 16I.ZI:i!I.8IK.2JI.ZI31+
.9IK.261*ZI21*..2+8IK.341"Z12I·Z13I+9IK.35I.Z131*"2)+
.1(31.18111.. bl+9IK. 181*ZI31+8IK. 281"ZI31**21

RETURN .
C DF/DY

150 FI-9IK.3I+2.000*ZI21"IBIK.91+1. SOO*BIK.121*ZI2I+8 f K.161"ZC11+
.8111.. 1710Z131+2.000..8IK.221*Z(2)".2+1. SOO"9IK.261"ZCll.ZI~I+
• 1. 5OO"B II'.. :271 .. ZC :2lltZ 131 +B 111..30) ltZ II 1....2+8 III.. 3:))*Z 131**2+
.BIK.341-ZIII-ZIJ)I+ZI3)-IBIK.7)+BIK.19I lt Z(3)+BIK.=v;*Zlll+
.9IK.:29I·Z13I.-2+8IK.32)-ZI1I·"2+9111..35I·Z(II-Z(3)1+
• ZII ).1801.. S)+B 111..14 )-Z( I I+BIII.. :241-Z I 1 I**;u

RETURN
C DF/OZ

160 FI-BIK. 41+2. ODO-Z(3)"IBIK. iOI+1. 500*BIK. lJhZ(3)+Blh..181*HU+
.8 III.. 191-Z 121+:2.000.. 0 IK.23)"Z IJI "2+.. 500"B 111..281 *;;:C 1 hZ 131+
.1.5oo.BIK.:291-Z121-ZIJ)+BIK.31I.Zllllt-2+9IK.331*ZI21-*:2
• +BIK. 35)-ZI 1I-Z(2) )"ZI I ).1911'..61+8 III.. 1S1-Z1 11+
.9IK.201*Z(2)+OlK.:251-ZI1I ••2+8IK.32I.ZI11*ZI21+B(K.34)ltZ(:2I*.2
• I+ZI21-10IK. 71+0 II'.. 171 .. ZI:2)+BIK. 271-Z121*.21

RETURN
C 0:2F/OX2

170 Fl-:2.000.8IK.8I+b.ODO.Zlll.IBIK. 11)+2.000.8IK.21I lt Z(II+
.8IK.:241-Z12I+0IK.251-ZIJII+2.000-Z121-18IK. 141+D(~.JOI*ZC21
.+9IK.321*ZI31I+2.0oo"ZIJI .. IBIK.151+D(K.31)-ZI3'1

RETURN
C 02F/OY:i!

180 FI-2. 000.8 111..91 +6. OOo.z (2)"1 8 I K. 121 +2.000*811(.221" Z(2)+
.8(K.261-Z«()+DIK.:27I.Z13)1+:2.000.Z131-18IK. 171+01V..331 .. Z131
• +8 IK. 341.Z I111 +:2. ooo.z I II .18 II'.. Ibl+8 0(.30 I -Z 1111

RETURN
C 0:2F/012

190 F 1-2.000.8 III.. 101 +b. ooo-z (3) .10 IK. 131+2. 000.9 III.. :2JI*Z (3) ~

.8 CK. 2BI*Z 111+811'.. 291.Z (2) 1+2. OOO"Z II) .10 II'.. 101+0 IV.. 311 ",xe I ~

• +8IK.3~I-ZI:;IlI+2. 000.Z(2) .CDCK. 191+DIII.. 331-2(211
RETURN

C D:2F/DXOY .
200 FI-8IK.SI+2.000.zel)·19IK.141+1. 5DO"8(K.24).ZIII+2.000.D(K.30)

• - Z121 +0 (K. 3;! I*H:J II+Z 12 1- I2. 000.0 I K. 16 I +3. 000.& I.... 2.!.I.Z C;ol+
.~.OOO.BCK.341-Z1311·Z13I.19IK.;!oI+8IK.351~Z(3)1

RETUFIN
C D2F/OXOZ

210 FI-OIK.61+2.000·ZCII.19IK. 151+1. SDo ..eIK.2SI"ZCII+2. 000-0111..31)
.~ZI31+0IK.:J21"Z(21)+ZI31-12.000.0IK.lal+3.000..9IK.:a).Z(3)+
.2.000.0IK.3SI.Z(211+Z(2I.18IK.20I+9IK.341.ze2)

RETURN·
C D2F/OVOZ

220 FI~8IK.71+2.000-ZC~)lt(0IK.171+1.500lt8CK.27I.ZC2I+2.000"OCK.33)
.-Z(31+9CK.34)-Z(III+ZI3I.12.000-9IK. 191+3.0DO.BIK.~9I.ZC31+
.2.0DO.OIK.351-Z(II)+ZIII·IBII'..~)+BIK.321_Z'1)1

RETURN
300 FO~MATelx.3014.61

~20 FORHATe U. IS)
330 FORMATe IX. 10H F OF Fu~.DIO.41

END
SUOROUTINE EXICR.K.Fl)

C THIS SUOROUTINE RETURNS THE SAME VALUE FOR K-l
C AND THE EXPONENTIAL VALUE FOR ANY OTHER K.

DOUBLE PRECISION CR.FI .;-i
FI-CR
IFIll.. NE. 11 FI-DEXPICR)
RETURN
END
BLOCK DATA

C THIS SUOROUTINE INITIALIZES SEVARAL MATRICES:
C VY- JNOEPENOENT VARJABLES R~~CE.

C s- INDEPENDENT VARJBLES NORMALIZINO FACTOR.
C CU. CH- UROAN AND HIC~AV FACTORS TO SIMULATE THE ~A CYC~

COMMON/YM/VV.S.CU.CH.FC.IOC
DOUBLE PRECISION VV(10.61.SI31.CUCIOI.CHC101.FC(4.4)
DATA VV/I. 2501. 1. 2801. L 2501. 2.1. 2401. I. 301. 1.27»1.1. 3DI.

11'1.2:101. I. 101.7.1. BSDI. 2"1. 801. I. 5501.2"1. 001. 2-1.l'i01. 1. BDl. 1. 001
8.2. 101.2.401.2ltl.001.2"4. 201.3. 901.3.4. 501.3. 801••• 2D1.4.5Dl.

:. C3.001. 10lt0. 000.9-7.000. 4. 500.0.000/
DATA 8/1.501.4.001.7.0001
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84. BDl. 1.001/

END
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Figure G-3
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Appendix H

ELECTRONIC SCHEMATICS OF THE PRESSURE DETECTION CIRCUITS
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Appendix I

SPARK ADVANCE MEASURDIENT AND CONTROL

1. Introduction

The spark timing computer system is designed to collect spark

advance data and to control spark advance on a multicylinder engine.

The system may be expanded for collection of peak cylinder pressure

timing d~ta and for feedback control of spark advance. Spark advance

calculation and data collection is performed by timing from a reference

point in the engine cycle to detection of the spark event, and then

comparing this time to a reference time which is the time required for

half of an engine revolution. The ratio of the two times is used to

determine the point in the engine cycle where the spark event occurred.

Similarly, spark advance control is implemented by timing half of an

engine revolution, calculating the time required to trigger the spark

at a desired point in the engine cycle, then timing from an engine

reference point until time to trigger the spark. A detailed descrip-

tion of the spark timing algori thros is given in the "Software" section. 3.

Figure I-I is an overall schematic of the hardware used

to implement the spark timing system. Engine cycle reference is generated

by an optical switch which is used to detect the passage of slots machined

in the crankshaft pulley at 60
0

BTDC and 120
0

ATDC. The signal from the

optical switch is amplified and transmitted to the computer. The spark

discharge in the #lcylinder is detected by an inductive pickoff and a

digital pulse is transmitted to the computer. The spark trigger for

the electronic ignition is switch selectable from either the distributer

or from the computer. The isolation electronics are used to electrically

isolate the engine electrical system from the computer electronics by

means of optically coupled isolators. The spark timing computer elec

tronics are on three cards dedicated to engine interface and interrupt

generation, CPU and memory functions, and interfacing with a NOVA-3

computer which is used for data collection and engine test stand control.

A detailed description of this hardware follows.
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2. Hardware

The following description deals with design considerations and

intended use of the hardward features.

Engine cycle reference is provided by an optical switch which
o

senses the passage of slots machined in the crankshaft pulley at 60 BTDC

and 120
0

ATTIC. Figure 1-2 is an electrical schematic of the optical

switch and buffer. This circuit provides a low logic level pulse to

the spark timing computer when a slot on the crankshaft pulley passes

through the optical switch.

An inductive spark pickoff is used to detect discharge of the #1

cylinder spark plug. Figure 1-3 is an electrical schematic of the

spark detection circuitry. This circuit provides a low logic level

pUlse to the spark timing computer when the #1 cylinder spark plug

discharges. A Fairchild 820B optically coupled isolator is used to

minimize electrical noise transmission from the spark detection circuit

to the computer electronics.

The spark trigger source for the electronic ignition module is

switch selectable from either the distributor for conventional spark

timing control or from the computer. The spark trigger from the computer

is transmitted through an optically coupled isolator for isolation of

the computer electronics from the engine electrical system. Figure 1-3

contains the electrical schematic of the isolation circuitry for the

spark trigger.

The spark timing control computer consists of a Z80 central pro

cessing unit with lK bytes of erasable programmable read-only memory

and 256 bytes of static read-write memory. Figure 1-4 is an electrical

schematic of the computer. The data bus has been split into two buses:

an internal, unbuffered data bus provides communications between the

CPU and the memory chips, and a buffered, external data bus provides

noise immunity and fan-out capability for communication with all input/

output devices. Input and output nddres~ decoding is provided by BCD

decudillg chips. The II{ EPHOM occupies memory locations 0000-03FFl6 and
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the 256 byte ~1 occupies locations 400-4FF
I6

• Circuitry for a 2.5 MHz

crystal controlled clock is also provided.

Signal conditioning electronics for noise immunity and for timing

compatibility are provided on the engine-computer interface card shown

schemati~ally on Fig. 1-5. Both timing mark and spark detection pulses

are filtered then buffered by a schmidt trigger inverter to minimize

effects of noise pickup in the signal lines from the engine. In

order to provide timing compatibility with the computer, the negative

going edges of these signals are used to clock edge triggered flip-flops.

The outputs of the flip-flops are wire-or 'ed (negative logic) to the

computer interrupt circuitry and they appear as data bits at input

port #6: bit 0 is low for a timing mark intorrupt and bit 1 is low for

a spark detection interrupt. Input port 6 is a quad 2 to 1 multiplexor

with tri-state output which will allow eventual .expansion to two 4-bit

input ports. The flip-flops are reset by the computer strobing output

port 3. This circuitry is intended to provide for the following

response to detection of" either spark or a timing mark:

1) the flip-flop will be set, thus generating an interrupt request;

2) the computer interrupt service routine w~ll read input port 6

to determine which event is generating the interrupt;

3) the computer will strobe output port 6 to reset the flip-flops

and remove the interrupt request.

Circuitry is also provided on this card for transmitting a spark ignition

trigger. A 5~sec pulse is required to turn on the LED in the optically

coupled isolator in the spark triggering circuitry; therefore a one-shot

is used to provide a pUlse of sufficient duration in response to a computer

instruction to output to port 2.

Primary data collection and engine test stand control are provided

by a NOVA-3 minicomputer which communicates with the spark timing computer

through the interface circuitry shown in Fig. 1-6. ~velve bits of data

are transmitted from the NOVA to the spark timing computer so two 8 bit

input ports are dedicated to reception of commands from the NOVA. Input

port 2 receives the 8 least significant bits of data from the NOVA and

input port 3 receives the next four significant bits of data in its four

1-7
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least significant bits. Figure 1-7 is a schematic representation of

the data transfer between the KOVA and the spark timing computer. The

four most significant bits in the KOVA data "ord are used for control

internal to the NOVA; therefore they are not transmitted to the spark

timing computer. KOVA data is multiplexed from the KOVA data bus to

various digital output ports. When the output port to the spark timing

computer is selected, the channel busy signal goes high.

I I I I I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 I 13 1 14 1 15 I

~~~ELBUSY , , ,r" , r , , 'f , , , ,
I 7 I 6 I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2111011716151413121 1 1 0 I

LSB

lSBINPORT #2LSB MSBINPORT #3

MSB
NOVA

OUTPUT

SPARK TIMING
COMPUTER
INPUT MSB

DATA TRA.T\l"SFER TO SPARK TIMING COMPUTER

I 7 I 6 1514131211 I 0 117 I 6 I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 01

, , , ,If It , ,It 1 ,r" ,It 'If It 1 ,
~

I 011 1213141516 I 7 I 8 I 9 110 I 11 I 12 113 I 14 I 15 I

SPARK TIMING MSD
COMPUTER

OUTPUT

NOVA
INPUT

OUTPORT #1 lBB tlISB OUTPORT #0 lSB

LSB

DATA TRAKSFER TO NOVA

NOTE: KOVA data bits are numbered
15 = least significant bit.
are numbered from 0 = least
ficant bit.

from 0 = most significant bit to
Spark timing computer data bits

significant bit to 7 = most signi-

Fig. 1-7 Data Transfer between NOVA and spark timing
computer.
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This line is input as data bit 7 of input port #4 of the spark timing

computer; therefore it may be used in the spark timing computer software

to insure that the NOVA is not outputting new data while the spark timing

computer is reading data, a situation which could result in the spark

timing computer receiving a split data word.

Input ports 2 and 3 are implemented with two quad 2 to 1 multiplexors

with tri-state output. The mUltiplexor chips are enabled when the

MXI~ line goes low. !IlXI~ is a nega ti ve logic wire or of IN2 and IN3

signals (see Fig. 1-4). The mUltiplexor channel is selected by address

line AO which is low when input port 2 is selected and high when input

port 3 is selected.

Sixteen bits of data are transmitted to the NOVA from two spark

timing computer output ports. Output port 0 transmits 8 bits of data

to the 8 least significant bits of the NOVA 16-bit input port, and

output port 1 transmits the eight most significant bits of data to the

KOVA (see Fig. 1-7). These two output ports are implemented with

8212 tri-state buffers. The output port #1 strobe is also used to

activate a time delayed pUlse to the NOVA which is used to strobe 16 bits

of data into the NOVA data receiving hardware. The transmission of

data from the spark timing computer to the NOVA is expected to follow this

sequence:

1) the eight least significant bits of data are output to output

port 0;

2) the eight most significant bits of data are output to output

port 1;

3) a two millisecond delay ensures that the 16 bits of output data

will stabilize on the transmission lines from the spark timing

computer to the NOVA;

4) the ten millisecond pulse is used by NOVA hardware to latch

sixteen bits of stable data.

Also note that the "channel busy" signal is high when the NOVA is

reading data from the spark timing computer; so spark timing computer

software may monitor this signal to ensure that the NOVA is getting

good data; however, the hardware interface between the two computers

1-11



should ensure that the NOVA never receives a split data word.

The 12 least significant bits of data which are transmitted to the

NOVA are also displayed on the front panel of the operator console

which houses the spark timing computer. Figure I-SA is an electrical

schematic of the wiring for the three BCD, LED displays.

Figure I-8Bis an electrical schematic of the switches mounted

on the front panel of the operator console for local control of the

spark timing computer. The R~-RESET switch grounds the RESET line of

the Z-80 CPU, thus initializing the computer so that the program may

start when the switch is set to the RUX position. The COMPUTER-DDCAL

ENTER switch is monitored by spark timing computer input port 4. When

bits 0 and 1 of input port 4 are high, the switch is in the LOCAL

position, when bit 1 is low, the switch is in the E~TEn position and

when bit 0 is low the switch is in the COMPUTER position. Two hexa

decimal switch assemblies are mounted on the operator console for local

operator input to the spark timing computer. These switches are

monitored as input port 0 and input port 1. The diodes prevent the

shorting together of the data bus lines through the switch '~ommon."

Note that the input from these switches is negative logic; therefore

computer software should l's complement data from input ports 0 and 1.

Figure 1-9 3ummarizes spark timing computer I/O port assignments.

Fig. I-lOA is an electrical schematic of rack wiring for the TEST

E~GINE CONSOLE which houses the spark timing computer in card slots

3,4 and 5. Fig". I-lOB shows the physical layout of cards 3,4 and 5

which contain the spark timing computer CPU, NOVA interface and engine

interface electronics.
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INPUT PORTS

0 "INPUT 0" hex switch

1 "INPUT 1" hex switch

2 NOVA to spark timing computer
least significant 8 bits

3 NOVA to spark timing computer
most significant 4 bits

4 Console COMPUTER-LOCAL-ENTER switch

6 Interrupt flag word

OUTPUT PORTS

0 Spark timing computer to NOVA
and operator console display
least significant 8 bits

1 Spark timing computer to NOVA
most significant 8 bits and
operator console display most
signi ficant four bits

2 Spark trigger

3 Interrupt flip-flops reset

Fig. 1-9 Spark Timing Computer I/O Port Assignments
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3. Software

a. Outline

The software is organized as two interrupt driven programs:

one program collects spark timing data when spark advance is controlled

by the distributor; while the other program controls the spark timing

to give a desired spark advance for engine mapping. The interrupts are

generated by the crank angle reference optical pickoff at 600 BTDC and

1200 ATDC and by spark discharge on the #1 cylinder. One of these two

programs is selected during software initialization.

Both programs work on the basis of correspondence between time

and engtne cycle position at constant or slowly changing engine speeds

as illustrated in Fig. I-II. In this figure it can be seen that the

ratio of time-to-go 400 to time-to-go 1800 is equal to the ratio of
o o. 0 040 to 180 ; ~.e., 1.3 msec/6msec = 40 1180 = .222. In the software

provided with the spark timing computer, counters arc used as timers.

An LDIR instruction is used for counting which gives a count or "tick"

of 21 T-states of the Z80 CPU; sO a tick is 8.4 microseconds with the

2.5 megahertz clock. At 5000 R~~ a tick corresponds to .25 degrees of

crankshaft rotation.

TDlING
MARK

TIMING
MARK

200 BTDC 1200 ATDC
ENGINE CYCLE POSITION

llt
l

= time-to-go 40°

llt2 = time-to-go 1800

Correspondence between time and engine cycle position at
5000 RPM.

llt2 = 6msec ..
~ -
- 180

0
~

~

f-ll t l =1. 3ms-
SPARK
DISCHARGE

~40o
.....,.

Fig. 1-11
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The following abbreviations are used for the various timers:

CTOSPK = counts from 60
0

BTDC to #1 cylinder spark discharge;

CY1SPT = counts from 60
0

BTDC to spark trigger command for

spark timing control;

CSPTRF = counts from spark discharge to 120
0

ATDC reference;

Cl80 = counts for 180
0

crankshaft rotation from 60
0

BTDC

to 120
0

ATDC.

When the computer is used for acquisition of spark timing data,

the following sequence is used for calculation of" spark timing:

1) the time from the 60
0

BTDC timing mark to the detection of

the spark discharge (CTOSPK) is stored;

2) the time from spark discharge to the 120
0

ATDC timing mark

(CSPTRF) is added to CTOSPK to give the time for 180
0

of

crankshaft rotation (CI80);

3) spark advance (SA) is calculated using the equation:

SA = 60
0

- 180
0

*(CTOSPK/C180) (I-I)

When the spark timing compnter is used for control of spark

advance, the software produces the following sequence:

1) the desired spark advance is input either through the

console switches or from the digital input port from the NOVA;

2) A spark timing ratio (CY1SPR) is calculated from the desired

spark advance (DESSA):

CY1SPR = (60
0

-DESSA)/180
o

(1-2)

3) The time for 180
0

of crankshaft rotation is measured; then

the spark timing ratio is used to calculate the number of timer

ticks (CY1SPT) which is required to give the desired spark

advances:

CY1SPT = CY1SPR*Cl80

1-19
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4) When the 600 BTDC interrupt occurs, the timer is decremented

to a at which time the spark trigger command is output. The
o

60 BTDC timing mark is used for timing the #1 and #4 cylinders.

The #2 and #3 cylinders are timed by starting the timer at

l20 0 ATDC which is also 60
o

BBDC. Distribution of the spark is

determined by distributor rotor position.

Initialization Software

Figure 1-12 is a block diagram of the initialization software. After

the stack register is initialized, the hexadecimal switches (LEFTSW) on

the console front panel arc input. If the operator has entered "FF,"

then the computer will run the spark advance data collection program.

This program is selected by storing the address of the interrupt

service routine for the data collection program into index register IY.

All interrupts are serviced with a jump indirect through index register

IY.

Similarly, if the operator has entered any nu.rnber except "FF" into

the sWitches, the spark advance control program is selected by storing

the address of the interrupt service routine for spark timing control

into index register IY. In order to change from data collection to

control or vice versa, the software must be reinitialized.

For spark advance control, the number entered by the operator is used

by the software as the desired spark advance (DES.SA) for calculation of

the spark ratio (SPKRAT) for initial engine timing. Initialization for

spark timing control is completed by the interrupt driven routine which

is block diagraruned in Fig. 1-13. This routine times for half of a

crankshaft rotation to get a value for CISO, then calculates initial

values for the counts required to give the desired spark advance

(CYISPT, etc.). Control is then passed to the spark timing control

interrupt servicing software by setting register pair IY equal to RSPCON.
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,
•

RINIT

YES

SKPI

IV = RSPCAL FOR

SPARK TIMING DATA
ACQUISITIO:i

Fig. 1-12
Initialization Software
Block Diagram

INITIALIZE
STACK POINTER

INPtrf CONSOLE
SWITCHES (LEFTSW)

DISPLAY DESIRED SPARK

ADVA.~CE O~ CONSOLE

FRONT PA.'i"EL

(SUBROUTIXE OUTSA)

r
CAlCUlATE SPARK AD..'ANCE'

RATIO, CYISPR

(SUBROUTH,E SPKRAT)

T
IV RCONIN

FOR SPARK ADVA,.'lCE

CO~TROL

INTERRUPT MODE = 1

CnPTR '" 0

SPKACC = 0

AVECTR = 8

RESET INTERRUPT FF' s
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Fig. 1-13 SPARK COXTROLLER INITIALIZATION

RCONIN

SAVE ~~CHINE STATE &
RESET INTERRUPT FF's

.. t JBCNTI

IY = RCNIN2

RESET COUNTERS

BEGIN COUNTING & WAIT

WAIT FOR INTERRUPT

!'---'. SECOND TIMING
'I' MARK INTERRUPr

RCN I~_2__~. ----:

~SET INTERRUPT FF'S~
-]

I

I

I Yl.-- ~

IY = RSPCO~

CYISPr = CYlSPR * CISO
CY2SPT = CYlSPR * CIBO
CY3SPT = CYlSPR * CISO
CY4SPr = CYlSPR * ClBO

RESTORE 1~CHINE STATE
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b. Spark Timing Control Software

Figure 1-14 is a block diagram of the spark timing control interrupt

service software. When the interrupt is generated by a timing mark, the

computer counts down the spark advance timer to zero, at which time the

spark trigger is output. A spark advance timer is maintained for each

cylinder (CYlSPT, CY2SPT, etc.) to facilitate the implementation of

spark advance control for individual cylinders; although this feature

has not been implemented in the current software. Additionally a cylinder

pointer (CYLPTR) is maintained by the software. This pointer is initial

ized to 1 by detection of the #1 cylinder spark plug discharge. The

pointer is incremented each time a timing mark interrupt occurs; so the

pointer may be used by the software to keep track of the spark timers

for individual cylinders. Additionally this pointer may be used to

relate peak cylinder pressure timing data to individual cylinders.

After the spark is triggered, the machine 'state is restored except

for register pair BC which is set equal to one. If an LDIR counting

loop has been interrupted by the timing mark detection, then setting BC

equal to one will pop the program out of the counting loop upon the

return from the interrupt.

If the #1 cylinder spark plug discharges (distribution of the spark

is determined by the distributor rotor position) then a spark discharge

interrupt will be generated. The cylinder pointer is reset to one, and

an LDIR counting loop is started. The LDIR counting loop is interrupted

by the next timing mark interrupt, at which time register pair HL will

contain the counts from spark output to the timing mark (CSPTRF). After

outputting the spark trigger to the next cylinder, the timing mark

interrupt routine pops the spark routine out of the LDIR timing loop
.. 15by 10ad1ng register pa1r BC = 1. If the timer count is greater than 2 ,

then the initialization routine is repeated. This provides a recovery

capability should engine speed drop below 100 RPM. If there is no timer

overflow, spark timing counts for each cylinder are calculated. Finally

desired spark advance is input, spark ratio for the next cycle is cal

culated, the machine state is restored and a return from interrupt sub

routine is implemented.
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AD~·AlICE 011 CONSOLE FRONT

PAlIF.L

Y

I'OICOlI

UFDATB CYLINDER POINTER

LOAD SPARK TillER.

G!:1' PES IRED SPARK ADVANC

(PES. SAl FIlOM CONSOLE

SWITClIES

PISPIAY DES. SA ON

COllSOU: FIlOIIT PA.'lEL

Fig. 1-14

SPARK CONTROLLER PROGRAM
IXIT2
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RSPCAL

INPUT INTERRlWI' nAG WORD

RESET HiTERRUPT FLIP-FLOPS

CIBO =CTOSPK + CSPTRF

SA=60-IBO·CTOSPK/CIBO

SPKACC = SPKACC + SA

AVECTR = AVECTR - I

N

SPKFLG= -I
CTOSPK= HL

N

Fig. 1-15

SPARK CALCS PROGRAM

AVERAGE SA = SPKACC/B

CONVERT A'iERAGE SA TO BCD &

OUTPUT TO CONSOLE DISPLAY

AVECTR = 8

SPKACC 0

JFAVO
JFTIM

RCOUNT

RESTORE STACK POINTER

m.. = 0

Be = 0

DE = 0

START COUNTISG & WAIT

FOR INTERRUPT
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c. Spark Timing Data Acquisition Software

Figure 1-15 is a block diagram of the spark timing data collection

software. The interrupt flag word is inpu~ then the the interrupt flip

flops are reset. The interrupt flag word is tested to determine whether

the interrupt was generated by a timing mark or by the #1 cylinder spark

discharge. If the interrupt was generated by the spark discharge, a

spark discharge flag (SPKFLG) is set, the counts from the 600 BTDC

timing mark to the spark discharge (CTOSPK) are saved, then the timers

are reinitialized and restarted.

If the interrupt is generated by a timing mark, then SPKFLG is

tested. If SPKFLG is set, then CTOSPK has just been updated and the

timer contains the counts from spark discharge to the l200 ATDC timing

mark (CSPTRF); so spark advance may be calculated. Occasionally the

spark discharge generates two digital pulses which are transmitted to

the computer, and CTOSPK contains the time between these pulses. In

order to prevent calculation of erroneous spark advances, CTOSPK is

tested for a minimum value indicating that it contains good data. If

CTOSPK contains good data then spark advance is calculated. In order to

smooth the operator console display, spark advance is averaged over

eight engine cycles. The counter AVECTR is used to count eight engine

cycles and the spark advances for eight cycles are accumulated in

SPKACC. After eight cycles, the average spark advance is output to the

KOVA and to the operator console and AVECTR and SPKACC are reinitialized.
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Appendix J

DIGITAL CONTROL OF AN ENGINE O~ A DYNAMOMETER TEST STAND

I. DYNAMO~ffiTER CONTROL

1. Introduction

As described in various other sections of this report. the automated.

engine-test system was intended to reduce the operator workload while

enabling smoother data to be taken. In a completely manual system each

data point may take from 30 to 45 minutes while the operator must first

establish a steady operating condition in terms of engine torque. RPM.

spark advance, EGR, and fuel/air (F/A) ratio, then reads each measure

ment once with "eye-ball" smoothing. The cost of obtaining enough data

points with sufficient accuracy to generate meaningful regression curve

fits should be apparent.

In the system described in this report the engine power point was

automatically held to within + I R~I and + 1 Ft-lb torque over the

entire operating range, independent of other external operating parameters

(e.g., spark advance, EGR, F/A ratio and temperatures). Once temperatures

stabilized, the desired measurements were automatically sampled many times

and averaged, generating statistically smoother. more usable data.

A variety of automated, engine-test systems have been developed for

reciprocating and turbine engines, for data collection and endurance test

ing. Several very general overviews exist in the literature which des

cribe the makeup of systeffis in use at several major manufacturer labora

tories: Ford [L-I]. Detroit Diesel [W-I]. GM Research [C-2,C-3].

This section of the report will present that portion of the engine

test system associated with the control of torque and RPM. The discussion

will present the reader with the major aspects of component dynamics and

control strategies. A more detailed discussion of the hardware. software

and control analysis along with a full discussion of the '~ervo Applica

tion of a Microprocessor-Based Stepper Motor Controller" will be available

in the form of an Engineer Thesis later this year by Richard Boucher.
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2. BackF;rouncl

The system to be controlled (ns shown in Fig. J-l consisted of the

4 cylinder Ford Pinto engine with two outputs: torque and RPM; the analog

speed controlled dynamometer; the throttle servo (described in detail

in Sec. J.JI) and the main control computer (a NOVA minicomputer).

For purposes of control, the engine and dynomometer are treated

together. They are coupled through fourth gear of a standard trans

mission giving a 1:1 speed ratio. The dynamometer speed is measured by

a digital tachometer/counter using a 0.5 sec update rate. The output

is converted to a four digit BCD value for local display and transmission

to the NOVA minicomputer, and converted to a voltage level for use by the

speed controller.

The engine torque is not measured directly but rather as a reaction

torque measurement on the dynomometer casing. Thus the relation between

measured torque, TM, and actual engine torque. TE, is a dynamic one:

= (J-l)

J represents the total moment of inertia of all coupled, rotating parts

in the engine, drive train and dynomometer. while w is the rotational

(angular) acceleration. In the static state

w = o = (J-2)

but in the dynamic state where the engine/dynomometer is accelerating or

decelerating

TM
.

= T - Jw
E

(J-3)

Here TE may remain fairly constant while T
M

varies wildly (as will be

seen in the transient response (Figs. J-15 to J-22).

There are several parasitic loads placed on the engine which are

functions of the rotational velocity and not the field voltage. One of

these is termed the dynomometer "windage." which is actually the bearing

friction. The reaction to this torque is mechanically summed with the
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field torque in the torque measurement, T
M

, made at dynomometer casing.

Other loads include drive-train friction, and dynomometer cooling-air

pumping-torque from the armature fan, neither of which is measured and

both of which are assumed to be small. The torque measurement is made by

use of a linear, strain-guage type load-cell measuring the reaction force

on the casing of the dynomometer. The signal is boosted yielding a

O-lOv output which is equivalent to 0-130 ft-lb. Calibration is effected

in the computer.

Engine torque measurement is inherently noisy. Induced engine

vibration due to imbalance and mechanical linkages is seen but the

primary contributor is the impulsive torque caused by each cylinder event.

This noise cannot be completely damped by the mechanical dampin& as shown in

Fig. J-2.. The analog torque signal conditioning included a single pole

filter at 200 Hz to eliminate the higher frequency structural modes. Low

frequency digital filtering is to be discussed later.

Commanded RPM (digital) - Speed
--.

Control

RPM (digital) 1 Field
Volta

NOVA
~ o _ ...

Throttle Eng DynoMinicomputer -~

l--+ Servo

l--- Torque

ge

(analog)

Eng/Dyno Control

Figure J-I
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2500 RPM
90 ft/lb

2500 RR1
70 ft/lb

2300 RPM
15 ft/lb

2200 RPM
80 ft/lb

1700 RPM
28 ft/lb

1700 Rf'l1.'I
44 ft/lb

Fig. J-2 Recordings of Torque at Various Resonant Engine Speeds
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T versus 0 at RPM

Torque
(T)

Throttle angle (8)

dT)- ::::: 30 ft-Ib/degree
dO low power

Figure J-3 T vs e at Constant RPM

The engine/dynomometer speed is controlled by modulating the field

voltage of the dynomometer while maintaining constant armature voltage.

Increased field voltage yields increased load torque, resulting in

reduced engine speed for a constant throttle setting. An analog speed

controller was used which fedback the 0.5 sec. updated speed to implement

integral compensation of the field voltage, yielding zero steady state

speed error, regardless of other operating conditions. The speed controller

accepts local operator inputs at the front panel, or computer inputs via

transmission cable. RPM commands range from 0 to 5000 RPM with 1 RPM

increments for front panel inputs and 10 RPM increments for computer inputs

(12 bits, encoded BCD). Speed is displayed on the front panel in four

digits with 1 RPM resolution and is available at the computer in 16 bits,

encoded inverted BCD, with 1 RPM resolution.
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3. Program Structure

The control programming was constructed in a multi-tasking environ

ment using FORTRAN under the Data General Realtime Eisk ~perating

~ystem (RDOS) on a NOVA 3 minicomputer. A display of critical system

variables was updated at the computer terminal every second. All command

inputs were issued through the terminal keyboard. Commands of throttle

position and R~l setpoint could be made in the open-loop mode, or engine

torque and RPM in the closed loop mode. Output of various parameters may

be made through D/A conversion to a stripchart recorder at a 10 Hz rate

for a continuous recording of system dynamics.

Tasks 1n order of relative priority:

1. CLOCK - Time base generation for 10 Hz sample rate.

2. RBxCON- (x = version no.) - Control Logic.

3. GAIN 1- implements function

GAIN = F(TORQUE,RPM): Compensation for normalization of nonlinear

feedforward engine gain.

4. CONxIO- (x = ve~sion no.) - Command input acceptance, checking

and conversion to a format usable by RBxCON.

5. DPYT - Terminal display of critical operating parameters made

up of the following subroutines:

BCDTH - conversion of inverted BCD throttle position to

decimal for display;

DSPLY - display of operating parameters.

6. DACOUT - Output of selected parameter through one of two D/A

converters, with s~aling and zero suppression.
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4. Static and Dynamic Response of Hardware

A series of static engine runs were made to determine the open-loop

torque of the engine as a function of R~i and throttle setting in degrees

from fully closed. The general result of these runs is shown without

scaling in Fig. J-3. These curves are a predominent result of the non-

linear nature of the butterfly valve used in the automotive carburetor.

The low power section of the curves (lower left corner) shows the high

throttle sensitivity:

~~ ~ 30 ft-lb/deg
VR~

(J-4)

which generated the step resolution requirement for the throttle servo.

The wide range of values for

dTd8 = F(R~l,e)

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

7 9 11 13 15 17 19

Fig. J-4 Windage Torque vs RPM with No Field Voltage
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demonstrate the need for linearization of the plant feed-forward gain

in the control compensation. This was implemented as a look-up table

composed of a 4 x 6 matrix of constants used to normalize the plant

gain (Table J-l).

The upper left corner of the figure shows the low RPM curves

stopping before full throttle which records the onset of engine knock or

lugging. The lowest point of all curves represents that point at which

the engine torque was equal to the dynomometer windage torque and the

point at which the dynomometer field voltage went to zero with the engine

no longer able to sustain the desired speed. A more accurate measurement

of dynomometer windage was required to compensate for speed controller

"drop-out" (as will be discussed), and so a FORTRAN program was.written

which would construct a table of torque vs. RP~I from 700 RPM to 2500 R~1

averaging a large number of torque readings after the RPM had settled to

a steady state value. In this test the throttle was indexed manually

with the speed controller defeated. The result of this table is repre

sented by the band in Fig. J-4.

The droop in the curve at 1600 RPM is accounted for by reduced

bearing friction with frictional heating at higher R~I. There is, in

fact, hysteresis in the curve, as represented by the dotted line, when

reducing RPM after several minutes at sustained high R~l. A functional

representation of this data was approximated as:

T(RPM) =
RPM
100

o ::s;: RPM :5; 1600 (J-5)

T(RPM) = 16 1600 < RPM

The analog speed controller implemented a high gain, integral com

pensation to obtain accurate regulation with zero steady state error and

rapid disturbance recovery. The controller exhibited nonlinearity and

saturation resulting in instability for large step inputs or operation

at low torque. Loop gain increased with R~t: a nonlinear characteristic

of the dynomometer. A simple dynamic model for the dynomometer with the

speed controller is shown in Fig. J-5.

J-8
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Fig. J-5 Nonlinear Dynamic Model of Speed Controlled Dynomometer



controller will aid in understanding important total system nonlinear

ities which must be compensated in the final controller.

*. In Fig. J-5, C (s) and the integral term, lIs, represent the

dynamic compensation. The minus sign emphasizes the sense of the loop

gain while the integral term is to emphasize the free integrator in the

loop with VI as the output voltage of the integrator. K
F

represents

the gain of the field voltage amplifier for which the output is con

strained to positive values (this is because the dynomometer cannot be

switched from generating to motor~ng while in motion). As discussed

earlier, the stable response of reaction torque, T
R

, to the field

voltage, V
F

, is a positive function. The factor which relates these,

~, varies with R~l. The engine torque, T
E

, may be modeled as biased

process noise in a simple, dynamically uncoupled model. The dynomometer

here is modeled as a single pole. The tachometer update rate, T = O.5sec,

is the limiting factor in maximum system bandwidth.

The combined effect of integral control and the positively constrained

field voltage results in controller "drop-out," and sustained oscillation

in low torque operation.· Figure J-6 shows the dynamic effect of con

troller drop-out, which is attributable to the unclamped, negative-

voltage output of the integrator. Digital compensation of the above

behavior will be discussed in the section on nonlinear compensation.
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5. Simple Controller

a. Model

It should be apparent from the previous discussion that within

a certain operational envelope the engine/dynomometer system, with speed

controller, is essentially open loop stable. That is to say, with

bounded inputs,. the outputs will remain bounded, although the static and

dynamic relationship between input and output will be nonlinear.

A primary requirement of the torque controller is that the

steady state error between measured engine torque and command torque be

zero. To do this requires a controller which adds a pure integrator in

the feed forward path, making the open loop system unstable, then adding

appropriate compensation with feedback to obtain desired dynamics.

As a real and physical system, this was not one that lent

itself to analytical, dynamic analysis. A wide variety of dynamic models

could be constructed to approximate the system dynmnics. These might

range from a paired linear, first order, uncoupled plant to a nonlinear,

high order, mUlti-input, multi-output plant.

The selection of a model is dependent upon the specifications of

the controller, primarily bandwidth and damping factor. Generally we need

not be overzealous in selecting a complex model if the specifications are

relatively loose. Additionally, until some form of system response data

has been obtained, it cannot be known in advance if the effort to obtain

the data will be warranted, given that a controller based on the simplest

*model might suffice.

Since the specifications for control were loose, the controller based

on the simplest model, once "tuned" to the system, provided adequate con

trolled response for all engine tests. This controller will be discussed

only briefly. Because this relatively complex dynamic system provided

the opportunity to apply some innovative digital compensation, a multi

variable controller based on a nonlinear, high order, coupled model

*As an aside: a substantial benefit of digital control is that to go from
a simple controller to a complex one requires only a change in software;
additionally, the computer enables one to obtain the system response data.
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was developed which would seek to obtain higher bandwidth and compensate

for the undesirable features of the dynomometer speed controller.

b. Control

In the analysis for the simple controller, the plant is trans

ferred from the linear, first order continuous model

= s+a (J-6)

to the discrete representation

K'
E

= -aT
Z-e

(J-7)

by means of the zero-order hold and Z transform. In the above, "a"

represents the plant time constant which will be only roughly estimated.

The gains KE and K' are related by a constant and are both functions
E

of torque and RPM. The analysis to find C(Z) , the digital compensation,

is most easily done in the Z plane. Note that system time constants

have not yet been determined and that all values will be rough estimates.

The break frequency for the digital torque filter is based on the know

ledge that aliasing will occur in the torque measurement, yielding an

apparent subharmonic of the torque impulses which were to be filtered.

As the engine R~l varies, the apparent pulse frequency will vary from 0

to 5 Hz with a maximum amplitude of approximately 2 ft-lb. It was felt

that a digi tal filter with a 1 Hz break-frequency wOl.lld be effective at

reducing the amplitude of the torque impulses as the subharmonic frequen

cies of the dominant structural modes were all greater than 4 Hz (see

Fig. J-2.

In Fig. J-7 the plant is represented by a single pole. It is con

ceivable that the location of this pole could migrate as a function of

torque or R~A. Thus, in running tests to determine the appropriate loca

tion for the compensation zero, the data must be taken as a function of

torque and RPM.
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Figure J-8 shows the open loop pole/zero locations of the plant,

filter and compensation. A representative Z plane root locus based on

the simple m~del is illustrated in Fig. J-9.. The reader should note

there is no scale wi th Fig. J-8 nor Fig. J-9, as they are intended to

generate a feeling for the dynamics rather than represent an analysis.

Fig. J-9

Z-Plane Root Locus for Simple
Controller (estimate for non
linear system)

•

A FORTRAN program was written which accepted inputs of variable

loop gain and compensation zero location. Using this program the con

troller was fine tuned at nine operating points to obtain the fastest

torque response to a step input while maintaining an equivalent minimum

damping ratio of 0.3 for small (~ 10 ft-Ib) steps. It was found that a

constant compensation zero location was adequate over the entire range

while a look-up table of loop gains was necessary.

The actual speed of response of the controller depended to some

extent on the operating point but typical was a 15-20 sec rise-time

to a step. Loop gains which might lead to faster response either created

a totally unstable response to steps of greater than 10 ft-Ib or would

not settle out in steady state. Using this controller in the torque loop,

control of RPM was left completely to the analog speed controller, with

the computer issuing static speed commands. Commands for slower speed

were responded to rapidly with a large increase of field voltage.
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Commands for higher speeds were slow: as the field was removed, measured

torque goes to windage level and the engine slowly increases in speed.

To complete this controller and enable an operator to issue large torque

and R~i commands, a subroutine was implemented which converted step

inputs from the terminal into ramp commands, with limiting slope, for the

controller.

The final form of the torque control was:

C(Z) =
PGAIN(Z-.9)

(Z-l) (J-8)

yielding a control algorithm of

CONT = CONT + GAIN*(l.l*mROR -'OERROR)

where "CONT" is the control output (throttle position in degrees), "ERROR"

is the present measured error (torque in ft-lb), and "OERROR" is the

past error. The look-up table used for the gain compensation is shown

in Table J-l.

o
TORQUE (ft-lb)

20 30 50 70 90

RHY1

o

1000

1500

2000

.0413 .0596 .0456 .0304 .0304 .0304

.0388 .0456 .0337 .0456 .0517 .0775

.0272 .0310 .0408 .0470 .0517 .0775

.0155 .0235 .0250 .0258 .0554 .0775

TABLE J.l Look-up Table for Nonlinear Gain Compensation.
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6. Multivariable Controller

a. Theory

To improve the speed response while increasing the system

stability it was necessary to study in greater detail the dynamic coupling

of the torque and RPM loops. Additionally, greater effort was to be made

in compensating for the system nonlinearities while improving the "large

step" response of the speed controller.

A model of the open-loop, coupled system is shown in Fig. J-IO.

This model displays the relative dynamic interaction of the system compon

ents based solely on known physical interconnections, but assumes no

knOWledge of time constants, delay times or feed forward gains.

Conceivably a somplete linear multivariable controller with

state feedback, which would decouple the torque and RPM modes, could be

constructed if an adequate linear model, as a function of operating point,

could be generated over the entire operating range. In this controller,

the dynomometer speed controller is viewed as a servo, much the same as

the throttle servo.

Certain hardware limitations and system nonlinearities prevent

the imple~entation of a linear, multivariable controller with state feed

back from a practical standpoint:

1. The R~1 command input to the speed controller was limited to an

incre~ental resolution of 10 R~l. Depending on the operating

point, a step of +10 RPM could result in a measured torque

"impulse" of 30-60 ft-lb. Time modulation of the Rm command

input would reduce this effect, but would be costly in CPU time.

2. Storage of the state transition and control gain matrices as a

function of torque and RPM would require matrices of 4 and 3

dimensions respectively to attempt linearization about appro

priately spaced operating points. Given the real complexities

and dubious reSUlts, this procedure seemed ill-advised.
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Fig. J-10 Open-Loop, Coupled System-Engine/Speed Controlled Dynomometer



What remains useful for control are the following:

TM(s) = HE(s) e (s) (J-.9)
c

•
RPMM(S) = Hl(s) e (s) (Jo-IO)

c

Rl'l'.\l ( s) = H
2

(s) • RPM (s) (J.ll)
c

The contInI objective is now to find HE(S), HI(s), and H2 (s), and to

construct three linearized controllers which can be superposed to

approximate a linear multivariable controller. The controller will

minimize undesirable coupling of system modes while increasing damping

and bandwidth. The objective is left general in that the real objective

was to determine to what degree both damping and bandwidth could be

increased while con~uming a minimum of CPU time.

b. Control Analysis: Step and Frequency Response

Using the open-loop system of Fig. J-IO, a sinewave was injected

The sinewave was synthesized inonto a constant throttle setting, e .c
software and added to e

c
. The torque response. TM(s) ,

on a strip chart recorder and the test was repeated for a

was recorded

range of

operating points, thereby generating the necessary frequency response

data.

Tests for the response of TM(S) vs ec(s) were made at low

power (1400 R~l and 25 ft-lb). and at high power (2000 RPM and 65 ft-lb).

The delay time taken from step response tests, was the same for each,

~ = 0.5 sec. The delay was modeled by the bilinear, Pade approximation:

(1-,5)
(l+-rs)

The magnitude portion of the frequency response yielded, in the

low power case:

7.54
2

(s +0.5835 + 0.973)
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and in the high power case:

4.61
2

(s + 0.55 + 1.5s)

Thus, with delay:

~(S)IHigh Power =

-7.54(5-2)

(S2 + 0.583s + 0.973)(s+2)

-4.61(s-2)

(S2 + 0.5s + 1.54)(5+2)

(J.12)

(J.13)

Each of these transfer functions was transformed to the Z plane

by the zero-order-hold, Z-transform:

H(Z) (J.14)

Applying partial fraction expansion to reduce each of the s-plane

transfer functions to sums of lower order elements, and a table of common

Z-transforms, the following Z-plane transfer functions were obtained.

(Normalized with respect to KE)

H (Z) IE Low Power =

=

-0.0053~(Z-1.2l75){Z+.8604)

(Z-.8187) (Z2-1.9342Z+.9434)

-O.0066~(Z-1.2l0)(Z+.884)

(Z-.8187)(Z2_1.93642+.95l2)

(J.15)

• (J.16)

Because the two resulting Z plane transfer functions were so

similar, only one of them was used as the basis for compensation analysis.
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Fig. J-ll Root Locus for Torque Loop of Multivariable Controller



Figure J-12 shows the completed root-locus used for the compensation

analysis.

PLANT: HE ( Z)

-0.0053K
E

(Z-I.2175) (Z+.86)

=
(Z-.8187) (Z2-l.9342+.7434)

(J.17)

FILTER: F(Z)
0.5Z

= ---
Z-0.5

K (Z-O .6) 2 (Z-. 7)
CONTROL: C(Z) c

= (Z-.5)(Z-.91)(Z-1)

(J.18)

(J.19)

HE(Z) is represented having a negative feed forward gain. This is a

result of the non-minimum phase element used to model the delay. To
o

stabilize this system using root-locus methods, the 360 locus is

required. Thus, the reader should note this fact in reading Fig. J-12.

The gain was chosen such that the closed-loop roots could be near the

point where the loci meet and depart. Certainly, that the loci actually

meet and depart, or deflect within some given range, as shown in Fig.

J-ll, is academic. The intent is that the closed loop roots will remain

within a des ired minimum ar(~a for the expected shift of the open loop

poles, zeroes and loop gain, over the range of operation.

In determination of R~lM(s) vs 8
c
(s), both the analog speed con

troller and the torque control loop discussed above, were active. A

block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. J-12.

The frequency response test was made at a variety of operating

points over the complete operating range and for various values of torque

loop gain. Generally, the response changed little over the operating

range, and more significantly for various values of torque loop gain. It

is important to note the two different sample periods used: t = 0.1 sec

for the torque loop, and t = 0.5 sec (result of tachometer update

rate) for RPM loop.

The response of RPMM to 8 c was most pronounced with PGAIN = 5

(where PGAIX is the total torque loop gain in units of DEG Throttle/ft-lb

Torque), and so this value of torque loop gain was used in the following

analysis.
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It is of interest to note that the zero gain at DC (free differentiator)

in the RPM response confirms the presence of integral control in the

·speed controller, but because of this it is impossible to determine the

feed forward gain of the resulting transfer function. Thus, the finnl

loop gain to be used will be determined empirically as actual response

begins to match analytical data.

The step response tests showed a delay of T = 1.5 seconds. This

behavior was modeled with the following bilinear Pade approximation.

I
TS

+ 2

1
TS
2

=
-(s-1.33)

(5+1.33)
(J ..20)

The gain response of the system yielded

s
2

(s+.57)(s +.75+.77)

resulting in

; (J. 21)

H(s)
-s(s-1.33)

=
(s+.57) (5+1.33)(5

2
+.75+.77)

(J.22)

Again using the zero-order-ho1d, Z-transform method of transformation

to the Z plane, H(s) became

H(Z) =
-0. 05743( Z-1) (Z-l .963)( Zr. 568)

2
(Z-. 752) (Z- .514) (Z -1.5462+.705)

(J.23)

t = 0.5 was used as the sample period or conversion time base.

As was seen in the torque loop analysis, the delay period led to a

non-minimum phase transfer function in both the continuous and discrete

transfer functions, and, as before, a 3600 root locus was necessary to

achieve stability. The root locus from the final compensation analysis

is shown in Fig. J-l3. The final compensation used was:
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C(Z) =
K (Z-.35)(Z-.514)(Z-.752)

c (J.24)

exceeded the

fell below this

The control design intended that the closed-loop roots be located in the

area of meeting/departure points of the loci. When the system is tested,

the loop gain is to be increased until the expected behavior results.

c. Additional Nonlinear and Linear Compensation Required

Several solutions to the nonlinearities of the system defy

analysis, falling into a class of empirical solutions. Mentioned earlier

was the problem of speed controller "drop-out" when the field voltage

went to zero, and T
M

went to the windage value for the present speed.

The cure was to ensure that the field voltage never went to zero. A

simple, approximate function of windage torque vs RPM was used (see

Fig. J-4) as a minimum value for T~l' and when TM
value, the throttle was opened in increments until T

M
minimum value.

As mentioned previously, the extremely high gain of the speed

controller was desirable in recovering from disturbances, but was

unacceptable in its step response to steps greater than 100 RPM. To make

use of the first result and diminish the negative effect of the latter

engine speed was effectively controlled by the throttle, using the speed

controller merely as a final trim to obtain zero state speed error. This

was accomplished by implementation of themultivariable controller and

by delaying the issuance of RPM commands to the speed controller by

1.5 sec.

As a result of the significant lead compensation used on both

the torque and RPM controllers, there was a tendency to overreact ini

tially to step commands. While this was a stable response, it was

clearly unacceptable. As a remedy, input prefilters were used for both

controllers as shown in Fig. J-l4.
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Fig. J-14 Controller Input Prefilters (Software Synthesis)

d. Controlled Response of Multivariable Controller

The following figures show the torque and RPM responses for step

inputs to the controller. The traces were obtained by a multichannel

strip chart recorder. The torque trace was obtained directly from the

boosted output of the loadcell amplifier which was also being read by

the AID converter. The RTh1. trace was obtained through the computer with

scaling and zero suppression, and output through the D/A converter.

The series, Figs. J-15- to J-18 show' the meditDll power response

of the controller to RThl step commands of ~ 100 R~l, ~ 200 R~1, ~ 400 RThl

and + 600 RP~ respectively. In studying these traces, it must be remem

bered that dynomometer torque is the control input used by the analog

speed controller, thus, to increase speed the analog speed controller

reduces dynomometer torque and vice versa. In Fig. J-15 when the step

command is received the throttle opens, while the speed controller re

duces the dynamometer torque, resulting in the initial dip in torque.
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Fig. J-'15 flledium Power RP~l Step Response
a) + 100 RPM Step
b) - 100 ~PM Step
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Fig. J-16 Medium Power RP~1 Step Response
a) + 200 RPM Step
b) - 200 R~l Step
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Fig. J-19 High Power RP~ Step Response
a) + 400 R~l Step
b) - 400 RPM Step
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Fig .. J-20 Medium Power Torque Step Response
+ 25 ft/lb Step
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Fig. J-21 Medium Power Torque Step Response
- 35 ft/lb Step
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l"i~. J-22 High Power Torque Step Response
a) + 20 ft/lb Step
b) - 30 ft/lb Step
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As the RThl begins to overshoot, the torque correction goes positive. In

Fig. J-16 the torque dip and peak became more pronounced. In Figs. J-17

and J-18 the response is substantially nonlinear. The RPM appears to

have reached a slew rate limit while the measured torque has been reduced

to the windage torque value. Note the pulses on the torque measurement 

at the windage value. These are the result of the analog speed controller

"drop-out: compensation discussed in the section on Additional Nonlinear

Compensation. It may be seen that the speed controller does not saturate

and that the torque rises immediately to correct the overshoot.

Figure J-19 gives the response for the high power response to

+ 400 RPM step commands. The result is again very nonlinear, yet stable.

Figures J-20 through J-22 display the multivariable controller

response to torque step commands. Generally these figures show the very

highly damped response of the system to torque commands. The system

behavior for any torque step in an operating envelope defined roughly by

20 ft-lb ~ Torque ~ 80 ft-lb, 1000 ~ RPM ~ 2500 and 0.016*R~t ~ Torque ~

0.045*R~1, remained quite stable and similar to that of Fig. J-20 through

Fig. J-22.
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7. Conclusion

As stated in general terms it was an objective of this work to

attempt to increase the bandwidth and damping factor of the system while

minim~ ing computer time and storage dedicated to control. Actual

inprovement factors are elusive due to system nonlinearities. Compari

sons of the simple controller using ramped inputs for large

and the multivariable controller give the following:

2.

(Ramped Inputs) (Pure step input)

TYPE OF CONTROLLER
Simple Multivariable

....

1. RFti Step Response
600 RPM step

a) settling time

b) rise time

c) damping factor for
equivalent 2nd order
system.

Torque Step Response
50 ft-lb step

a) settling time

b) rise time

c) damping factor for
equivalent 2nd order system

1 min

1 min

0.05-0.2

50 sec

50 sec

0.3 - 0.5

20 sec

10 sec

0.3-0.8

10-15 sec

10 sec

0.3-0.7

3.

4.

CPU Storage:

CPU Time:

factor of 1.5 increase for mult1variable controller.

factor of 1.25 increase for multivariable controller.

It is believed that the next escalation in controller complexity,

using full state feedback, would result in a significant increase in

co~puter tiMe and storage when compared to the multivariable controller

described above.
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II. SERVO APPLICATION OF A MICROPROCESSOR-BASED STEPPER MOTOR CONTROLLER

1. Introduction

Frequently in industrial control problems rectilinear and angular

positioning elements constitute the necessary output. In systems which

use a digital computer as the central logic element, it is convenient,

while not necessary, to use a digital servo.

Stepper motors, being incremental motion devices, are inherently

suited to function with digital systems. A characteristic unique to

stepper motors is that they may be reliably operated in an open-loop

servo mode as well as the more com~on closed-loop mode. This inherent

capability of the stepper motor is discussed in the open literature

[P-2, F-2) and in the sales literature supplied by the various

stepper motor manufacturers. It is a result of the finite number of

magnetically detented positions available in the motor. In a servo

application, elimination of the position feedback loop is a desirable

simplification resulting_ in a substantial decrease in hardware and

accompanying sensor alignment problems. But, open-loop control is not

always possible: a microprocessor servo which adapts to wide variations

in load by the use of position feedback around a stepper motor is

discussed by Hunts, et al., '[H-S).

The following system description discusses the hardware and soft

ware of an open-loop angular position servo, with a brief mention of

possible modifications which can serve to generalize it to a wider

variety of industrial applications. This development is an outgrowth

of an academic effort ort the part of the authors to maximize the use of

software, exploiting the inherent value of the microprocessor in a

control system application.
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Conceptual servo flow chart

Fig. J-23
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2. Tutorial

Figure J-23 is a flow diagram of the essential servo logic. READ

requires the input and storing of a binary or BCD word, P, represent
c

ing the commanded position, whose bit size is compatible with the

P, a stored
p

P. If the
c

difference.

required position range. DIFF is the differencing of

word which represents the present shaft position, with

result is zero, we are there, if not, test for positive

If positive, command one positive step and increment

command one negative step and decrement P •
p

dynamics are compensated by the WAIT loop.

P, otherwise
p

All electromechanical

Stepper motors are available in a variety of step resolutions,

e.g., 24 step/rev, 200 step/rev, 1000 step/rev, etc., maximum holding

torques, rotor inertias, winding resistances and inductances. Several

stepper motor manufacturers can supply a range of driver circuits matched

to their motors, or the user may choose to design and build his own.

The circuit (Fig. J-24 can be a simple series resistance, current

limiting circuit from which one applies the motor ratings and a desired

v

exponential relation:

(-r~+R))
~-e m J.25)(R +R)

m
I(t) =

current rise time to determine the remaining circuit values. Neglect

ing back emf, the current obeys the simple

from which the following are obtained

v = I (R + R)
max m

L
m

T =v. r R + R
m

(J.26)

(J.27)

Fig. J-24 A stepper motor driver circuit.
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Equally important is the current fall time which is controlled

by the addition of a voltage limiter to the above circuit. Actually the

switch is a solid state switch (transistor) which has a limiting open

circuit voltage (Vceo). The following equations apply:

L
m= R + R + Rm r

v = I (R+R)
S,max max r

(J.28)

(J.29)

,

We can achieve

v < Vceo.
s,max

eosily by making R > 0,
r

subject to

v
l

v
s

Fig. J-25 A Driver Circuit with Voltage Limiting.
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In systems requiring high stepping rates, L is chosen as small
m

possible for the given torque requirement. Once L is known, R
m

(typically a power resistor) is chosen to achieve the deRirod rise

time and V is then chosen to obtain the steady state current. In

circuits requiring fast rise times, V and R will be large and a

great deal of heat will be dissipated in the series resistor R. To

avoid this, slightly more complex circuits, e.g., bi-Ievel and chopper,

are a wise choice.

For the four phase stepper motor, Fig. J-26 shows the required

current phasing in the motor windings for full steps and half steps.

A DC level of current in one or more windings creates a significant

holding torque at one position. The order in which windings are

activated determines the direction of rotation.

The foregoing is offered merely as an introduction. Obviously,

there is great room for creativity to efficiently achieve the desired

result.

3. Servo Hardware Development

Once the servo functions are defined the major decision to be

made is the trade-off between hardware and software. This is deter-

mined by the designer's relative skill level in each of these areas,

developnent time available for design iterations, reliability require

ments and flexibility desired for future modifications.

In its present application, the servo is the throttle actuator

in an automated engine test system located in the Engine Laboratory

of the Mechanical Engineering Department of Stanford University.

During operation, it is necessary to precisely control engine torque

and R~l while a variety of engine data are automatically sampled. A

NOVA minicomputer is used as the master control and data acquisition

computer

A desire to reduce the deadband oscillation in final engine torque

output lead to a stringent angular resolution requirement.
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PHASE

POSITION

A B C D

1 1 0 1 0

2 1 ° 0 1

3 0 1 0 1

4 0 1 1 0

1 1 0 I °
(a) FULL STEP

PHASE

POSITION

A B C D

1 1 0 1 0

2 1 0 0 0

3 1 0 0 1

4 0 ° ° I

5 0 I 0 1

6 0 I ° 0

7 0 1 1 0

8 0 0 I 0

I I ° 1 0

(b) fu\LF-STEP

Fig. J-26 Stepper Motor Truth Tables of a Four-Phase Motor

The speed/resolution trade-off was made by selecting a 200 step/sec

motor; incorporating a 20:1 anti-backlash, reduction gear; designing

driver circuits for a low torque maximum speed of 2,000 step/sec and

acceleration rate of 10,000-15,000 step/sec
2

, yielding (with half steps

available) a resolution of 0.045 degrees at the throttle and less than

1 sec for full throttle travel (80 degrees).

The position storage requirement came from the resolution and

travel specifications, thus:

Storage = 80 deg. travel/(0.09 deg. per step)

= 889 steps

Additional half steps
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Position storage with half steps required 11 bits, which in

turn required 11 bits of input data. Output requirements included

4 BCD digits (16 bits) and four bits for motor step control. (Actually,

8 bits were used for motor step control as will be seen later.)

There is now enough information to design the system hardware.

FigureJ-27is the essential system block diagram. The simple design

(or with minor variations) might conceivably be used for a wide

variety of applications. As will become more evident, it is the soft

ware and the interface which give this collection of hardware its

unique personality, making it a position servo.

The Z-80 microprocessor was used by default because the develop

ment system which was available (Cromemco Zl) was applicable to the

Z-80. With its speed and large number of internal registers, the

Z-80 became also a fortunate choice at the time of this development

(July 1977). By the end: 'of the software development period a full

lk-bytes of PROM was required for program storage. Each I/O port was

a single chip, 8 bit register and tristate outputs and internal con

trol logic.

8

t

Y

Position

Data In

I .,
, 8 -,.

~, ...
Addr Prom Input Input

I Port 1
~ Port 2

2-80 10 2708 8212 8212

IJP Data ,
,8

,
. ., • ,

r--

putput Output Output 8 1 8
Po;-t 1 Port 2 - Port 3 .--J ' 88212 8212 8212 ...--

8, 8
t.flf1. ~8 I I - £•

4 MHz
~

Motor 4-Digi
Clock Drivers Displa

Fig. J-27 Essential Microprocessor Hardware
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The input to this simple hardware from the world outside was very

function dependent: (note bO = LSB)

• Position Input Data 10 bits I port 1: bO-b7
I port 2: bO-bl

IDLE LIMIT bypass I bit I port 2: b2

HALF STEP 1 bit I port 2: b3

CLOSED LIMIT Switch 1 bit I port 2: b4

IDLE LIMIT switch 1 bit I port 2: b5

OPEN LIMIT switch I bit I port 2: b6

IGN IT ION OFF I bit I port 2: b7

Position limit switches were used at the carburetor as an indica-

.,.

tion of throttle open and closed limits plus an idle limit position.

The mechanical idle stop was removed in favor of a software idle

limit which may be bypassed if desired. The limit switches were

used as reference positions to initialize the servo at start-up and

also as software stops to prevent over travel.

There was also an IGNITION ON indication. This was used to

prevent movement of the throttle at power-on of the servo, in the event

that the ignition was on (engine running).

The only unique quality of the driver circuits was a high and

low current level capability. Because the holding torque requirement

was minimal, the holding current and consequently power, may be greatly

reduced. This reduced heat dissipation inthe driver circuits and heat

bUild-up in the motor. Figure J-28 shows the simple interface of units:

output port, driver circuits and motor, as well as the convenient use

of all 8 bits to achieve the lower holding current.
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80 A1 28V

A2
B1 MotorOutput
B2 DriverPort 1
C1 Circuits

8212
C2
01
02

B7

-

Fig. J-2S- Driver Circuit Interface

i + 2

i +3

i + 4

vi

vi + 1

position

I IIi
I I A/j I
I /007'

i+l~o/ I I I
·~I I r I

vi + 3 ,
vi+2 I ~

velocity t--;::;:-1~ I

I ,,"1" I I
t-----i" I

Ti-.....~Ti+l-J I
to

time

Fig. J-29 Position and Velocity for Accelerating Motor
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~.

4. Software

Figure J-29 shows an abbreviated version of the flow diagram of

the servo indexing routine. Upon completion of this routing (approxi

matelty 10 sec) the servo position is known relative to a closed refer

ence position; all limit switches have been tested; the throttle has

been tested for binding and clutch slippage; and the motor is in low

power hold. having entered the main stepping routing, ready for normal

input commands. During indexing, output codes are displayed (and sent

to the NOVA) to aid the operator in diagnosing possible troubles.

Before discussing the details of the main stepping routine. a

brief discussion of the logic necessary to accelerate the motor is

required. One should be very careful to note that due to the discrete

time nature of the issuance of step commands. determination of step

timing during acceleration or decelleration is not as simple as gener

ating a linear frequency ramp. The frequency may be incremented only

at unique instants and by finite amounts. In effect, position. not

time. is the independent variable.

In the plot of position vs. time in Fig. J-29 the dots represent

the step positions. the dashed line is the hypothetical shaft position

and the solid line represents a more probable behavior displaying the

oscillatory response of the motor shaft to slewing commands. In the

plot of velocity vs. time. the solid lines represent the final velocity

levels and the dotted line represents an average velocity during each

time interval. From the above. the following expression may be derived

for the determination of the delay interval (Ti~l) based on the pre

vious interval (T
i

) and the step-wise acceleration (a).

2
a = stepwise acceleration (step/sec )

V = stepwise velocity (step/sec)
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1 1
V. = =1 T. tl-t O1

1 1
Vi +l = =

T i +l
t 2 -t

l

1 1
V. _-V. = = aT. 11+1 1 T. 1 T

i
1+

1+

thus solving:

Ti +l

-1+il+4a (T i)2
= 2aT

i

(J.30)

(J.31)

(J.32)

(J.33)

These delay times would suffice for the loop times in the main

stepping routine were it not for the finite cycle time of the Z-80.

The CPU was driven at i~s maximum rate of 4MHz using a crystal oscilla

tor. Additionally, at the time of the design, the lowest access time

of any available PROM was 450 ns. Timing requirements of the Z-80,

thus, required one additional clock cycle on each memory read cycle to

ensure reliable data. The step timing delay was implemented by a two

instruction loop:

TIME: INC A
JP NZ,TIME

; 4+1 clock cycles
;10+3 clock cycles

where the accumulator, A, was initialized by a predetermined value

and incremented until overflow occurred. The INC instruction reqUired

4 cycles and 1 memory read cycle. The JP instruction required 10

cycles and 3 memory read cycles. Thus, a total of 18 clock cycles of

4.5 ~sec were needed to execute the loop. The final result was that

the smallest elemental change in delay timing was 4.5 ~sec.

Examples of the impact of this finite delay time on the stepwise

acceleration are:
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7

Initi'llize Switch Codes

Clear Subroutine Flags

Display Code 99. XX

DiS<1ble Ign.: Q·Port 3 'F'

'"

<E
Closed

Limit Switch
High?

Yes

Load Zero in BCD
and Binary Counters

Display Position

<EQPen
Limit Switch

High?

Yes

No

Close One
Step

Wait 4.5 ms

Open One
Step

•

•

Dis("llay 9a.XX Yes
(select lower

hput)

Display Position
Wait 4.5 ms

Display 85. XX
(idle limit

malfunction)

Low Power
Hold

Display Code
97.00 (ready)

Enable Ign.

To Main
Stepping Routine

Fig. J-30 Flow Chart of Servo Indexing Routine
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step rate = 2000 step/sec

T = 500 flsec

yields: step/sec
2

a = 36,337

step rate = 1500 step/sec

T = 667 flsec

yields: 15,291 step/sec
2

a =

step rate = 1000 step/sec

T = 1000 flsec

yields: 4,520 step/sec
2

a =

A FORTRAN program was written which made use of equation(J.33).,

Starting from a desired acceleration rate, initial step time, and main

stepping routine execute time, it generated the stored values for the

loop count, based on the 4.5 flsec interval, which would preclude an

acceleration rate more than 10% above the desired value.

Figure J-31 is a portion of the three dimentional state diagram

representing the structure of the states of the motor at unique instants

of time. Represented are displacement and its first two discrete time

derivatives.

Acceleration (A) is limited to three states. It has a magnitude

of zero or the full value of acceleration in either direction. The

sign of the acceleration is not that of the actual motor shaft angular

acceleration but rather:

sgn(A) = sgn(a) . sgn(w) (J.34)

where a = motor shaft angular acceleration and w = motor shaft angular

velocity.

Acceleration is represented in the main stepping routine by two

bits of one register:
bl bO

A = -1 1 a
A = 0 0 a
A = +1 0 1
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2 3
Displacement

4 5

r
I

/

Fig. J-3l Three-dimensional State Diagram

Acceleration implies that for the next step the wait state will

move to the succeedingly shorter or longer delay period corresponding

to positive or negative acceleration respectively. To avoid a double

•

value of acceleration, "A" is not allowed to go from +1 to -I, or

vice-versa, without going through the zero val~e for at least one step

period.

Shaft direction is stored independently as a distinct, one bit

value.

5. Main Stepping Routine

A condensed flow diagram of the main stepping routine is shown in

Fig. J-32 and is briefly explained here.

Position Read: Input data is stored in two bytes, read consecu

tively. The servo reads data asynchronously through its interface,

thus it is conceivable that data may change during a read operation.

To avoid the possibility of spurious data, input data is read twice,

compared, and rend again if they do not compare .
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Limit Switches: A series of checks are made of the limit switches

to prevent motor over-travel. The IDLE LIMIT switch is checked as

well as the IDLE LIMIT ENABLE bit to create the software idle stop.

Subtract: A Desired Direction Flag (DDF) is set as a result of

the value of "DIF." "A" is determined from "DIF" and the value of the

present wait-state "\'/S." Acceleration is always based on new informa

tion. Because a finite time is involved in a transit between two

positions, it is possible for the commanded position to change prior

to completing a move. The servo can readily accept a command on any

cycle through the main stepping routine which will take it from any

state defined generally by position, "WS," and "A," to a state defined

by position, with "\'/s" and "A" both equal to zero.

Half-Step: All stepping is accomplished by motor full steps.

To double the position resolution, one motor half-step mayor may not

be added at the end of a move.

Direction: When "ws" is zero, Present Direction (PD) is equated

to "DDF", thus this is the only time a direction change is effected.

Timing: The total loop time is composed of the execution time of

the main stepping routine and the added, variable period controlled by

"WS," as discussed earlier. This poses a strict timing constraint on

the entire program, requiring that all paths through the program be of

exactly the same number of clock cycles.

Subroutines: The subroutine call instructions of the Z-80 require

the existence of RMl. It would have been impossible to confine the

total program to IK bytes of PROM without some semblance of subroutines.

Three frequently used subroutines were simulated. When a call is made,

a register bit is set which will be decoded by the called subroutine

and associated with a unique return address. The bit is reset upon

return. This technique possesses the program advantages of the Z-80

subroutine call but not its ease of use. Here the programmer is

required to ensure proper decoding of the return address.
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High?
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High?
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Result in '01 F'

Determine Acceleralion Stale:
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•
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6. Generalizations

The above design was optimi2ed for the intended application.

It was speed limited by the combination of the storage available for

the wait period data in the IK PROM, and the discrete time element of

4.5 ~sec availabl~ to create the delay periods. It was acceleration

limited by the design of the motor drivers. It was position limited

by the availability of internal registers and the lack of external RAM.

The maximum stepping rate limited by storage is 1,273 step/sec.

with a maximum momentary acceleration of 10,949 step/sec
2

. If the~

storage limitation were eliminated the maximum stepping rate would

increase to 1,351 step/sec with an acceleration of 11,027 step/sec
2

.

Redesigning the driver circuits for higher acceleration would yield

slightly higher maximum stepping rates, e.g., for an acceleration of

20,000 step/sec
2

the maximum stepping rate would be only 1,652 step/sec.

In systems requiring higher stepping rates, the discrete time

element could be reduced to 1.25 ~sec by using an external timer to

generate a nonmaskable interrupt (NMI) after a HALT instruction when the

delay time.had elapsed. This would additionally eliminate the strict

timing requirement on the main stepping routine. Increasingly shorter

discrete time elements may be generated by using an external high

frequency timer and external motor phasing logic to command the motor

drivers, leaving the remaining tasks to the software.
16

To extend the servo position availability beyond 2 bytes (2 posi-

tions) would require compromises in the use of the internal registers

of the addition of external ~1 as well as an additional input port or

input multiplexing.

7. Conclusion

Hopefully the reader will agree that for a variety of applications

the servo hardware can remain minimal and quite simple. Replacement

of the microprocessor by MSI and SSI components would significantly

increase chip count while replacing only the essential functions.

Reliability and flexibility, as well as increased minor functions leading

to the ~~RT controller, are the motivating reasons to choose software

over hardware.
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•

APPENDIX K

REPORT OF NEW TEC~OLOGY

No patents on inventions or applications for patent rights resulted

from this work. However, new technologies are an outcome and are

summarized in the conclusions (Chapter 6) .
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